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Panel members and Trust staff pictured in the early days of the PPI Panel 

Celebrating 10 Years of the PPI Panel 

A decade of service user and carer involvement 

The PPI Panel was established in September 2010 to work with and help the Trust shape its 

service user and carer involvement, structures and processes.  Over the years the panel has 

been involved both locally and regionally in shaping and planning HSC services. They have 

helped train new staff on the importance of involving the service user and carer, developing 

reference material for Trust staff explaining PPI, and taking part in research in conjunction with 

local colleges and Queens University.  Panel members have also been involved in the 

recruitment process for positions in the Southern Trust at Director level, as well PPI staff.  Work 

has been endorsed by the Public Health Agency (PHA), other Health Trusts throughout 

Northern Ireland and the Patient Client Council.  More recently, panel members are helping     

re-build Southern Trust services as part of the reform of Urgent and Emergency Care.  
 

Peter Donnelly, Chairperson, has been involved with the PPI Panel since the start. 

“Although the years have passed quickly, looking back, we have achieved an immense 

amount of work.  The panel is made up of service users and carers who want to shape 

and improve service design, development and delivery.  I look forward to continuing this 

work, despite COVID and all the challenges it has brought. This pandemic has highlighted 

the value of our health service. Putting service users, carers and the community at the 

heart of all we do must continue to be our approach as we meet the next 10 years.” 

Panel member Ray Hamilton said “PPI has given me my voice back” while Sheila Darling, one 

of the newest Panel members, said: “It has been a very interesting start, coming on board right 

in the middle of a pandemic, but a privilege to see first-hand all the efforts being made, on so 

many fronts, to improve health and social care services for everyone.” 

Within this report we will try to give you a summary of the immense amount of work that the PPI 

Panel have been involved in and the impact it has had.  



The PPI Panel held their first meeting on the 15th September 2010 in the Navan Room on the 

site of St Luke's Hospital in Armagh.  Eleven members were in attendance.   This was an 

exciting time for the panel members and great discussions took place around purpose, action 

plans, training etc.  The key themes coming out of this discussion that were felt to be important 

(and still are) were: 

 Having a voice 

 Listen and learn 

 Work with us not against us 

 Interested in change 

 Don’t be afraid of us 

 Service users are an asset 

 Dialogue assists understanding and helps to break down barriers 

 Courtesy and time 

Since then the PPI Panel have met over 50 times!   

Why not click the image below and have a look at the minutes from the very first PPI Panel 

meeting! 

 

First meeting of the PPI Service User Panel 

Inaugural Meeting 

Double Click on Paper Clip  

to view minutes 




 
First meeting of the PPI Service User Panel held on 
Wednesday 15 September 2010 at 2pm, Navan Room, Hill 
Building 
 
Present: 
Peter Donnelly 
Ann McGlone Willowbank Resource Centre 
Sharon Doherty Parent Carer Council 
Maureen McNulty 
Laura Fegan Sixth Sense 
Rosemary Murray Sixth Sense 
Andrew Martin SHSCT Disability and Sensory Impairment 


Service User Forum 
Tess Maginness 
Fiona Rowan 
Carolyn Agnew Head of User Involvement and Community 


Development 
Nikki Girvan PPI Officer for Mental Health and Disability 


and Acute Services Directorate 
 
Apologies: 
 
Thomas McGrath 
Ray Hamilton 
Geoffrey McMullan 
Sinead Hughes PPI Officer for Children and Young People 


and Older People and Primary Care 
Services Directorate 


 
1.0 Welcome and Introductions 
 


1.1. Carolyn welcomed everyone to the first meeting of the 
Panel and enquired about transport arrangements and 
access. All agreed that the transport had worked out 
well. The room was accessible although it was a bit of 
a roundabout journey. 


1.2. Concern was expressed about the quality of the room. 
Carolyn advised that this room was used regularly by 
Trust staff at all levels and had been the Boardroom for 
the legacy Armagh and Dungannon Trust. She 
explained that there was no budget to book external 
venues and therefore availability on the day and time 
that suited everyone was limited. The Navan Room 
was chosen because it was the more accessible of the 







options available and had access to bathroom facilities. 
It was agreed however that an alternate venue would 
be sought for the next meeting. 


1.3. Carolyn explained that the Trust had no set ideas on 
what the Panel would look like and was keen that the 
direction and focus of the PPI Panel would be shaped 
by its members.   


1.4. Everyone introduced themselves, outlined their 
expectations for the Panel and shared a little bit of their 
experience.  The key themes coming out of this 
discussion that were felt to be important were as 
follows: 


 Having a voice 


 Listen and learn 


 Work with us not against us 


 Interested in change 


 Don’t be afraid of us 


 Service users are an asset 


 Dialogue assists understanding and helps to 
break down barriers 


 Courtesy and time 
 
2.0 Background and Purpose of Meeting 
 


2.1 Carolyn explained that the PPI Panel is a mechanism 
for service users to feed into the Trust PPI structures 
and processes.  The Trust developed a PPI Strategic 
Action Plan Framework which set out what the Trust is 
required to do in respect of Personal and Public 
Involvement (PPI) and the structures and mechanisms 
it proposed to develop so that it could deliver on its 
obligations.  The Strategic Action Plan Framework was 
subject to a consultation process and a Consultation 
Report was produced.  One of the recommendations 
from that consultation was that the Trust “should 
consider how service user reference groups can assist 
in verifying that the objectives of the Framework are 
delivered on and Service Users are involved in the 
planning, monitoring and management of the PPI 
Action Plan Framework to ensure that the values and 
principles of PPI are implemented and embedded” 
Some people stated that they would be happy to attend 
Trust meetings with Senior Trust staff while others said 
that they would prefer to feed into those meetings and 
a PPI Panel was agreed as the mechanism that would 
accommodate both views. 


2.2 Carolyn advised that although the Trust is still at an 
early stage with PPI there has been a history and ethos 







of service user involvement within the legacy Trusts.  
Since the Trust has prioritised PPI and established a 
Team to provide support for staff there has been 
significant increase and improvement across the 
Directorates in PPI activity.  Carolyn further explained 
that the Trust wants to move to a position where PPI 
happens consistently and universally across its 
Directorates. 


2.3 Carolyn explained that every Trust has different PPI 
structures, however the Health and Social Care Board 
(HSCB) and the Public Health Agency (PHA) has 
established a Regional PPI Forum and advised that 
Andrew Martin had been nominated to sit on this to 
represent the Southern Trust.  Mary Hinds, who chairs 
the Forum, is from the Public Health Agency, Michelle 
Tennyson is the Public Health Agency’s PPI Lead, and 
Bernard Mitchell is the Health and Social Care Board 
representative on the Regional PPI Forum. The Forum 
has met on two occasions and is due to meet again on 
25th October 2010. Andrew and Carolyn will feedback 
on progress to the Panel. 


2.4 Some members expressed concern that the Panel 
would become a ‘talking shop’. Carolyn reassured 
those present that the Trust would not want this either. 
After some discussion, it was agreed that the Panel 
would develop a very clear work plan with a focus on a 
realistic number of priorities for each year.  


2.5 Ann asked what the geographical spread of the group 
was and a show of hands demonstrated that the 
spread was as follows: 


2 x Dungannon 
2 x Trust wide 
2 x Craigavon & Banbridge (Portadown & Lurgan) 
1 x Bessbrook 
1 x Armagh  
1 x Moy 


Those members absent are from: 
1 x Armagh 
1 x Kilkeel 
1 x Dungannon 
 


3.0 Terms of Reference 
 


3.1 Carolyn asked if everyone had a chance to look over 
the draft Terms of Reference and explained that these 
were intended as a starting point and could be tailored 
by the members to suit the group.  







3.2 All present agreed that they were broadly happy with 
the Terms of Reference and Carolyn advised that they 
could be reviewed on a regular basis as the group 
developed. 


3.3 There was consensus about the role of the group. 
3.4 Some felt that the number of people attending 


meetings should be less than 20. 
3.5 It was acknowledged that there were a few gaps in 


representation e.g. older people, learning disability and 
while their were carers of older people and children 
with a learning disability it was agreed that it would be 
useful to see if anyone who used these services was 
interested in joining the Panel. 


3.6 It was agreed that Carolyn would chair the panel until 
the group was established and ready to elect a chair 
from the membership. 


3.7 Frequency of meetings:  it was agreed that in the first 
instance meetings should be monthly until the group is 
well established and thereafter quarterly. 


 
Action:  Any other comments on the Terms of 
Reference are to be forwarded to Carolyn before 
the next meeting on 12th November 2010. 


 
4.0 Induction Training 
 


4.1 Carolyn advised that Nikki and Sinead had devised 
induction training based on the training needs analysis 
that everyone had completed.  Most people had 
indicated they would like to hear more about Trust 
structures, accountability etc, and there was also 
interest in ‘Open Minds and Creative Thinking’.  
Following some discussion, it was agreed that the 
training should focus on Trust structures and 
accountability and members also felt at this stage they 
would like to hear about PPI Action Plans and what the 
PPI Priorities of each of the Directorates are for this 
year. 


 
Action: Nikki and Sinead to revisit the induction 
training and redesign for the training day. 
 


4.2 The structure of the day was agreed as 10.30 am until 
3.00 pm with a break for lunch.  The date was agreed 
as Friday 1 October and Ann McGlone kindly offered 
Willowbank Resource Centre as the venue. 


 
Action:  Carolyn to arrange hospitality 







 
5.0 Way Forward 
 


5.1 It was agreed that following the training there should 
be a workshop type meeting to develop a clear 
action plan for the PPI Panel.  There was a 
suggestion to use a Person Centred Plan approach 
i.e. a map or a path. 
 


 
6.0     Any Other Business 
 


6.1 There was some discussion on travel arrangements 
for the next meeting. 


 
6.2 Carolyn advised that Panel members were entitled 


to be reimbursed for travel costs and other out of 
pocket expenses as per the Trust’s Reimbursement 
Guidelines and procedures which had been 
circulated prior to the meeting. 


 
6.3 Claim forms were circulated to those present and 


members agreed to return to Carolyn or Nikki as 
soon as possible. 


 
7.0  Dates of Next Meetings 
 


7.1 These were agreed as follows:  
 


Induction Training 
Friday 1 October 2010 10.30 – 3.00, Willowbank  
 


 Friday 12 November 12 – 2pm, Fire Station, 
Loughgall Road, Armagh 


 
 Monday 6 December 2 – 4 pm, Fire Station, 


Loughgall Road, Armagh 
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PPI Event - Why Sit in Silence? Your Trust Need you - Have Your Say! 

The Southern Health and Social Care Trust (SHSCT) in partnership with the PPI Panel 

secured funding from the Public Health Agency (PHA) in 2014 to develop a PPI Information 

Event.   The PPI Panel and Trust decided to call the event ‘Why Sit I Silence? Your Trust 

Needs You - Have Your Say!’ 

The event was extremely successful with 146 participants in attendance.   

“It was excellent and really gave an insight into 

the practical outworking and benefits from real 

PPI at the frontline of service development and 

delivery across the Trust.” 

Double Click on Paper Clip to read more about 

the event and feedback from participants 

The information was excellent.! 

100% stated that the event was worthwhile! 

Why Sit in Silence? 
Your Trust Needs You – Have Your Say! 

 

Wednesday 16 April 2014 
10am – 1pm 

The Segoe Parish Centre 
46 Segoe Road, Porta down, Co. Armagh BT63 5HW 

 

Programme 
 

10.00 Registration- Andrew Martin and Anne Mallon, PPI Panel members 
  
10.30 Welcome- Sharon Doherty, Service User, Carer and Co-Chair PPI  

Panel  
 

10.35 What is PPI? - Fiona Rowan, Service User, Carer and PPI Panel 
member  

 

10.40 Why PPI is important in the Southern Health and Social Care Trust 
– Angela McVeigh, Director OPPC and Lead Director PPI  

 

10.55 The PPI Panel- Peter Donnelly, Service User and PPI Panel member  
 

11.05 What is it like to be involved- Ray Hamilton, Service User and PPI 
Panel member  

 

11.15 How you can become involved- Carolyn Agnew, Head of User In-
volvement and community Development, SHSCT  

 

11.30 Opportunities for Involvement –Roberta Brownlee, Trust Chair 
Showcase of current PPI activity and a chance to talk to Trust staff 
about opportunities for involvement  

 

12.45 Close- Martin Quinn, Regional PPI Lead, Public Health Agency  
 

1.0 Lunch  
 

Hosted by the Southern Trust PPI Service User and Carer Panel 
Funded by the PHA regional PPI Forum 




 


  


The Southern 


Health and 


Social Care 


Trust in 


partnership 


with its service 


user and 


carers PPI 


Panel held a 


PPI Information 


Event to raise 


awareness and 


increase 


understanding of PPI among 


staff, service users, carers and 


the public.  


Why Sit in Silence? 


Your Trust Needs You - 


Have Your Say! Event 16th April 2014 


PPI Panel members host and facilitate Trust’s PPI Roadshow Event 


The Southern Health and Social Care 


Trust in partnership with its service user 


and carer’s PPI Panel secured funding 


from the Public Health Agency (PHA) to 


develop a PPI Information Event. A 


number of planning meetings were held 


and it was agreed that the purpose of 


event would be to: 


 Raise awareness and increase 


understanding of PPI among staff, 


service users, carers and the public; 


 Showcase the PPI work that is currently 


taking place across the Trust; 


 Highlight opportunities available for 


involvement within the various service 


areas in the Southern Trust; 


 Encourage more service users and 


carers to become involved in working 


with the Trust to plan, evaluate and 


develop services.  


May 2014 


 


In this edition: 


 User and Carer 
Panel host and 
facilitate first PPI 
Event in Southern 


Trust area  


 Trust Services 
showcase good 
practice examples 


of PPI 


 PPI Panel launch 
Advocacy 
Information Booklet 


for Trust Staff 


 Over 140 
participants attend 


PPI Event 


 Participants able to 
register interest in 
future PPI 


opportunities  


    PPI  


Have Your Say!  
Welcome to the 4th edition of the Staff Newsletter highlighting the recent 


Southern Trust PPI Information Event 


PPI Panel members with members of the Trust Board, 


Trust staff and PPI Lead from the Public Health Agency 
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Key Speakers  


The programme for the day included speakers from the Trust and the PPI Panel.  
 
 
Sharon Doherty, service user, carer and co-chair of the PPI Panel chaired the 
event.  Sharon has been co-chair of the PPI Panel since March 2013 and has 
been a member since its inception.  
 
 


  Fiona Rowan, PPI Panel member,  outlined the 
official definition of  PPI and then explained what that meant to 


her as a service user, carer and member of the PPI Panel. 
 


 
 
Mrs Roberta Brownlee, Trust Chair, endorsed the Trust’s 
commitment to PPI, explaining why it was important and why the Trust wanted 
people to become involved. 
 
 
 Peter Donnelly, provided a very powerful account of 


his experiences of health and social care services and the benefits of 
involvement in shaping and improving services as a service user, PPI Panel 
member, Regional PPI Forum member and as a member of the Willowbank 
Lobbying, Activism and Research Group (LARG).  


 
 
Ray Hamilton, PPI Panel member,  through his Support Worker Ruth 
Hamilton, shared his experience of health and social care services and 
highlighted how his quality of life had been improved and become more 
meaningful since his involvement in a variety of opportunities including direct 
payments, Friends of Millview, the PPI Panel, the Patient Client Experience 
Committee, Queen’s University, the Drake Music Project and Boccia. 
 
 
Carolyn Agnew, Head of User Involvement and Community 


Development, then outlined how people could register to become involved and 
the support available. Participants were then invited to view the range of 
information on display from the Trust Directorates-Acute, Children and Young 
People, Older People and Primary Care, Mental Health and Disability, Equality 
Unit, Continuous Improvement, Volunteering, Patient Client Experience, 
10,000 Voices, PPI Team, Carers, Macmillan Cancer Information and 
Promoting Wellbeing and to speak to staff about opportunities for future 
involvement. 


 
 


Martin Quinn, PPI Lead for the PHA, closed the event. He congratulated the 
Southern Trust on the success of the morning and commended it and the PPI 
Panel for their efforts to advance the concept and practice of Personal and 
Public Involvement. 


  
 
 


The registration desk was expertly managed by two PPI Panel members, Andrew Martin and 
Ann Mallon, who welcomed and directed participants to their seats.   
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When asked if they felt more knowledgeable in relation to Personal and Public Involvement 


(PPI) this is what participants said: 


 


Trust Staff  


 Yes, it’s really interesting to listen to people and get very good information about it 


 Yes, this has been an excellent informative event and even though I work closely with the 
PPI Team I have found out so much more than I already knew 


 Yes, great  to hear from the Panel members 


 Yes, hearing from service users and staff showed the various aspects of PPI  


 Very informative, more understanding of why PPI is so necessary – will share with my team 


 Definitely, as busy health professionals we some times overlook PPI and what it represents 


 Will now be top of my agenda! 


 


Service users / Carers / Community / Voluntary / Other Statutory Organisations 


The majority of respondents from the groups above stated ‘Yes’ 


 Yes I feel a lot more knowledgeable 


 The wide range of services involved  


 Yes, but would like to know more 


Following an hour and a half of networking and 
gathering information, Martin Quinn, PPI Lead 
for the PHA, closed the event.  He 
commented: 


“It was excellent and really 
gave an insight into the 


practical outworking and 
benefits from real PPI at the 


frontline of service 
development and delivery 


across the Trust.” 


100% stated that the event was worthwhile! 


100% said the format for 


presenting information 


was excellent.! 


The Patient Client Council hosted an 
information stand highlighting the services it 
provides. 
 
A number of voluntary and community 
organisations also provided display stands 
including: Carers Matter, NIAMH, CAUSE, 
Willowbank, Acorns for Autism and Mencap. 
 
Evaluation forms, the design of which was 
agreed with the PPI Panel, were included in 
participant packs. There was also a Feedback 
Wall and participants were invited to post 
comments on this as well. A total of 20 
evaluation forms were returned, there were 15 
comments posted on the Feedback Wall and 
the PPI Team received 14 emails and 
numerous verbal comments throughout and 
following the event.   
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Participants were then asked how they thought the event could be improved.  Some 
comments made were as follows: 


 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
The majority of those who completed the evaluation forms stated that they have contact 
details for the PPI Team if they require any further information or advice in the future.  
 


 


Other comments from participants: 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 


 


 


 


 


I cannot think of anything which could 
have been done better 


 
 


Well organised and well attended so 
improvement not needed  


 


No improvements; venue, timing, 
speakers all excellent 


 


Not applicable! 


It could be improved by having more 
involvement from older people and the 


voluntary sector 
 


It was very good, no improvements or 
changes  


 


Maybe a ‘Question & Answer’ section? 
 


There was just the right balance to hold 
audience attention for the full duration 


“Fantastic, excellent 
event, well organised.  


User voices were good, 
well done Carolyn,  


Sinead and Esme, thanks 
for your support” 


“Very enjoyable morning 
with great information & 


listening to personal 
stories. Well done to PPI 
team for organising such 


a successful event” 


“Fantastic event, quick, 
snappy, to the point.  


Definitely has increased 
my knowledge and  


awareness of PPI – well 
done PPI Team” 


“Well done to the 
organisers, it was very 
informative and I liked 
the informal set-up and  
getting time to browse 


around the stands” 
 


“Excellent event, well 
arranged event, good 


venue, easy access and 
good to hear from 


service users” 


 


“Well done to all 


concerned, great 


morning, thank you. The 


event was very well 


organised” “Just to say thank you 
for the opportunity of at-
tending.  I have lots of 


information to take back 
to the 740 members of 


U3A & N&M SCC” 


Trust Staff  Service Users/Carers/C&V & other 
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Photo gallery of PPI Roadshow Event Photo gallery of PPI Roadshow Event Photo gallery of PPI Roadshow Event    


Flyer produced which was shared widely 


among staff, service users, carers, community 


and voluntary groups 


Above: PPI Panel members with members of the Trust Board, 


Trust staff and PPI Lead form the Public Health Agency 


Above: Members of the LARG Group from Willowbank 


Right: Peter 


Donnelly 


delivering his 


presentation  


Above: A view of some of the participants and stands  


Above: Ray Hamilton delivering his presentation  


Above: Carolyn Agnew, Head of User Involvement  setting the 


scene at the PPI Roadshow Event 
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PPI Participant Feedback Wall  


 
Congratulations, great 


event, loved the 


speakers  


 


As a speaker for the 1st 


time I enjoyed it.  The 


other speakers had 


some great stuff to say 


 


Excellent event, can 


this be repeated? I 


have found out so 


much.  


 


Great morning, very 


informative.  A lot of 


very relevant 


information available. 


A brilliant event, well done 


to all the speakers. I feel a 


sense of pride for the 


service user stories.  Well 


done in having your say! 


 
Excellent and well 


organised.  Great to 


see users doing the 


talking!  


 


How do we spread+++ 


this good news?  How 


do we share all 


literature/information


 
Great to hear the 


voice of the service 


user 


 


Question and answer 


section? Might be 


beneficial? 


 


Fantastic day and 


credit to you Carolyn. 


 


 


The venue is fantastic, 


should be used more 


often.  


 
Peter was very good.  He 


didn’t suffer from ‘Trust 


speak’ 


Fantastic Event! I feel so 


much more knowledgeable 


in PPI. Well done to all 


involved.  Service user’s 


stories are a master stroke! 


 
Can this be replicated 


in Newry and Mourne? 


 
The service users’ 


stories had a massive 


impact – refreshed my 


ideas in PPI.  Well done.  
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It should also be noted that at the end of the event service user, carer and community /


voluntary participants gave feedback verbally to the PPI team.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Since the PPI Event the PPI Team has received numerous emails of thanks and support 
for being invited to the event.  Trust staff, service users and carers have also expressed 


an interest in being involved in future PPI events.   


 


“I really feel empowered now; I kind of was afraid to fully get involved but now I 
have spoken to teams and other patients who have been involved and feel I am 


able to as well.  I have filled in a registration form to express my interest!” 
 


“I really enjoyed the speakers but it would have been useful to also hear about PPI 
from a staff member’s perspective” 


“Just wanted to congratulate you on a terrific event. It was wonderful to see all 
the PPI work being done throughout the Trust, to have an opportunity to network 
and connect with like-minded folk and to get some new ideas! Congratulations 
again on a really successful morning! SHSCT Staff  
 


“I thought the speakers and the presentations were excellent” Service User   
 


“Congratulations on an excellent event this morning” SHSCT Staff  
 


“I am a student social worker and I attended the PPI event this morning in 
Segoe, and found it to be very informative” Student Social Worker 
 


 


“Just to say that the event today was brilliant” SHSCT Staff  
 


“Great to be part of something ‘great’. There was a buzz that made everyone 
feel motivated!” SHSCT Staff  
 


“It was fantastic; I didn’t know so much was going on.  It makes you want to get 
involved and help” Service User  
 


 


“The PPI Panel Road Show was another excellent success story” SHSCT Staff  
 


“Well done to you all for a wonderful workshop on PPI,  I really enjoyed it and 
came away refreshed in conquest to support people to become involved  and to 
be more supportive to those who are not quite ready for it” SHSCT Staff  
 


“Feedback was excellent  - well done” SHSCT Staff 
 


“Thank-you for making the PPI Roadshow such a success today” Service User 
 


“Delighted to have been invited and to contribute to your event. It was excellent 
and really gave an insight into the practical outworking and benefits from real 
PPI at the frontline of service development and delivery across the Trust.  A lot 
of credit goes to you, your team and the SHSCT PPI Panel for all that you are 
doing to advance the concept and practice of Involvement” PHA 
 


“It was so well organised and ran so smooth and I know and appreciate the hard 
work that goes in to make it look easy and just wanted to  congratulate you all 
personally, it was truly first class from start to finish!!!  There was a real buzz 
around the hall and the staff and service users, and carers alike I spoke to really 
valued the event and opportunity to showcase and network and see and hear 
the real achievements of people getting involved. The speakers were all so 
powerful and you should be very proud of your success” SHSCT Staff  
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The evaluation and feedback would suggest that this was a very successful method of 
raising awareness and increasing understanding of PPI among staff, service users, carers 
and the public.  In terms of encouraging more service users and carers to become involved 
in working with the Trust to plan, evaluate and develop services there have been 3 new 
members recruited to the PPI Panel, one of the PPI Panel speakers has been invited to 
speak to further groups of staff and those who attended the event are now more aware of 
the opportunities available for involvement and how to register their interest. Trust staff are 
also more aware of the support services available in the community and the support 
available within the Trust to assist them to fulfil their obligations under PPI. 


 


What’s Next? 


 To host further PPI Information Events 
 


 To consider a question and answer 
session 


 


 To include the experience of PPI from 
staff perspective 


Launch of  Advocacy Information Booklet  


Conclusion 


The PPI Panel launched an Advocacy Information Booklet for  Trust Staff at the event. The 


guide has been designed to help improve staff understanding of what advocacy is, its role in 


the health and social care context and to provide a list of advocacy services currently available 


within the Southern Trust area.  It will also be of interest to existing advocacy service 


providers, service users and their carers as well as advocates themselves.  The booklet has 


been developed by a sub-group of the Trusts PPI Panel and the Mental Health User and Carer 


Service Improvement Group (UCSIG) supported by the PPI Team to complement the regional 


Policy Guide for Commissioners: Developing Advocacy Services.   Please click here to 


download a copy: Advocacy Booklet  


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
PPI Panel members with members of the Trust Board, Trust staff and PPI Lead from 


the Public Health Agency launching the Advocacy Information Booklet   


Did you know? 


The PPI Event was 
recorded—watch out 


for the link on our 


Trust website soon! 



http://www.southerntrust.hscni.net/pdf/Advocacy_Info_Booklet_June14.pdf



File Attachment
Newsletter issue 4.pdf



“PPI completed well will lead to co-production as the pinnacle of the              

involvement and engagement process.”  

PPI Toolkit 

Double Click  

Paper Clip to open 

PPI Toolkit 2019 

To view this Toolkit please search internet 

‘PPI Involvement A toolkit for Southern Staff’  

PPI Toolkit 2011 

Launching the revised PPI Toolkit in 2019 

The Southern Trust’s PPI Team in 

partnership with the Trust’s PPI 

Panel, Trust staff and members of 

the Regional PPI Forum reviewed 

and up-dated the PPI Toolkit 

(2010). This new 2019 version 

includes information to support 

Trust staff understand and fulfil 

their responsibilities in regard to 

PPI, Patient Client Experience and 

Co-production.   

In 2011 the first PPI Toolkit was 

published to provide staff and 

managers with information and 

guidance to enhance personal 

and public involvement within 

their area of service which 

complemented  the Personal 

and Public Involvement (PPI) 

Strategic Plan 2010 - 2013, 

SHSCT (2010.)  The PPI Panel 

were instrumental in producing 

the toolkit for staff.   

Photo of the launch with members 

of the PPI Panel and Trust staff.  




Personal and Public Involvement
Toolkit for Staff







page 1


INTRODUCTION


The Southern Trust is committed to ensuring that everyone who needs to and
wishes to be involved in the planning, development and evaluation of  its 
services is facilitated to do so irrespective of  their learning, skills, knowledge 
and experience.


This Toolkit aims to provide staff  and managers with information and 
guidance to enhance personal and public involvement within their area of  
service and should be read in conjunction with the Personal and Public 
Involvement (PPI) Strategic Plan 2010 - 2013, SHSCT (2010). 


While this Toolkit does not have all the answers it does contain the basic 
information you need to make the best of  any Service User, Carer and Public 
Involvement. It will help you understand why you should be engaging with 
your service users, their carers and the wider public on the services you 
provide. It will offer you guidance on how to plan and evaluate involvement 
activity, outline different methods of  involvement and signpost you to other 
sources of  support and training.  


The following are some quotes from Trust staff  and managers on the benefits 
of  involving service users and carers:  


“It has helped professional staff  to consider established practices from a service user perspective, and through engagement with service users, work in a more person centred way”(Mental Health & Disability Directorate: Development 
of  an assessment model for signposting to person 
centred day time opportunities)


“It allows an evaluation of  the service to 


take place and staff  can act on 


constructive feedback ensuring a quality 


service is being delivered”


(Older People and Primary Care Directorate: 


Smoking Cessation Programme)


“Evaluation of  the current services 


provided, a deeper understanding of  the 


needs of  the patient and their carer”


(Acute Services Directorate: Review of  Hospital 


Discharge Protocols)


“Carer involvement in the delivery of  training has improved the quality of  the trraining itself  and allowed us to prioritise this statutory function”(Children and Young People Directorate: Carers 
assessment Training for social workers)







Consider how to involve service users, carers 
and the public in all service planning, evaluation or improvement. 


Seek approval if required.


Complete Personal and Public Involvement Activity Form 
(Appendix 5) and make links with PPI Team if required. 


Refer to Section 11 of the Toolkit


Decide who needs to be involved.
Refer to Section 4 and 7 of the Toolkit


Involve service users, carers 
and the public at the earliest opportunity.
Refer to Section 5 - The Planning Process


Inform service users, carers and the public
about your project.


Agree the most appropriate method/s of 
involvement to use.


Refer to Section 6 of the Toolkit


Advise participants how to claim out of pocket expenses. 
Refer to Section 10 of the Toolkit


Carry out your PPI Activity Project.


Collate results and provide feedback to all those involved. 
Refer to Section 8 of the Toolkit


Evaluate project.
Refer to Section 9 of the Toolkit


Report back to line manager/director on success, lessons learnt etc. 


Forward completed PPI Activity Form (Appendix 4) to PPI Team.


PPI SUMMARY FLOWCHART
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What is Personal and 
Public Involvement?
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WHAT IS PPI?


PPI stands for Personal and Public Involvement. It is a term used to describe 
the people who use health and social care services, their carers, relatives, 
friends, neighbours, voluntary workers, members of  community groups and 
employees of  voluntary organisations. PPI is about giving local people a say 
in how services are planned, delivered and evaluated. Trust staff  can do
this by developing good communication with their service users, carers and 
other stakeholders, providing them with the information they need to make 
informed choices about their care and to work in partnership to make 
decisions about service development and improvement. 


Personal refers to service users, patients, carers, consumers, customers, 
relations, advocates or any other term to describe people who use Health 
and Social Care Services as individuals or as part of  a family.


Public refers to the general population and includes locality, community and 
voluntary groups and other collective organisations. Individuals who use 
health and social care services are also members of  the general public.


Involvement means more than consulting and informing. It includes 
engagement, active participation and partnership working.


A service user is “Anyone who needs long term care or support from local 
health, social services or housing or who uses services intensively for a short 
period of  time”. (Better Care Higher Standards Department of  Health July 
2000).


A carer is “Someone who, without payment, provide help and support to a
family member or a friend who may not be able to manage without this
help because of  frailty, illness or disability”. (Caring for Carers Recognising, 
Valuing and Supporting the Caring Role, DHSSPS Jan 2006).


Involvement is everyone’s responsibility. It should not be a random activity. It 
should be a process with a purpose.


Staff  who work within the Southern Health and Social Care Trust should 
involve service users as part of  their everyday practice in communications 
regarding their care and treatment or the delivery of  the service they receive. 
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This means that staff  should discuss with service users and carers:


 •  •  Service users ideas for their health, care or treatment


 •  •  The Trust’s plans


 •  •  Service users experiences of  services


 •  •  The Trust’s experiences


 •  •  What aspects of  services may need to change


 •  •  What service users and carers want from services and staff


 •  •  How to make the best use of  resources


 •  •  How to improve the quality and safety of  services.


Involving service users in plans and decisions about their specific care and 
treatment needs is part of  PPI. However in some cases where a service 
user is unable to become involved due to a specific medical condition or 
other circumstance, a carer or family member can often represent views on 
their behalf. Carers should also be involved in their own right as they too can 
provide valuable feedback on their experience of  our services. 


In addition to service users and carers, PPI is also about involving local 
communities or the general population where the issues are of  broad public 
concern or interest such as the location or nature of  local services, in 
specific service improvements, reform and modernisation or Best Care, Best 
Value proposals.


Throughout this Toolkit the term service users, carers and the public is used 
to refer to current or former users of  Health and Social Care Services as 
individuals, family, groups or organisations.
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Why do we need to involve
Service Users, Carers and the 
Public?
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WHY DO WE NEED TO INVOLVE SERVICE USERS, 
CARERS AND THE PUBLIC?


There are many reasons why it is important to consult and involve service 
users, carers and the public. Apart from the fact that it is good practice and 
evidence based, it is now a statutory requirement. From 1 April 2009, the 
Health and Social Care (Reform) NI Act 2009 places a new duty of  public 
involvement and consultation on all health and social care organisations and 
some special agencies including NI Guardian Ad Litem, NI Blood Transfusion 
Service and NI Medical and Dental Training Agency. 


Good service user involvement is a vital element in the Trust’s Reform and 
Modernisation Agenda, its Quality Agenda and the drive for continuous 
improvement. It is the vision of  the Trust that enhancing the involvement of  
service users, carers and the public in the planning, development and 
delivery of  services will achieve the following:


• Increased Ownership and 
 Commitment by individuals and 
 communities to finding new ways 
 to address the diverse needs 
 across the area
• Increased Sense of Self-
 Responsibility for our own health
  and social wellbeing and for   
 taking action that can prevent ill   
 health and address the wider   
 determinants of  health
• Responsive & Appropriate 
 Services that are needs led and 
 focused on the priorities of  the 
 service users, carers and the   
 public
• Help in Priority Setting & 
 Decision Making across a
 diverse and often competing   
 range of  priorities.


• Increased Compliance with
  agreed treatment and care plans,
 resulting in more effective 
 outcomes for all parties
• Help in Tackling Health and
  Social Wellbeing Inequalities  
 where we can gain a better
  understanding of  the 
 circumstances and particular 
 needs of  marginalised groups 
 and communities
• Increased Levels of Service 
 Satisfaction for service users,
 carers and staff
• Increased Staff, Service and   
 Carer Morale and feeling of  self
 worth.
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PPI can really change the experience of  services and the quality and safety 
of  care service users receive. By involving service users, carers, local 
communities, and the wider population in debates and decisions about how 
we provide services, we can ensure that services are effective and meet the 
needs of  those who use them.
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Levels of Personal
and Public Involvement
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In establishing a Framework for PPI the Trust has 
identified Five Key Levels of Involvement across the 
Organisation


These are as follows:


Level Examples of Involvement
Level 1 
Individual


Service users are directly involved in the planning, 
monitoring and evaluation of  their individual care 
or service either at home, in the hospital or in the 
wider community eg. Individual Care Plans.


Level 2 
Evaluation of Specific 
Services


Service users, their families, carers and the 
community are involved in evaluating the provision 
of  care and quality of  services provided eg. exit 
polls, satisfaction surveys, questionnaires.


Level 3 
Development of New 
Services


Service users, their families, carers and the 
community are supported to influence and shape
the planning, development and delivery of  
services on specific issues or areas eg. service 
development, service improvement, Best Care, 
Best Value proposals etc.


Level 4 
Directorate and 
Strategic


Service users, carers, and communities are 
actively involved in strategy development, 
including needs analysis, planning, 
commissioning and action that will result in 
changes to significant areas of  service 
development and provision eg. PLIG (Protect Life 
Implementation Group), Wraparound.


Level 5 
Corporate and Overall 
Direction of Trust


Service users, carers, communities, stakeholders 
and partner organisations are actively involved in 
shaping the corporate and organisational priorities 
and the overall direction of  the Trust eg. PPI Panel, 
Non Executive Directors
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Within each level of  involvement there are a number of  levels of  engagement 
and this is very clearly defined by Wilcox’s diagram of  ‘The five levels of  
Community Engagement’.  


The aim of  your engagement is to stay at the top right hand area of  the 
diagram above, so that the engagement enables you and service users, 
carers and the public to decide and act together when it comes to decision 
making.


Below are some examples that illustrate PPI activity at the five different levels 
across the Southern Trust:


Example of Level 1 – Individual
Children and Young People’s Directorate  


Corporate Parenting Division: Short term Residential Care
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Each young person has an Individual Development Plan which sets 
milestones to help them to grow and develop in five basic areas. The young 
people are actively involved in agreeing the goals for their individual plan 
and for the work to be undertaken and achieved. Young people participate 
and work hard to achieve their goals and because they are actively involved 
in negotiating the plan they take ownership of  it. The young people are given 
feedback and see where their suggestions have been incorporated.
                                     


Example of Level 2 - Evaluation of Existing Services
Mental Health and Disability Directorate 


Learning Disability Division: Appleby Social Education Centre


 


At each Service User Review, carers and service users have the opportunity 
to evaluate the service they have received over the previous year and to 
comment on any changes they would like to see or issues that have arisen. 
Annual questionnaires are also sent out as part of  the Quality Assurance 
Strategy. Issues from the feedback are then fed into the system for action. 
This gives Appleby S.E.C. the chance to effectively measure the degree of  
satisfaction felt by service users and their carers and also involve them in 
future planning. The Centre also has a Clients’ Committee which meets 
regularly to discuss current issues and topics.
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Example of Level 3 – Development of New Services
Acute Directorate


Maternity and Integrated Women’s Health: Uplift Programme


 


This project was set up by breastfeeding mothers to promote and support 
the uptake of  breastfeeding. These mothers have been trained and through 
a free phone helpline can support breastfeeding mothers in the Southern 
Trust area who experience problems. The counsellors/peer support 
workers also attend Breastfeeding Support Groups across the Armagh 
and Dungannon locality to support the health professionals who facilitate 
the groups. Those who have undertaken the training have benefited greatly 
from this personal development opportunity and have advised that their 
self-esteem and confidence has increased. A number of  the mothers are 
considering furthering their education. The project has been so successful 
that a waiting list has been developed of  mothers wishing to be trained as 
breast feeding support volunteers. Feedback is provided to service users on
the impact of  their involvement at monthly meetings with the counsellors.  
Service users are recruited through the local Breastfeeding Support Groups.  
The Breastfeeding Support Groups and the Uplift Workers endeavour to 
reach out to the ethnic minority groups and low-income groups.  
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Example of Level 4 – Directorate and Strategic Development 
Older People and Primary Care Directorate


Promoting Wellbeing Division: 
All Ireland Traveller Health Study (AITHS) – ‘Our Geels’ 


 


This project produced a detailed study of  the health status and health needs
of  Irish Travellers all over Ireland. The study was for, with, and by Travellers 
who were trained as peer researchers by a local coordinator who attended 
training sessions provided by University College Dublin (UCD). Data 
collected through the study was collated by UCD as All Ireland Data and 
used to influence policy, strategies, service delivery and eventually to 
improve the health and wellbeing of  the Traveller community. This study 
could not have been undertaken without the involvement of  Travellers and
working together on the project has further improved relationships and 
increased understanding between Traveller families and the Traveller 
Support Workers within the Southern Trust.
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Example of Level 5 – Corporate and Strategic Direction of the 
Trust Older People and Primary Care Directorate


Promoting Wellbeing Division:
Protect Life Implementation Steering Group (PLIG)


 


The Southern Health and Social Care Trust has established an Interagency 
Protect Life Implementation Group (PLIG) comprising representation from 
the Southern Education and Library Board (SELB), Police Service NI (PSNI), 
Northern Ireland Housing Executive (NIHE), Churches, local community and 
voluntary sector groups, District and Borough Councils as well as key Trust, 
Public Health Agency and Health and Social Care Board staff.


The Protect Life Implementation Group’s purpose is to develop a common 
framework for action across community, statutory, voluntary and private 
sector partners that will result in a more co-ordinated approach to long term, 
sustainable action targeted at reducing the incidence of  suicide across the 
Southern area. It ensures the involvement of  all stakeholders in the planning, 
implementation and monitoring process with a particular emphasis on the 
community/voluntary sector.
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Who should be Involved?
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WHO SHOULD BE INVOLVED?


In order to have a meaningful involvement process that ensures maximum 
benefit, you need to think carefully about who the key stakeholders are or 
will be. Stakeholders are “any person, organisations or agency affected by 
and involved in the issue, or having a specific interest in the issue under 
consultation.” (Rural Community Consultation Manual).


Questions you may want to ask yourself  include:  


 1.  Who will be impacted upon by the issue for consultation?  


 2.  Which sections of  the population will be affected?


 3.  Are all the relevant stakeholders affected in the same way and/or to   
   the same degree? 


 4.  If  so, should the engagement process change for different groups?


Stakeholders you may wish to involve may include:


 •  Patients, service users and where appropriate, their advocates  
   (current, past or potential)


 •  Carers and their representatives


 •  Staff  and their representatives


 •  Local people, local community groups and informal groups


 •  Representative voluntary and community organisations


 •  Individuals, including the ‘silent voices’ who are not represented by   
   any group


 •  Leaders of  opinion, such as councillors and MLAs


 •  Patient Client Council; other Health and Social Care Organisations


 •  The wider public, as potential users of  health and social services


 •  Trust Volunteers


 •  Other statutory organisations.
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How can I contact those who need and wish to be 
Involved?


Once you have agreed who your main stakeholders are, it is useful to 
develop a database of  contact details. The PPI Team has developed a 
corporate poster, leaflet and registration form to assist you with this. Copies 
of  these resources can be found on the PPI section of  the Promoting 
Wellbeing Website www.promotingwellbeing.info or on the intranet and also 
at Appendices 1, 2 and 3 of  this Toolkit.


The ‘Have Your Say’ poster and leaflet can be displayed in your area of  work 
to let your stakeholders know that they can become involved if  they wish. The
registration form has been designed so that you can record details of  service 
users, carers and members of  the public who are interested in being 
involved; their relationship to the Trust, how they would like to be involved and 
any support needs they may have. This will assist you to develop a database 
from which you can draw when you are reviewing policies, procedures, 
facilities or services.


Your local Promoting Wellbeing Team may be able to assist you with 
identifying relevant community and voluntary groups. This information is also 
included in your Directorate PPI Baseline Report which can be found on the 
PPI section of  the Promoting Wellbeing website www.promotingwellbeing.
info or on the Trust intranet.


Further information on recruiting participants can be found at Section 7 
of  this Toolkit.
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THE PLANNING PROCESS


In order to ensure effective engagement and meaningful involvement, you 
must undertake a thorough planning process. The PPI Team are available to 
help and support you to plan. The following are points you should consider 
during the planning stage:


	 	 • What are you doing and what do you want to achieve?


	 	 • What are your specific aims and objectives?


	 	 • What are the key steps needed within the involvement process?


	 	 • Who do you need to engage with?


	 	 • Where will you find them and how can you contact them?


	 	 • How can you engage with them most effectively?


	 	 • What are the timeframes for completion?


	 	 • What are the possible barriers to the involvement process and how   
   can they be overcome?


	 	 • Can you benchmark against any other organisations or learn from   
   others who may have already completed similar work?


	 	 • What information will you need to provide?


	 	 • Does this information need to be in different formats to suit the needs  
   of  the different stakeholders?


	 	 • Are interpreters needed, either for Black and Minority Ethnic (BME)   
   communities or the deaf  community?


	 	 • Is the venue accessible for all participants’ needs?


	 	 • Is the venue accessible by public transport, and if  not can alternative  
   transport arrangements be made? 


	 	 • How do you intend to monitor and evaluate the process?


	 	 • How will you provide feedback appropriately to all involved?


	 	 • What difference will it make?


It is crucial during the planning stages that appropriate levels of  involvement 
are agreed. These can then be implemented using the methods and 
approaches shown in this Toolkit.
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Getting Started


Establish a Planning Team
Bring together a small team of  people who are important to the exercise. It 
is essential to have objectives and to be clear how the involvement is going 
to affect the service and influence decision making.


Consider the following questions when planning 
a PPI Activity


• What information is required?
• How is the information going to be used?
• What resources are available?
• Who will you involve?
• What method/s will you use?
• How will you prepare your team?


Choose the right Approach


Your method/s of  consultation or involvement should match both your 
purpose and your target audience. This should flow directly from your 
planning.


Communicate your Plan and Prepare your Team


Consider how you will communicate your plans to everyone involved and 
throughout the organisation.


Evaluation


Consider and plan how you will evaluate the process and provide feedback 
to all involved.
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Methods and Approaches
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METHODS AND APPROACHES


Service users, carers and the public may wish to express their views in different 
ways and will be comfortable doing so in a variety of  settings. The involvement 
of  service users and their representatives can take many forms. Using a range 
of  approaches will increase opportunities and give more people a chance to be 
involved. Service users, carers and the public may be concerned with general 
health and social care issues, they may be focused on a specific area of  
service or they may be interested in both general and specific issues.  


Service users, carers and the public may already be involved with the 
Southern Health and Social Care Trust through a community or voluntary 
group, as a member of  a Service User/Carer Group or as a representative on 
one of  the Trust’s Planning Groups.


Before choosing a particular method, a number of  issues have to be 
considered: 


 • What is the nature of  the service?


 • What are the needs and capacity of  those involved?


 • What information is required? 


 • How will the information be used?


 • How much time is available?


 • What resources are available? 


It is important not to rely on a single method of  involvement. Different 
methods of  involvement tailored to suit your service user and carer 
population can work well together and provide richer more in depth data.


This section outlines a range of  methods and approaches that can be 
considered when involving service users, carers and the public. They are 
arranged in sub-sections that relate to the five levels of  Community 
Engagement on page 12. Practical guidance, a checklist of  pointers and a 
list of  advantages and disadvantages are highlighted to help you make your 
choice. The subsections are:


 1.  Giving Information


 2.  Obtaining Information


 3.  Forums for Debate


 4.  Participation


 5.  Partnership.
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1.  GIVING INFORMATION
  Leaflets, Newsletters and other written documents


It is important that service users, carers and the public receive and have 
access to good quality accessible information. The information can relate to 
what they can expect from the service they will receive; information about 
how to access services; improving understanding about conditions or issues 
relating to the service, how to make a complaint and so on.
 
You should aim to ensure that all service users, carers and the public have 
the information that they want at the time that they need it, and that the 
information is clear and relevant to their needs. How newsletters, leaflets 
and documents look and the information they provide have an impact on 
how the Trust is perceived by the people using our services and by other 
stakeholders. 


It is also good practice to involve service users, carers and the public to 
help produce the information if  possible, or if  not you should test the draft 
information with them before it is finalised.


You should consider the needs of  your target audience when producing 
leaflets and written documents. You will need to consider the specific needs 
of  the following groups of  people:


 • Black and Minority Ethnic (BME)


 • Traveller Community


 • People with a Learning Disability


 • People with a Visual Impairment


 • Children and Young People


 • Older People.


Think about language; literacy levels; the use of  pictures, signs or 
illustrations to help understanding. Do you need to use larger font?


A useful document to help raise the standards of  basic information provision is 
‘The 5 C’s of Information Provision’ which can be found at
www.dhsspsni.gov.uk/econsultation/practice.html 
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GIVING INFORMATION
Leaflets and Written Documents


Leaflets and/or other written documents may be used as a starting point in a 
consultation. The lists of  advantages and disadvantages below can help you 
decide whether or not they are appropriate for your particular purpose: 


Newsletters


A newsletter can be produced for service users, carers and the public, as 
well as for staff. It can be a good method of  creating awareness, especially if  
circulated on a timely basis.


 


Disadvantages


• A document becomes outdated
 quickly


• There is no guarantee it will be   
 read


• The language may not be
 appropriate for the reader


• On its own a leaflet or document  
 is unlikely to bring about real   
 change. 


Disadvantages


 • Newsletters can be time-
  consuming to edit and produce


 • They can be costly if  in colour or 
  using images/photographs


 • They are a method of  giving out
  information, rather than engaging
  in dialogue


Advantages


• It is an opportunity to outline the
 organisation’s position


• It is an accepted way of     
 disseminating information


• It is an opportunity for the 
 organisation to make a statement


• It can help build understanding   
 of  the organisation 


• It can keep the public informed   
 and aware of  issues


• It is a record of  the organisation’s
 position at that point in time.


Advantages


• Newsletters are visually appealing


• They are a relatively inexpensive   
 way to target selected groups


• They can provide a wide coverage
 - opportunity to reach a larger 
 audience
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Points to consider


 • Is this the best way to give information to the people you need to   
  engage with?


 • The proposal or the issue outlined in a document should not be    
  presented in isolation. It should be followed up with an action plan or an  
  indication of  the next steps.


 • Ideally a document should be tested with a range of  people from the   
  target audience before it is published


 • A consultation document should be followed by a final document  
  outlining the changes that have been made as the result of  the    
  involvement and consultation and the next steps


 • Information must be accurate, accessible, understandable and targeted


 • Are you clear about who the audience is and how to reach them?


 • It is important to give the correct amount of  information – not too little   
  and not too much


 • The document is part of  the process, not the process itself


 • The production of  a clear readable document is a specialised resource  
  intensive task


 • Have you involved service users and carers in the design of  the    
  document?


Advantages


• Staff  can learn new skills and may
 increase their awareness of  local 
 health issues and public 
 involvement work


• Local people can be encouraged
  to contribute articles or become
 involved in disseminating the
 newsletter, thus promoting   
 involvement and ownership.


Disadvantages


 • Newsletters are not always read
  by target audience


 • They can be seen as ‘junk mail’.
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Checklist - Leaflets, Newsletters and other Written Documents
It needs to look attractive


Is it written in plain English, is it jargon free?  


Do you need to produce a summary? 


Do you need either the main document or the summary translated?


Do you need to consider other media eg. audio, CD, DVD, Braille?


Obtain service user feedback on content to ensure information is easily          
understood – use your PPI database membership.


How is it to be distributed?


Do you need posters to tell people about it?


If  it is a Newsletter, have you asked local people to contribute articles? 


Will you use local or community media to advertise it?


Would built-in response forms be a good way to get feedback?


Is the format and length suitable for the target audience?


Do you need a glossary?


GIVING INFORMATION
Exhibitions, Campaigns and Presentations


This method incorporates a number of  tools such as presentations, posters, 
leaflets and other visual information which can be used to disseminate 
plans and engage in consultation. This approach enables communication 
and information to be shared in both directions – from the service provider 
to the patient/ service user and also from the patient/service user to the 
service provider. This can be an effective way of  conveying information and 
informing the public. It can be used on a one – off  or limited basis as in 
part of  the consultation process eg. with the Portadown Community Care 
and Treatment Centre or it can be used as part of  a promotional campaign. 
If  promotional campaigns are run over a period of  time they can increase 
audience participation and improve awareness. An effective method of  
engaging with patients, service users, carers and the wider public is to make 
displays interactive. For example with smoking cessation, staff  get people 
involved by testing their carbon monoxide levels. 
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Checklist - Exhibitions, Campaigns and Presentations
Is the purpose of  the event clear to everyone involved at the outset?


Is the site relevant to the locality of  the services?


Is it where local people go? Is it easily accessible?


Has an individual been given responsibility for preparing and 
coordinating information for the event?


Do you need a leaflet or other handouts?


Do you need interpreters?


Can the event be left unattended- if  not, do you need a rota?


How will the event be advertised?


Are staff  and service users well briefed? 


Are there other providers whose expertise can be used eg. Promoting 
Wellbeing staff  or those from other teams?


How will the messages from the public be dealt with and acted on?


How will you formally evaluate your event?


2. OBTAINING INFORMATION
  Informal comments/feedback


Ensure that those who use your service are aware that they can make 
informal comments about their care or the service they have received and 
that this can be done by simply talking to a member of  staff. Make sure your 
staff  are aware of  this too.


OBTAINING INFORMATION
Suggestion Box


Service users, carers and the public may want to write down some 
suggestions for how the service or care that they have received can be 
improved. This can be done anonymously and posted in a suggestion box. 
Ensure the location of  suggestions boxes are clearly marked and are visible 
and accessible to service users. It is also useful to get feedback on what 
service users like about the service so that you get a balanced picture.
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OBTAINING INFORMATION
Comments and Complaints


These are a simple way of  allowing people to provide feedback in an 
anonymous way but can really impact upon your service delivery. It will
enable your service to gain a true picture of  how your services are 
experienced by your patients, service users and carers.


Service users, carers and the public may want to make a comment or 
suggestion for improvement, tell us what was good about their experience, 
or make a complaint about any of  our services. Staff  should advise service 
users and carers who are unhappy with any aspect of  our services to 
let them know immediately. If  they do this and are still not satisfied, staff  
should advise them to express their concerns in writing, by telephone or by 
arranging an appointment with the relevant Patient/Client Liaison Manager 
(Complaints and Comments Officers):


 • Mental Health and Disability
  Tel: 028 3883 3701


 • Older People and Primary Care
  Tel: 028 3883 3700


 • Acute Services
  Tel: 028 3861 2696


 • Children and Young People
  Tel: 028 3839 8345


Comments, suggestions, compliments or complaints should be made initially 
to the Central Reporting Point for complaints. The address is:


Central Reporting Point
Beechfield House
Craigavon Area Hospital
Portadown
Telephone: 028 3861 4150


Centralpoint.st@southerntrust.hscni.net


Staff  should refer to the Trust’s Policy on Managing Complaints and User 
Views, which can be found on the intranet.
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OBTAINING INFORMATION
Questionnaires*


Questionnaires are a well-established approach used for capturing 
information where participants are asked a standard series of  questions.  
Questionnaires can be used for obtaining background information as part of  
an evaluation process and seeking opinions when developing services.


Types of Questionnaire


 • Postal 


 • Internet/email 


 • Semi-structured - as part of  an interview


 • Exit Poll - questionnaires issued after using a service.


Points to remember when developing questionnaires


 • Include open and closed questions – this ensures that information can  
  be used to develop a statistical analysis whilst at the same time allowing  
  participants to expand on their views


 • Make sure you know your target audience before you produce the 
  questionnaire. Are you targeting a specific set of  service users, patients  


Advantages


• They can be used to seek 
 information from large numbers
 of  people


• They enable all participants to be
 asked a standard set of  questions


• They gather views on a range of
 issues while the results can be 
 made available relatively quickly


• The same approach can be used
 again in the future, to keep track
 of  any changes that may have
 occurred.


Disadvantages


• Whilst surveys are an excellent
 way of  reaching a large audience,
  response rates can be low


• Unless patients really want to have
 their voice heard, they will not 
 return questionnaires. It is 
 important to send out stamped 
 addressed envelopes or use the 
 Trust’s freepost service (Contact
 Support Services 028 3861 3772
 to arrange)


• People may interpret questions in 
 different ways. This is why it is
  essential to pilot the questionnaire.
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  or carers or is it aimed at all those who use your service?


 • Pilot the questionnaire before you send it to a wider audience. This will  
  help to eliminate misleading questions and ensure that the questions are  
  interpreted in the same way


 • Will this be a stand-alone survey or be used as part of  a range of  
  involvement methods? This decision needs to be made at the start, as it
  will dictate how long the questionnaire will be. This is also important to 
  bear in mind when deciding on the target audience


 • Have you considered the needs of  hard to reach groups? Do you
  know if  any of  the people you will be surveying have a disability or
  do not speak English as their first language as their needs will need to
  be further explored?


Checklist - Questionnaires
What do you want to find out?


Who is the target audience?


Do you need help with sample size/representation?


How will the questionnaire be distributed and collected– in person, e-mail, 
website, postal?


Who will decide on the questions?


Who will do the data analysis?


Will you need outside help for this?


Will the information be of  any use if  there is a low response rate?


Will you send reminders?


How will you feed back outcomes to the respondents?


Will you need or be offering translation or interpreting services?


*For further information please refer to the fact sheet on Questionnaire 
Design which is available on the User Involvement - PPI Section of  
www.promotingwellbeing.info and on the intranet.  
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Interviews


Interviews may be semi-structured or structured.


What is a semi-structured interview?


This approach aims to obtain feedback on a service or explore a particular 
topic by allowing the interviewee to highlight issues and consider his or her 
own feelings and concerns. This can be carried out face-to-face or on the 
telephone. The interviewer aims to cover a range of  pre-set topics, instead 
of  asking the interviewee to answer specific questions from a limited range 
of  possible answers.


What is a structured interview?


This is where the interviewer asks a number of  pre-determined questions 
and allocates the answers to one of  a pre-determined set of  possible 
responses. Interviews may be may be a face-to-face or conducted by 
telephone. Care must be taken to ensure that the information gathered will 
help inform staff  of  what is good about the service and what needs to be 
improved.


Advantages


• Obtains relevant information


• Targets specific respondents: 
 good population cross-section


• The structure allows comparison


• Allows freedom to explore general
 views and perceptions in detail


• Can use staff  from other areas of
 work or from external organisations  
 to undertake the interviews. This 
 makes the process more
 independent and can encourage
 participants to be more open with
 their views


• Can be a useful method for
 gathering information on sensitive
 issues/topics.


Disadvantages


• Interviewing skills required


• Need to sample enough people to
 generalise results


• Expertise in preparing questions
 required so they are not    
 prescriptive


• May be difficult to secure  
 commitment from staff, from other
  areas of  work or external    
 organisations


• Data analysis skill is needed for 
 qualitative data


• Can be costly, time consuming 
 and resource intensive.
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Points to remember


 • Be clear about what you want to know


 • Do you want to collect comparative data as well as explore experiences  
  and views in a less structured way? If  so, is this the right method?


 • How much time, capacity and resource do you have?


Checklist - Interviews
Who will prepare the framework for discussion?


What are the key points to cover?


Will interviews be face to face or by phone?


Where will the interviews take place?


Do you require interpreting or translation? 


Who will do this?


Will you need outside help for this?


Who will carry out the interviews?


Have they the necessary skills/ training?


How do you recruit the interviewees?


How many interviews do you need to do?


How will you analyse the data?


How will you present feedback?
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3. FORUMS FOR DEBATE
  Public Meetings / Annual General Meetings (AGM)*


This is an event where an open invitation has been issued. There may be a 
set agenda or the discussion may focus on issues raised by those attending 
the meeting. If  you contact your locality Promoting Wellbeing Team they will 
be able to provide you with a list of  community and voluntary groups in your 
area. These groups can be a useful vehicle for making initial contact with the 
community.


Venues should be accessible to people with disabilities and auxiliary aids, 
eg. Induction Loop systems may be required. 


*For more information on how to organise a Public Meeting, please refer 
to the PPI Fact Sheet on Organising an AGM which is available on the 
User Involvement - PPI Section of www.promotingwellbeing.info and on 
the intranet.


Advantages


• Opportunity for a wide range of  
 people to comment or raise issues


• PR value - the only public debate
 on the issues may have been 
 through the media


• Provides an opportunity for joint 
 consultation eg. working with other
  health and social care organisations
  and local authorities on issues of   
 common interest


• Offers opportunity for public to 
 challenge issues directly which   
 increases accountability


• Provides an indicator of  problem
  areas and local issues that may
 not have emerged previously. May
 provide a good indicator of  where
 to focus attention in future.


Disadvantages


• There may be a low turn out


• Can be a risky approach – you
 have no control over who attends
 or what might happen eg.
 individuals claiming that they are
 the ‘voice of  the people’


• The audience may be hostile


• May only attract interested parties/
 lobby/pressure groups etc.


• Takes organisation which costs   
 time and money eg.


	 	 •	 Hall	hire


	 	 •	 Advertising


	 	 •	 PA	systems


	 	 •	 Refreshments.
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Checklist - Public Meetings / AGM’S
What do you hope to get out of  the meeting? 


What will people take away from the meeting or do as a result?


Who do you hope to attract?


What are the levels of  interest out there?


When is the best time to hold it?


Are you giving people enough notice?


Where will you hold the meeting?


Is the venue available and easily accessible?


Who are your speakers? Will they attract an audience?


What can you do to promote the meeting?


How can you use the event to promote your messages?


FORUMS FOR DEBATE
Focus Groups*


A focus group can sometimes be described as a group interview. A small 
group of  individuals, between six to ten people with similar backgrounds or
experiences are brought together to discuss a specific topic. It is usually 
best to have a skilled facilitator to chair the process and record comments 
and views, whilst remaining independent. Individuals are encouraged to 
interact by exchanging and commenting on one another’s experience. 


Focus groups are useful methods of  taking forward the views and 
experiences of  service users, carers and the wider public, and using this 
information to help redesign services. A focus group differs from a public 
meeting in that specific attendees are invited, largely due to a special 
interest or their expertise in a particular area.
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Advantages


• Good method to test proposed
 service changes


• Relatively low cost per respondent


• Opportunity to inform participants
 prior to participation


• Can be arranged at relatively   
 short notice


• Good for exploring issues limited
 to the experience of  one small 
 group of  the population, or users 
 of  a particular service or interest 
 group


• Can elicit views of  those who   
 think they have nothing to say


• Can bring similar people together
 - could meet up again or develop
 into  a support group


• Allows a framework for discussion, 
 but content emerges from
 interaction of  group members


• Skilled facilitation can help all   
 views to be heard


• Can empower participants.


Disadvantages


• Groups may inhibit some members
 - need good facilitation to    
 overcome this


• Does not generate ‘evidence’ as
 such


• Confidentiality: need group rules
 at the start


• May need to hold a number of  
 groups to validate findings 
 between  groups.
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Checklist - Focus Groups
What criteria do you use for selection of  participants?


How will you recruit participants?


Is this method appropriate for the subject matter?


Is the sample appropriate?


Who will facilitate? Are they trained? Are they independent?


How much money can you spend?


Can you offer any incentives?


Have you agreed ground rules?


What questions should you ask?


What level of  information do participants need?


How long should each meeting last?


Have you taken account of  everyone’s needs?


What will you do with the feedback?


How will you evaluate the process?


How will you feedback the outcomes? 


*For further information please refer to the fact sheet on Focus Groups 
which is available on the User Involvement - PPI Section of  
www.promotingwellbeing.info and on the intranet.


FORUMS FOR DEBATE
Service User Groups*


Service user groups are groups of  people who meet to discuss a particular 
project, a specific issue and/or to advocate on behalf  of  other service users.  
The structure of  service user groups can range from informal with very little 
in the way of  management arrangements to quite formal where the group 
becomes independently constituted. The nature of  the group will depend on 
its purpose and why it was set up. Service user groups can be an effective 
way of  gathering views that have the potential to influence service design 
and delivery leading to a more responsive, effective service for those who 
use it.  
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Checklist - Service User Group
Who is the group for?


What is its’ role?


How will it benefit stakeholders? Why would people want to attend?


How will the group link to the Trust?


Will the group be able to influence decisions?


What are the limitations?


Who will lead the group?


What training is required?


What support does the group require?


What is the time commitment?


How will you recruit members?


Is Community/Voluntary representation required?


What other partners should be involved?


If  it is a long-term project, the group may want to consider developing formal 
structures such as a constitution, committee, meeting structures etc.  If  this 
is the case, please refer to our fact sheet on constitutions which is available 
on the website - see below.


*For more information please refer to the fact sheet on ‘How to set up 
a Service User Group’ which is available on the User Involvement - PPI 
Section of www.promotingwellbeing.info and on the intranet.


Advantages


• Allows very specific focus on a   
 particular service


• Group members can be well   
 informed


• Opportunity for detailed    
 discussion


• Groups are normal highly    
 motivated


• Potential to influence service   
 design and delivery.


Disadvantages


• Quality/accuracy of  feedback to  
 the wider group that are being   
 represented 


• May need a lot of  staff  time to 
 get up and running.
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FORUMS FOR DEBATE
Support Groups/Patient/Carer Groups/Self Help Groups


These are organised groups of  people focusing around a common illness or 
condition, service or geographical location. These may be local community 
based groups or branches of  service user/carer organisations. They may be 
groups that provide support to people with a specific condition, for example, 
coronary heart disease support groups or groups set up to give a ‘user view’ 
for example cancer user groups, mental health groups or maternity services 
liaison committees. Meetings may be initiated by either party and may have a 
set agenda or be unstructured.


Advantages


• Allows specific focus on a
 particular service


• Group members are normally well
 informed


• Participants may be comfortable
 with each other


• Reaches those with particular 
 experience, concerns and
 expertise who may have particular  
 reasons for wanting to be involved


• Those with long term conditions 
 will have special expertise in how
 to manage their condition and
 long-term experience of  relevant 
 services


• Advocates and carers can also
 make a valuable contribution.


Disadvantages


• May have a very narrow focus


• Agenda may become too detailed 
 and absorbed with sorting out 
 individual issues


• Well established groups may 
 suffer from over consultation


• Groups may not include a   
 representative spread of  the 
 population in terms of  age, 
 gender, ethnicity, etc.


• Service user and patient views  
 may not always coincide with
 those of  their carers or advocates. 
 However both views are needed.
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4. PARTICIPATION
  Person Centred Planning/Person Centred Thinking (PCP/PCT)


We all think about, and plan our lives in different ways. Some people have 
very clear ideas about what they want and how to achieve it; others take 
opportunities as they arise. Some people dream and then see how they can 
match their dreams to reality. Sometimes it is useful to plan in a structured 
way, and person centred planning provides a range of  approaches that can 
help do this. These approaches share common values and principles, and 
are used to answer two fundamental questions:


 • Who are you, and who are we in your life?


 • What can we do together to achieve a better life for you now, and in   
  the future?


Person centred planning is a process of  continual listening, and learning. It 
focuses on what is important to someone now, and for the future and helps 
to formulate a plan of  action to address identified needs in a partnership that 
puts the person at the centre with their family, friends, service providers and 
others. It is based on a completely different way of  seeing and working with 
service users, which is fundamentally about sharing power and community 
inclusion. 


Person centred planning is used by self-advocates, families, friends and paid 
support staff. When someone wants to use person centred planning, they 
may have the energy and drive to ensure that their plan happens themselves. 


Person centred planning, requires that staff  have a flexible and responsive 
approach to meet peoples’ changing circumstances, guided by the 
principles of  good planning rather than a standard procedure. Staff  need to 
be constantly problem solving in partnership with the person and their family 
and friends. 


If  you are interested in involving service users in person centred planning, 
please speak to a trained member of  staff  or contact your local Promoting 
Wellbeing Team.


The website below provides further information on Person Centred 
Planning: http://www.helensandersonassociates.co.uk/reading-room/
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PARTICIPATION
Consultations


Consultations are used to ask people their views on a particular area or
issue in order to influence and shape a service. In undertaking a consultation 
it is important that you are clear about the specific issues that can be 
changed based on the strength of  the views expressed. If  change is not an
option, be up front otherwise this is not a consultation, it is information giving.
It is also very important to feedback the results and outcome of  the 
consultation to those people who participated. The Trust’s PPI Panel is 
currently developing minimum standards for consultation and engagement. 
Once finalised, these will be available on the PPI Section of  
www.promotingwellbeing.info and on the intranet.


Accessing consultations on the Trust website


The Trust website can be accessed at www.southerntrust.hscni.net If  service
users click on “Involving You” they will be able to access the various “live”
issues on which the Trust is consulting. Service users will be able to 
download the document and get information on the consultation process eg. 
timescale, details of  any forthcoming public meetings, who to contact etc.  


Advantages 


• Opportunity to involve larger
 numbers of  stakeholders in the  
 process and offer consultation
 document to a wide range of  
 individuals via the media


• Provides written summary of  
 ideas/proposals which can be
 considered


• Minimum statutory formal 
 consultation period of  three   
 months.


Disadvantages


• Often difficult and costly process  
 of  circulating and distributing the  
 consultation document to as wide
 an audience as possible


• Problem of  identifying the ‘public’


• Sometimes local people are only
  involved in providing comments
 on the document rather than
 developing the proposal


• Three months consultation period 
 sometimes not long enough


• Very formal process can be 
 intimidating


• Consultation documents can be 
 lengthy and difficult to understand.
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PARTICIPATION
Service User Panels/Health Panels


Panels are a useful way of  building two-way communication between service 
users, carers, the public and organisations. They can be used to explore 
local people’s views on plans, service developments, policy issues and the
allocation of  health service resources. Panels are usually made up of  between 
eight to twelve people. To ensure a regular supply of  new voices each panel 
member has a fixed term and is then replaced by a new person. Panels 
usually discuss topics that are ‘live’ ie. of  genuine concern both to the 
organisation and to its members.  


As with other groups, it would be vital to have any Panels well chaired or 
expertly facilitated to ensure that all participants have the opportunity to 
contribute equally and that discussions are not dominated by individual 
concerns or issues, where this is not appropriate.


Some discussion of  roles, confidentiality and setting of  ground rules may be 
appropriate each time new members join.


If  this method of  involvement becomes widely established, it is possible to 
link a number of  panels into an over-arching panel. Such a panel would help 
to identify concerns and views over a wider area and ensure that there are 
robust mechanisms to feed the results into strategic plans.


Advantages 


• Members of  panels may rotate so
  that at any one time there is a
  balance of  ‘old’ and ‘new’ members


• Opportunity for debate and   
 qualitative feedback


• Panels can provide a quick   
 measure of  public opinion on a 
 specific issue that can then be
  tested out with the wider community 


• Members have direct experience
  of  the services being discussed
  and  usually a genuine desire to 
 make services better for future 
 service users and carers.


Disadvantages


• Limited membership provides   
 difficulties in gaining adequate   
 representation


• Can sometimes be less  
 exploratory than focus groups
 depending on method of     
 facilitation


• Need to ensure that service 
 users and carers with positive  
 and not just negative experiences
 participate.
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The Southern Trust has recently established a PPI Panel so that service 
users, carers and other stakeholders can provide feedback on how the Trust 
is progressing its personal and public involvement agenda and work with 
the Trust to enhance PPI across all of  its services. To date the PPI Panel has 
agreed its Terms of  Reference, completed Induction Training and developed 
an action plan. Further information on the development and work of  the PPI 
Panel can be found in the PPI section of  the Promoting Wellbeing website 
www.promotingwellbeing.info and on the Trust website.


PARTICIPATION
Patient Experience Stories


The basis of  this method is that a patient tells their story, confirms the details 
and then an action plan is drawn up to address the main issues identified.  


The purpose of  taking patient stories is to understand the patient’s experience 
of  a service. Patients tell us whatever is important to them and what would 
improve their experience. Carer’s stories can also be used and parent stories 
in Children’ Services. This method of  obtaining information can complement 
other information that you may already have collected from surveys, audits etc.  


Patient experience stories are usually completed by using a tape recorder 
as it can be difficult to write and listen at the same time. You need to ensure 
that you are familiar with the process of  informed consent. If  you are not 
confident to obtain informed consent you should ask your link person/
manager to do this part of  the process for you – it does not preclude you 
from taking stories.  


Patient Selection


When identifying patients to participate it is preferable to select patients 
based on inclusion and exclusion criteria. For example, have patients 
been an inpatient for a minimum period or are they able to give written and 
informed consent? Once you have selected your patients, have an initial talk 
with them about the purpose of  the project, with them about the purpose 
of  the project, consent and inform them that they can have a carer/friend 
present if  they wish. Agree to return and see the patient again within 24 
hours to confirm if  they would like to consent and do the story.
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Obtaining Consent


Obtaining consent is crucial and the story taker must be the person 
obtaining written consent.  


 • Have an initial talk with patients about the purpose of  the project and   
  consent requirements


 • If  the patient has verbally agreed to be interviewed escort them to   
  where the interview will take place


 • Clarify the patient’s understanding to ensure informed consent and that  
  they are happy to continue 


 • Obtain three written consent forms


 • If  using a tape recorder ensure it is in working order and label the tape  
  with the patients number.


Obtaining the Story


Taking a story takes time. Allow a couple of  free hours to take the story and 
schedule in time to listen and reflect on the story afterwards.


 • Remember the aim of  the interview is to hear the experience of  the   
  patient, not to investigate areas of  satisfaction


 • Reassure the patient that the interview can be stopped at any time 


 • Use a tape recorder and/or take notes


 • Start by asking the question ‘what is like to be a patient here?’ Start   
  wherever they would like to start and ask them to tell you whatever they 
  would like to


 • Use prompts eg. ‘how does it feel …?’


 • If  the patient becomes distressed, stop the interview


 • If  they raise a complaint, ensure they are aware of  the Southern Trust’s   
  complaints procedure


 • Finish the interview when the patient says so


 • Check with the patient the general points as you have noted them during  
  the interview


 • Tell the patient when the notes will be ready for their feedback


 • Alert staff  if  the patient became distressed during the process and   
  ensure it is documented
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 • Leave a copy of  the consent form in the patients notes, give one to the  
  patient and keep one copy.


After the Story


 • Seek support for yourself  if  the interview or any part of  the process was  
  difficult


 • Listen to the tape as soon as possible following the interview and place  
  the patient’s words in themes (a template is currently being developed  
  to assist with this)


 • Label the template with the patient’s number. Write or type the patient   
  quotes straight onto the template


 • Ask a colleague who does not work in the area where the story was
  taken to give you feedback on your interviewing technique. You could 
  both  listen to the tape together rather than individually


 • Return to the patient for verification if  that was agreed with them at   
  interview.


Training for Patient Experience Stories and Observation of  Practice is 
currently being rolled out to help staff  evidence that they are achieving 
the five standards outlined in ‘Improving the Patient and Client Experience’ 
(DHSSPS, 2008). For further information contact the PPI Team.


Checklist - Patient Experience Stories
What criteria will you set for selecting patients?


How will you decide this?


Is your department committed to this approach and is it clear how it will 
respond to issues raised?


Has the department decided on how it will deal with difficult personal 
issues? 


What procedures exist for agreeing processes that will bring about change 
in the Trust?


How will you feedback to individual patients involved?


Are there ethical issues?
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PARTICIPATION
Patient/Service User/Carer Diaries


Many people keep personal diaries. They are a very useful medium for 
recording an individual’s life experiences. They also have an application as 
a means of  recording an individual’s, families and even an identified group’s 
experiences of  using health and social care services.


The discrete events of  a person’s illness, use of  health services, and 
patterns of  care can provide useful observations and give insight into the 
way a service is delivered and used over time. Collections of  diary-based 
experiences can provide a comprehensive picture, over time, of  a specific 
service and yield important information.


Advantages 


• Provide a personal view of  using  
 a particular service


• Diaries can provide a sensitive,
 subtle interpretation of  the actions
 of  ‘others’


• Very useful way of  understanding
 the effect of  the service provider 
 on those receiving the service


• The material provided by single  
 or groups of  diarists can often fill 
 in the gaps in more empirical 
 pieces of  research.


Disadvantages


• Recruiting diarists can be difficult


• Participants may forget to keep the
  diary. This applies especially in the
 case of  groups of  individuals   
 keeping diaries for recording
 protracted events such as child
 bearing or chronic illness


• Successfully organising such a 
 project is complex and requires
 time, dedication and tact


• There may be a need to assist
 diarists in keeping up-to-date with 
  their entries. However this can
 influence the content of  the diary  
 or may lead to the production of  
 fiction if  there are gaps that need
 to be filled


• Diarists need to be encouraged
 and the act of  sustaining 
 individuals for prolonged periods
 can be difficult


• The material yielded by diaries  
 may be criticised as being too 
 subjective. This must be weighed
 against the need to acquire very
 personal and sensitive insights.
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If  you are thinking of  using patient diaries as a method of  involvement you 
will need to consider the following:


	 • What is the purpose of  your project?


 • Have you obtained written consent from patients/service users? You will  
  need to develop a consent form


 • What is your inclusion and exclusion criteria?


 • Do you need to produce patient diary guidelines for staff?


 • Do you need to produce diary guidelines for patient/service users?


 • Produce an information leaflet for patient/service users and carers


 •	 How will you evaluate this as a method of  involvement?


 • Do you need to produce a Project Initiation Document (P.I.D.) which   
  outlines what, where, why, how about your project?


Patient Selection


You will need to identify suitable patients based on the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria that you set. Please see example below.


Inclusion Criteria


• Has been a patient for a    
 minimum of  24 hours


• Voluntary participation in the   
 project


• Cognitively and physically able
 to give consent to take part in   
 the study


• Able to give written and informed  
 consent


• Aged 18 upwards


• Patients from Black and Minority
 Ethnic and Traveller     
 Backgrounds.


Exclusion Criteria


• Patients who are not physically
 or cognitively able to keep a   
 diary


• Patients who do not give 
 informed consent.
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Patient Diary Guidelines


You can obtain samples of  the following from your PPI Officer:


 • Patient Diary Guidelines


 • Sample Information Leaflet


 • Sample Project Initiation Document.


This method is currently being piloted by staff  in the Intensive Care Unit, 
Craigavon Area Hospital.


Checklist - Patient/Service User/Carer Diaries
Issue of  and retrieval of  Diaries? 


Do you have resources to cover this?


Where will diaries be stored?


Are all staff  in your team aware of  the project?  Do you have buy-in?


What will you do with completed diaries?


Have you considered the needs of  patients who may not have English as 
their first language? 


Or other patients that may need support – what about Dictaphones?


Are there any Ethical issues?
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5. PARTNERSHIP 


Partnership working is working together across organisations and sectors.  
It brings different skills and resources together to deal with a common 
problem. It is a long term approach and requires flexibility and openness. By 
involving service users, carers and other stakeholders in agreeing a shared 
vision of  improved services and by working at all levels, we can develop and 
expand the scope, versatility and capacity of  health and social care services 
for the benefit of  all.


The following methods are examples of  how you can work in partnership 
with service users, carers and the public.


PARTNERSHIP
Citizens’ Juries


This method of  involvement is particularly good for involving the wider public
in decision-making; specifically decisions about strategic planning, choices 
or service prioritising. The Jury consists of  12-16 members of  the public 
selected as a cross section of  the community. They meet for several days to
hear ‘witness’ evidence and examine the issue in depth before making 
recommendations to the organisation. An independent moderator assists 
the smooth running of  the process. With this type of  involvement people 
participate as citizens not as patients, service users or carers. A steering 
group, comprising key stakeholders in the topic to be discussed, oversees 
the Jury development. This group makes key decisions about the Jury eg. 
witnesses to be called, material to be presented to the Jurors, though it 
is essential to test these ideas with a group, similar in composition to the 
selected Jury. The Jurors are able to request additional information, including 
witnesses, during the course of  the Jury. Like a legal jury, the idea is that 
such a group- through participatory representativeness - can fairly represent 
the conscience and intelligence of  a community. This long-standing 
reasoning contrasts with today’s most common quantitative and qualitative 
methods for representing the public’s views - the opinion poll and the focus 
group - which don’t allow participants to represent their own views directly to 
policy-makers. The distinguishing characteristics of  participants in a citizens’ 
jury compared with other methods of  qualitative research or deliberative 
democracy are that jury members are: 
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 • Given time to reflect and deliberate freely with each other on the   
  questions at hand, occasionally assisted by a neutral advisor


 • Given the opportunity to scrutinise the information they receive from   
  witnesses, whom they interrogate themselves


 • Expected to develop a set of  conclusions or ‘vision’ for the future – this  
  need not be unanimous.


Citizen’s juries are useful for any situation where you need to understand the 
views of  citizens, neighbourhoods and communities on complex issues. The
‘verdict’ of  a citizens jury could form just one element of  the broad range of
evidence that helps inform your high level policy and decision making. 
Alternatively, the jury might be empowered to make decisions about issues 
that affect them; for example, a neighbourhood jury might decide on the
allocation of  community funding for local projects. Unfortunately, the 
demands on staff  time and the cost of  hiring appropriate facilities make 
traditional citizens juries expensive to run. Also, because they are usually 
held during the daytime, this can be a barrier to inclusive engagement. 


Checklist for Citizen’s Juries
Is the Trust fully committed to this approach?


Do you have the time to plan this?


Who will support this exercise?


Is it possible to supply the jurors with the kind of  information they need?


Are the witnesses willing to take part as planned?


Is it an issue that can be influenced by this process or are there other 
limiting factors?


Can you fund this?


How will you recruit jurors?


Where will it be held?


Will you be able to access experienced support to run this exercise?
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PARTNERSHIP
Expert Patients


‘Expert Patient’ is a term used to refer to people who have experience of  a 
condition or illness and who are prepared to share it to convey knowledge 
about living with it to others. It is mainly used to refer to people taking part in 
self-management programmes that enables people with a condition to train 
others with a similar long-term condition to develop skills in managing their 
own illness.


Checklist - Expert Patients
Do you know how to identify expert patients and to access them?


Are you clear about the issues you are involving them in?


Have you agreed what support and resources they require?


How will you evaluate their participation?


How will the information be used?


For further information please log onto the Expert Patient’s Programme - NHS 
Choices website at www.nhs.uk/conditions/expert-patients-programme or 
www.expertpatients.co.uk


Advantages 


• Easy to access


• A skilled and knowledgeable   
 resource


• Expert patients can work   
 independently to empower   
 others.


Disadvantages


• Danger that the ‘professional   
 patient’ may lose touch with their 
 original experience


• Some hold views that are limited  
 or biased


• Could restrict access to broader 
 and more diverse range of    
 patients.
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PARTNERSHIP
Planning Groups


The Trust has four Directorates that deliver health and social care services 
directly to the community: Mental Health and Disability, Older People and 
Primary Care, Acute Services, and Children and Young People’s Services.  
Each Directorate holds meetings to plan service delivery, new services, or for 
service improvements. If  service users express an interest in being a user 
representative at any of  these planning meetings you will need to consider 
what training and support they will need to enable them to be involved at this 
level. 


This method of  service user involvement broadens the range of  views 
represented at meetings providing an external perspective which can be 
extremely valuable in the strategic planning of  local health and social care 
services.


OTHER METHODS
PROMs (Patient Reported Outcome Measures) 


In order to determine if  a process brings benefits and to continue to improve 
it we need to measure the outcome. We cannot rely on process alone as 
evidence shows that there is widespread variation and inconsistency in 
process in clinical practice. Patient reported outcome measures (PROMs), 
unlike most of  the other clinical measures used traditionally (re-admissions, 
infection rates, adverse incidents, etc.), usually measure health gain - what 
actually happens to most patients who interface with the healthcare system. 
PROMs go beyond simply asking “Are you satisfied?” Using detailed 
questionnaires they elicit patients’ assessments of  aspects of  their health-
related quality of  life – how mobile they are, their mental state, their overall 
health etc.


There has been a huge expansion in the development and application of  
questionnaires, interview schedules and rating scales that measure states of  
health and illness from the patient’s perspective. Collectively these methods 
are referred to as patient-reported health instruments. Such instruments are 
completed by patients themselves or, when necessary, others on their behalf, 
to provide a measure of  their experiences and concerns in relation to illness, 
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health status and quality of  life. These instruments can be used in a number 
of  applications including clinical trials, economic evaluation and routine 
patient care.


The possible uses of  this information are extensive. For example, it could be 
used to adjust activity-based productivity measures for quality. Patients will 
at last have a real measure of  quality to help them make properly informed 
decisions about which hospital/specialist to use. Linking information on 
PROMs to patients’ medical records and other datasets would, for the first 
time, allow proper evaluation of  broader government health policies as they 
affect equity: not just how much benefit, but who benefits and by how much.   


This method has been used in England particularly in relation to elective 
surgery procedures such as hip and knee replacement and varicose veins. 
While the methodology in itself  may be useful, because we have a limited 
number of  hospitals/specialists available for particular procedures in 
Northern Ireland we cannot therefore provide the same range of  choice.


For more information you can download Department of  Health (England) 
Guidance on the routine collection of  PROMs 2009/2010
http://www.dh.gov.uk/prod 


OTHER METHODS
EBD (Experienced-Based Design)


Experienced-Based Design is an exciting new way of  bringing patients 
and staff  together to share the role of  improving care and re-designing 
services. It is being developed by the NHS Institute for Innovation and 
Improvement as a way of  helping frontline NHS teams make improvements 
their patients really want. EBD can have amazing results – delivering the sort 
of  care pathways that leave patients feeling safer, happier and more valued, 
and making staff  feel more positive, rewarded and empowered. The EBD 
approach uses experience to better design healthcare and is unique in the 
way it focuses so strongly on capturing and understanding patients’, carers’ 
and staff  experiences of  services; not just their views of  the process like the 
speed and efficiency at which they travel through the system. Instead, this 
approach deliberately draws out the subjective, personal feelings a patient 
and carer experiences at crucial points in the care pathway. It does this by:
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 • Encouraging and supporting patients and carers to ‘tell their stories’


 • Using these stories to pinpoint those parts of  the care pathway where  
  the users’ experience is most powerfully shaped (the ‘touch points’)


 • Working with patients, carers and frontline staff  to redesign these   
  experiences rather than just systems and processes.


For more information please log onto the NHS Institute of  Excellence and 
Innovation www.institute.nhs.uk/ebd or ask the PPI Team about the E.B.D. 
Toolkit.


This approach has been used within the Surgery and Elective Care Division 
to develop a pathway for Enhanced Bowel Recovery.


OTHER METHODS
Open Space Technology


This method is relatively new and is often referred to as “Open Space”. 
It allows unlimited numbers of  participants to form their own discussions 
around a central theme.  


Open Space creates very fluid and dynamic conversations held together by 
mutual enthusiasm for interest in a topic. A trained moderator can be useful, 
especially when people are used to more structured meeting methods.


The fundamental principles of Open Space are: 


 • Whoever comes are the right people (the best participants are those   
  who feel passionately about the issue and have freely chosen to get   
  involved)


 • Whenever it starts is the right time (Open Space encourages creativity  
  both during and between formal sessions)


 • When it’s over it’s over (getting the work done is more important than   
  adhering to rigid schedules)


 • Whatever happens is the only thing that could happen (let go of  your   
  expectations and pay full attention to what is happening here and now). 


There is also one “Law”: The “Law of  two feet”: (If  participants find 
themselves in a situation where they are not learning or contributing they 
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have a responsibility to go to another session, or take a break for personal 
reflection).   


It is vital that there are good written reports from all discussions, complete 
with action points, available at the end of  each day. Feedback and 
implementation structures are important to carry the suggestions forward 
after the event itself.   


You should use Open Space when large and diverse groups are involved, 
when you require creative thinking around an issue, when you want an open 
discussion and collective decisions, when you want to develop ownership 
over the results, when you want to develop better working relationships or 
when you want to build a sense of  community.


For more information on OST refer to www.openspaceworld.org 


Advantages 


• Extremely flexible process


• Participant driven approach


• Unleashes creativity.


Disadvantages


• Cannot be used to direct people
 to a specific outcome


• Need to ensure that action points
 and implementation structures   
 are followed through otherwise
 the whole experience will not 
 bring about change


• Can be difficult to maintain   
 momentum afterwards.
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OTHER METHODS
World Cafe


The World Cafe is a method which makes use of  an informal cafe for 
participants to explore an issue by discussing in small table groups. 
Discussion is held in multiple rounds of  20-30 minutes. The event is 
concluded with a plenary.  


Participants are seated around small tables with tablecloths and tea, coffee 
and other beverages. The cafe atmosphere allows for more relaxed and 
open conversations to take place. Often participants are provided with pens 
and are encouraged to draw and record their conversations on the paper 
tablecloths to capture free flowing ideas as they emerge.


Participants discuss the issue at hand around their table and at regular 
intervals they move to a new table. One participant (the table host) remains 
and summarises the previous conversation to the newly arrived participants. 
By moving participants around the room the conversations at each table are 
cross-fertilised with ideas from other tables. At the end of  the process the 
main ideas are summarised in a plenary session and follow-up possibilities 
are discussed.


Advantages 


• Creative process for developing  
 new ideas 


• Informal and inclusive 


• Has the potential to be cheap 
 and easy to organise. 


Disadvantages


• Requires a clear and relevant   
 question 


• Cannot be used to make direct   
 decisions


• Need to ensure that action points  
 and implementation structures 
 are followed through otherwise 
 the whole experience will not 
 bring about change


• Can be difficult to maintain   
 momentum afterwards.
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The Trust’s Mental Health Division held a ‘World Café’ stakeholder workshop 
in March 2010 to explore the experiences of  people with a mental health 
illness, identify examples of  good practice and highlight challenges 
encountered. ‘World Café’ methodology was utilised to create a hospitable 
space to explore questions that mattered and encouraged everyone’s 
contribution. 


The purpose of  the stakeholder workshop was to:-


 • Give stakeholders an opportunity to identify issues and shape action plans
 • Provide an opportunity for stakeholders to learn from each other


 • Provide an opportunity to make connections and develop new ideas.


For more information on World Café go to www.theworldcafe.com


Social Media Methods


‘Social media’ refers to the latest generation of  interactive online services 
such as blogs, discussion forums, pod casts and instant messaging. Social 
media includes: 


 • Social networking sites eg. Bebo, Facebook and MySpace 


 • Micro-blogging services eg. Twitter 


 • Video-sharing services eg. YouTube 


 • Photo-sharing services eg. Flickr 


 • Online games and virtual reality eg. Second Life. 


The above present us with new methods of  communicating or engaging 
with our service users, carers and the wider public on key health and public 
health issues. With more and more people signing up to social networking 
sites such as Twitter and Facebook, service users, carers and the wider 
public now expect to be contacted in the medium they prefer.


Social media provides a new and evolving communication tool and some 
NHS organisations are beginning to learn how they can best utilise it to 
encourage discussion, debate and information sharing with people in their 
communities. There is great scope to use social media and networking as 
a way to reach individuals and marginalised groups that are sometimes 
not included in traditional methods of  involvement eg. children and young 
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people, people with communication difficulties and people who are 
housebound or socially isolated. 


Combining social media communication with direct mail, email, SMS (text 
messaging) and communication through the press and websites will ensure 
a well rounded message is portrayed, yet opens the door for two way 
communication between the Southern Trust and our service users, carers 
and the wider public.


Advantages 


• Excellent tool for promoting 
 events, information and 
 announcements 


• The ability for information and 
 messaging to go to a larger 
 audience.


Disadvantages


• Not everyone is computer literate


• Not everyone has access to a 
 PC.
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RECRUITING PARTICIPANTS


If  personal and public involvement is going to work effectively it is important 
to obtain accurate and relevant information from participants. 


One of  the most important issues relating to personal and public involvement 
is how to ensure that the information and views received are representative 
of  all ‘voices.’ 


Careful consideration needs to be given as to who is to be involved to ensure 
that the patients, service users, carers and the public are truly represented. 


It is also useful to include the views of  key members of  staff  who are 
involved in the service delivery.


Involving specific groups that are traditionally ‘hard to reach’.


Who are considered ‘Hard to Reach’?


Hard-to-reach groups represent sections of  the public that are traditionally 
more difficult to engage or consult with. Frequently it is these groups who do 
not access services to which they are entitled, and often need. They do not 
naturally come to us so we need to go to where they are.


Section 75 of  the Northern Ireland Act 1998, places a statutory duty on 
public authorities to have due regard to the need to promote equality of  
opportunity. 


Below is a list of  groups that may be classified as hard to reach, although 
this list is not exhaustive:


 • Anyone who is disillusioned with, or has a bad experience of, a service


 • Black and minority ethnic communities including Irish Travellers


 • Disabled people


 • Children and young people


 • Older people


 • Refugees and asylum seekers


 • Homeless people


 • Single parents
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 • Sex Workers


 • Carers


 • Lesbian, gay, bi-sexual and transsexual people


 • Victims of  domestic abuse


 • People who abuse drugs and/or alcohol.


It is important to remember that each community will have sections in it that
are harder to reach than others. These will change over time with demographics 
and, to some extent, community development and similar locality work. 


There are ways of  reaching most groups in the community, but some may 
require additional support to engage. The first step is to talk to the particular 
group or individuals about the best way to consult and involve them. This 
could be done on a small scale or as part of  a larger involvement exercise 
including all potential audiences. 


Another suggestion is to make use of  those people who have existing 
expertise of  working with particular groups and /or individuals. In some 
cases trusted parties can act effectively as intermediaries.


The following pointers may assist in involving certain specific groups (this 
is not an exhaustive list and should be used in conjunction with the PPI Fact 
Sheet on ‘Working with Hard to Reach Groups’ which is available on the 
User Involvement - PPI Section of  www.promotingwellbeing.info and on the 
intranet). 


People with Disabilities


 • Develop links with both statutory and non-statutory agencies that work  
  with disabled people 


 • Consider the barriers to disabled people – access is not only about
  physical access but includes accessibility of  information, signage, 
  staff   attitude and use of  appropriate language and auxiliary aids eg.   
  induction loop systems


 • Ensure that any information provided informs people of  full access
  details and invites them to provide details of  any additional
  requirements so that you can accommodate their needs eg. provision of  
  a loop system, additional place for a support worker or personal 
  assistant, accessible parking space and bathroom facilities. All 
  information should be in accessible formats 
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 • Ask disabled people for advice. Do not make assumptions about
  people’s abilities or needs and remember that some impairments are
   ‘hidden’ eg. mental health problems 


 • Involve support workers and carers 


 • Consider the implications of  the Mental Health (NI) Order 1986 and the  
  Disability Discrimination Act 1995.


People with Learning Difficulties 


 • Involve the relevant support groups and independent agencies 


 • Establish whether the individual has a key worker, family member, carer
  or friend whom they may wish to be involved 


 • Talk to, and look at, the person, not the advocate or supporter who may  
  be present 


 • Speak slowly and be prepared to be interrupted and go over things   
  again 


 • Have information available in an accessible format/easy read - (eg.
  straight forward, jargon free language, short sentences, large print, 
  pictures) 


 • Link with Learning Disability Services in the community such as
  MENCAP 


 • Work with advocacy and self-advocacy groups 


 • Ensure people with learning disabilities are involved, not just their 
  advocates.


Older People 


 • Develop links with external agencies that work with older people and   
  carers such as Age NI, Carers NI or local groups


 • Have information available in large print and on audio tape 


 • Involve older people in their own homes or community settings if  this is  
  their preference.


Children 


 • Develop links with CiNI (Children in Northern Ireland). CiNI is the
  regional umbrella organisation for the children’s sector in Northern
  Ireland (www.ci-ni.org.uk) and provides advice, guidance and support 
  to organisations wanting to involve children and young people
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	 • Work with parents’ groups to identify the most appropriate ways of    
  involving children 


 • Provide information in an appropriate style and format both for parents/ 
  carers and children 


 • Choosing a venue where children and young people feel comfortable   
  and able to enjoy themselves is important


 • Make it fun, with games, creative activities and a welcoming attitude


 • Talk to the children, not just their parents or carers 


 • Provide refreshments and other goodies (balloons or stickers for 
  younger children, pencils or pens for older ones), as this will show that
  you value their opinions and experience and make it more likely that they 
  will want to participate again


 • Develop partnerships with local schools and pre-schools to develop
  involvement mechanisms that can compliment the curriculum 


 • Consider using video and interactive material or the internet


 • Develop links with both statutory and non-statutory agencies that work  
  with children eg. VOYPIC (Voice of  Young People in Care), Barnardo’s, 
  Youth Action etc.


 • Be flexible! Things change in children and young peoples’ lives all the
   time, as does their attention span. 


BME Groups – (Black and Minority Ethnic Groups)


 • Map out a range of  formal and informal places where service users and
  potential service users can be reached e.g. shops, schools, colleges, 
  faith organisations, English language classes, parent and toddler
  groups, local festival celebrations 


 • Select appropriate community venues where people feel comfortable
  and times (checked with the community) when they can attend meetings
  or can be contacted 


 • Provide refreshments that are appropriate to people’s religious and
  cultural needs 


 • Provide information, in ‘plain English’ (jargon free) that is appropriate to
  people’s culture and language. Remember that some people may not
   read or write their first language. In addition to translated material,   
  consider the use of  audio/video tapes as well as word of  mouth 


 • Offer interpreters – use the Southern Trust Policy on accessing
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  interpreters (on the intranet under Policies and Procedures). 


 • Respect each other’s differences 


 • Challenge discrimination such as racist language and behaviour, from  
  whatever source 


 • Establish early links with relevant community or support groups.  


Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Communities (LGB&T) 


 • Consider targeting through the gay press and leaflets rather than relying  
  on local meetings


 • Use local gay venues


 • Think about using the internet


 • Contact local gay organisations eg. Rainbow Community Group, Newry 


 • Involve lesbian and gay organisations and networks 


 • Avoid alienating lesbians, gays, bisexual and transgender from general 
  approaches by ensuring all materials and approaches avoid 
  heterosexual assumptions, stereotypes, images and language. 


Travellers


 • Link with local Traveller Support Groups


 • Link with the SAAT (Southern Area Action for Travellers) Partnership


 • Respect Traveller culture, customs and beliefs 


 • Ask Travellers what way they would prefer to be involved in


 • Link with the Community Relations Departments at District and Borough
  Councils and utilise Health Visitors, Trust Traveller Support Workers etc. 
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Dealing with Feedback
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RESULTS AND FEEDBACK


Personal and public involvement exercises should relate to ongoing service 
evaluation, possible service development, or a decision that the Trust is 
intending to make. 


Feedback is a crucial element of  PPI. It is good practice to let participants 
know what has been achieved as a result of  their involvement otherwise 
they may be reluctant to become involved again. Feedback to service users, 
carers and the public can be made in different forms, verbally, in writing, at 
meetings, on websites etc.


Try to avoid raising expectations that cannot then be fulfilled. If, for some 
reason, you are unable to achieve what you planned, or indeed, you have to 
override local views, it is important to feed this information back and explain 
why.


It is essential that the results of  the exercise are shared with the participants.   
Discuss appropriate ways eg. full report or summary or both. Participants 
must also be told what is going to happen as a result of  the exercise 
and their contribution. Results and actions taken in response can also be 
disseminated and publicised through the following media:


 • Posters displayed in waiting areas “we asked you, this is what you told  
  us, this is what we’ve done”


 • A short `newsletter style’ briefing paper for staff  and the public


 • Short presentations at appropriate fora


 • Via the media


 • Written reports and presentations.


In all cases it must be apparent that the outcome can be influenced by 
the personal and public involvement process. Therefore the information, 
ideas, opinions and preferences gathered from the involvement process 
will need to be recorded, collated, analysed and summarised.
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Presentation of Findings


Ways of  presenting and analysing data and information will vary according 
to the type of  information. Qualitative information, where perhaps opinions 
or textual case studies may be involved, may be summarised in the form of  
a text report. On the other hand, quantitative data, where numbers or counts 
are involved, may be better summarised and expressed in the form of  a 
table, chart or graph with some accompanying narrative.


Report Writing


It is often easier to write a report if  you ask yourself  the following questions:


 • What is the purpose?


 • Who is the report for?


 • What is their level of  knowledge?


 • What will they want to know?


The simplest report has three parts:


 • Introduction (include the objective in this section)


 • Body of  the report


 • Conclusions and recommendations.


If  a more complex report is required, it may be useful to consider the 
following headings:


 • Title Page


 • Executive Summary


 • Table of  Contents


 • Introduction


 • Body of  the Report (use appropriate headings)


 • Conclusions


 • Acknowledgements (if  you have consulted other people)


 • References (if  you have quoted other sources)


 • Bibliography (if  you have referred to books)


 • Glossary (of  terms, abbreviations, symbols etc.)


 • Appendices (supplementary information).
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Points to Remember!


 • Write the body of  the report first


 • It is easier to write an introduction when you know what you are    
  introducing


 • An introduction states the subject, the purpose and the plan of  delivery.   
  It may also contain any essential background information but no hard   
  facts 


 • The summary outlines the main points of  the report


 • It is easier to write a summary if  it is written last.
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EVALUATION


In order to embed PPI across the Trust so that it becomes an integral part of  
people’s jobs, it is imperative that there are robust forms of  measurement in 
place to assess the impact of  involvement activity.


To fully assess the impact of  the involvement activity staff  need to consider:


 • Evidence of  improvement - evaluation by staff, service users and the 
  public  before and after change


 • Broader implications - cost, impact on other services, impact on   
  voluntary and community organisations and the local community


 • Effectiveness of  involvement processes - evaluated by staff, service
  users, carers and other stakeholders.


Thorough evaluation processes should assist us to:


 • Assess the impact of  PPI within our core functions: service provision,
  commissioning, service and strategy development and planning   
  processes


 • Identify learning to strengthen PPI within our business plans


 • Develop recommendations on how to further embed PPI and ensure it
  is practiced across the Trust in accordance with the PPI Strategic Plan
  and statutory duty


 • Provide evidence for external assessment.


The outcome of  effective evaluation should help to determine if:


 • There is a high level of  awareness of  and value placed on PPI amongst  
  senior managers and other staff


 • There is a clear understanding of  the purpose of  PPI


 • We have used effective methods to involve service users


 • The PPI activity has made a positive difference.


Make sure you plan how you will give feedback by discussing this with 
participants and outlining the options for receiving the feedback, at the start 
of  your project.
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Evaluating the Involvement  Process


As well as sharing feedback with participants on the outcome of  the 
PPI activity, it is also important to seek participants’ views on the actual 
involvement process. Here are some things to consider:


 • Did the method chosen make it easy for participants to engage?


 • Do they consider that their involvement was worthwhile?


 • Do they have views on how we could get better feedback and/or 
  improve our involvement processes in the future?


This can be done at the same time as you communicate the feedback.


The following questions may help you to evaluate a participation project:


 • Were the participants representative of  those who use your service?


 • Were there any groups or interests that were not represented?


 • Was the method used successful?


 • Was the aim of  the exercise achieved?


 • Was the information collected used to inform service changes and/or   
  planning?


 • What lessons can be learnt for future PPI exercises?


PPI Action Plan and Indicators


The Southern Health and Social Care Trust is required to develop an action
plan detailing how it intends to enhance Personal and Public Involvement 
(PPI) in the planning, delivery and evaluation of  its services. The 
development of  the Trust’s PPI Action Plan has involved three stages:


 1.  The development of  a PPI Strategic Plan 2010-2013 that provides   
   information on the background and purpose of  PPI, the Trust’s 
   commitment to PPI, details on Trusts requirements and the structures
   to ensure delivery.


 2.  The second stage in the PPI Action Plan has been a mapping and 
   evaluation exercise to gather information on current PPI activity within
   Directorates. This has provided baseline information and reports   
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   which can be viewed on the PPI Section of  the Promoting Wellbeing 
   Website and the Trust’s Intranet and Website
 3.  The development of  individual Directorate Action Plans detailing the  
   specific actions they are undertaking. Together these plans reflect the  
   overall Trust PPI Action Plan for the year. 


The PPI Team has developed a PPI Action Plan template and Directorates 
are asked to outline their plans for enhancing personal and public 
involvement against five overall themes:


 A.  Information 


 B.  Levels of Service User and Carer Involvement


 C.   Evidencing Patient & Client Experience Standards


 D.   Training


 E.   Monitoring and Evaluation.


A set of  PPI Indicators has been developed to assist in the evaluation 
process:


A. Information


1.   Do you have information explaining who you are, what you do and
  how you can be contacted?


2.  Do you provide information to help service users and/or carers to   
  understand more about their health and/or social care needs?


3.    Do you signpost service users and carers to other sources of  support
  and/or provide information on other sources of  support available
  locally?


4.    Do people who use your service and their carers know how to make a
   complaint? 


5.    Do people who use your service and their carers know that they have
   a right to be involved in the planning, development and evaluation of
   the service you provide?


6.   Do you provide a list of  opportunities for involvement?
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B. Levels of Involvement


1.  Do you involve service users in the development of  their care and/or   
  treatment plan?


2.  Do you involve service users, their carers/family and Trust staff  in the   
  evaluation of  the service you deliver?


3.  Do you involve service users, carers, Trust staff  and the public in   
        the development of  new services or in planning service improvements          
     for the service you deliver?


4.  Do you involve service users, carers, Trust staff  and the public in the       
       planning and development of  services/projects that influence the way                                                             
       your Directorate carries out its business?


5.  Do you involve service users, carers, Trust staff  and the public in the
       planning and development of  services/projects that influence the 
       future direction of  the Trust?


C. Evidencing the Patient Client Experience Standards


1.  Do you have mechanisms in place to demonstrate/monitor and
  evaluate how staff in your area of  responsibility uphold the 5 Patient  
  Client Experience standards – Respect, Attitude, Behaviour,    
  Communication, Privacy and Dignity?


  


D. Training


1.     What mechanisms do you have in place to assess the training and
  development needs of  your staff  to enhance their skills in personal
  and public involvement?


2.  What mechanisms do you have in place to assess the training and   
  development needs of  your service users, their carers and the public
  to enable them to participate in involvement activities?


3.  What opportunities can you identify for service users and carers to   
  become involved in the training of  your staff?
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E. Monitoring and Evaluation


1.  How do you measure/assess the impact and outcome of  your 
  involvement activities?


   
Corporate PPI Action Plan and Progress Report


Each year the PPI Team develop a corporate PPI Action Plan and Progress 
Report using the information from the Divisional and Directorate PPI Action 
Plans and Progress Reports. 


In addition, the PPI Team develops summary progress reports for each 
Directorate which provide detail on specific PPI activities undertaken during 
the year by Division.


These action plans and progress reports are available on the PPI Section of  
the Promoting Wellbeing website and the Trust’s intranet and website.


PPI Evaluation within the Southern Health and Social Care Trust


In June 2009, the Southern Trust, along with four of  the other five Health and
Social Care Trusts participated in the four Nations pilot and research to 
develop a PPI Evaluation Framework. The Trust received an evaluation report
on its work and progress in relation to PPI and a PPI Organisational Audit 
Tool was developed so that Trusts and other large organisations could 
assess and monitor progress.


The Trust has made significant progress in developing and implementing the 
Guidance on Strengthening Personal and Public Involvement in Health and 
Social Care (DHSSPS Circular: HSC (SQSD) 29/07) at both corporate and 
operational levels. The approaches to evaluation to date have focused on the 
following:


 • The mapping and evaluation of  current baseline activity across
   Directorates and Programmes of  Care that has informed the    
  development of  Directorate Action Plans


 • The completion of  the regional PPI Organisational Audit Tool (Tritter) in 
  respect of  organisational structures and mechanisms (This can be 
  viewed on the Promoting Wellbeing Website - User Involvement - PPI   
  Section and on the intranet)
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 • Progress reports based on the development and implementation of    
  Directorate specific action plans against the Trust’s key PPI indicators  


 • The recording and analysis of  completed PPI Activity forms 


 • Evaluation within specific Trust facilities of  the Patient/Client experience  
  against compliance with the standards of  PPI. 


The Trust is further developing its PPI evaluation approaches through the PPI 
Team in conjunction with the PPI Panel. The Regional PPI Forum has also 
established a sub-group to consider PPI evaluation and the Trust contributes 
to this through the PPI Team.


Reporting back on your PPI Activity


The Southern Trust is required to submit a PPI Annual Report providing an 
overview of  PPI activities with feedback and learning from the process. In 
order to fulfil this requirement, the PPI Team have set up a register to record 
PPI activity to monitor quality and measure improvement against its baseline. 


Any user involvement activity should be recorded on the PPI Activity Form 
(Appendix 4) and forwarded to the PPI Team.  


You can email this form to the PPI Team and someone will contact you by 
telephone to follow up on any further information required. The PPI Team can 
also provide support to complete the form if  required. 


You should keep a copy of  this form (Appendix 4) in your folder as a record 
of  all your PPI Activity and this will also be really helpful when you are asked 
to develop your PPI Action Plan or contribute to your PPI Progress Report.


Details of  additional support can be found at Section 11 of  this Toolkit on 
page 83.
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A Guide to Reimbursement
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A GUIDE TO REIMBURSEMENT


The involvement of  service users, carers and stakeholders is a central 
element of  health and social care activity. For effective involvement people 
need to feel supported and that their contribution is valued by both the 
organisation and its staff. The Southern Trust believes that where service 
users, carers and stakeholders are involved in supporting the ongoing 
development of  services they should not be left ‘out of  pocket’ or financially 
worse off  as a result.


The purpose of  this section is to provide a summary of  the ‘Interim Service 
User, Carer and Stakeholder Reimbursement Guidelines and Procedures’, 
November 2009 which can be found on the Trust’s website, intranet and the 
Promoting Wellbeing website www.promotingwellbeing.info


Who can be Reimbursed?


The Southern Health and Social Care Trust will reimburse legitimate 
out-of  pocket expenses to service users, carers and stakeholders who have
agreed to become involved and participate in service development and 
improvement activity such as meetings, discussion fora, focus groups, 
training events, interview panels or a defined task or work programme.


What Expenses can be Claimed?


The costs a service user or carer is likely to incur in the course of  
involvement should be discussed and agreed in advance. This will normally 
be with the person who is inviting the service user/carer to be come involved 
or the budget holder.


The following out of  pocket expenses will normally be reimbursed:


 Travel


 • Service users and carers involved on a voluntary basis can be    
  reimbursed travel expenses from home to the place of  meeting and the  
  benefit system does not treat these expenses as income provided they  
  are actual and not rounded up amounts


 • Reimbursement for travel is offered in full at public transport rate of  24p
   per mile or on production of  a valid bus or Rural Transport receipt
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 • Reimbursement for taxi fares will only be paid in exceptional    
  circumstances at the discretion/prior approval from the Trust.


 Subsistence


 Service users and carers who are involved can be provided with tea,   
 coffee, meals and other refreshments as appropriate. Service users and 
 carers involved on a voluntary basis can be reimbursed the cost of  meals
 or refreshments that are incurred during the course of  their involvement 
 should it be over a lunch or evening period where these have not been
 provided, however this must be agreed in advance. This will not affect 
 benefits.


 Subsistence allowances will be paid in line with those agreed under   
 Agenda for Change detailed in Annex N of  the AFC Handbook.


 Costs incurred for Replacement Care and Individual Support Needs


 A service user or carer’s exact replacement care costs and individual 
 support needs should be discussed and agreed in advance
 Reimbursement of  these costs will be in accordance with the ‘Interim 
 Service User, Carer and Stakeholder Reimbursement Guidelines and   
 Procedures’, November 2009.
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How to make a Claim


Service users/carers complete and sign the Claim Form ‘Claim for 
Attendance at Meetings for Service Users and Carer’s’ which can be 


found at Appendix 5.


Staff should have these forms available at the start of any involvement 
activity and if possible circulate them to participants in advance.


In addition, claimants should also be asked to complete the Equality 
Monitoring Form at Appendix 6. The Monitoring Information Leaflet at 


Appendix 7 explains why we need to ask for this information.


If the involvement is ongoing, participants should only be asked to 
complete the Equality Monitoring Form with their first claim.


Service users/carers should be asked to return the claim form (and in 
the case of first time claims the Equality Monitoring Form) along with 


any receipts to the Project Lead or staff member.


The Project Lead or staff member should ensure that all information is 
included and correct eg. 


 • Service user/carer name and address is clearly written


 • Activity/project details


 • Transport provider  


 • Correct details for BACS payment 


 • Cost Centre number (you can obtain this from your line manager 
  or the budget holder).


Give the claim form to your line manager for authorization.


Completed claim forms should be sent to the Traders Payment Office, 
Finance Department, Lurgan Hospital, Sloan Street, Lurgan BT66 8NX. 
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Payment will be issued to service users/carers by cheque and posted to 
their home address OR paid directly into their account via BACS. Please 
consider the following when involving service users or carer’s:


What do service users and carers prefer?


• Cash payments on the day are preferred by service users and carers


• Payment by cheque can cause difficulties for those users or carers  
 without bank accounts


• Delays in making payments discourage people from participating.


• Too much form filling can put people off  claiming or even participating  
 again in the future once they have experienced what they see as overly  
 complex processes.


Contributing on Equal Terms. Turner M, Beresford P, 2005. 
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ADDITIONAL SUPPORT AVAILABLE


The Role of the PPI Team


The role of  the PPI Team is to work across Directorates and Programme’s of  
Care to ensure service user, carer and public involvement and volunteering 
practice are integral within the development and delivery of  their services. 
The PPI Team is here to provide advice, information, education and training 
and will also support managers and staff  within Directorates and POCs to 
develop action plans to enhance user involvement and volunteering. The PPI
Team is currently developing a range of  fact sheets to support staff  in 
enhancing personal and public involvement in their area of  work. These will 
include more detailed information on individual methods of  involvement. Fact 
sheets currently available to download from the Promoting Wellbeing website 
include:


 • Focus Groups


 • How to set up a Service User Group


 • Methods of  Involvement


 • What is PPI?


 • Questionnaire Design


 • Working with Hard to Reach Groups.


If  you require any further advice, guidance or assistance in relation to user 
involvement please contact:


Carolyn Agnew, Head of  Service for User Involvement and Professional 
Lead for Community Development
Tel: 028 3741 2519
carolyn.agnew@southerntrust.hscni.net


Also check out the PPI Section of  the Promoting Wellbeing Website
www.promotingwellbeing.info, the intranet and the Trust website ‘Involving 
You’ Section.
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The Role of the Promoting Wellbeing Locality Teams 


The role of  the Promoting Wellbeing Teams is to work with local communities, 
partners and organisations to:


 • Identify needs and issues


 • Develop and deliver programmes and actions to improve health and well  
  being


 • Support local community development and health improvement action.
 
Staff  in these teams can also assist with user involvement. Their contact details
can be found on the Promoting Wellbeing Website www.promotingwellbeing.info


Promoting Wellbeing Team in your area:


Newry & Mourne:             Tel: 30834325
Fergal O’Brien, Manager
John Mitchel Place
Newry
BT34 2BL
Email: fergal.obrien@southerntrust.hscni.net


Armagh & Dungannon:   Tel: 37412521
Jillian Cosgrove, Manager
St Luke’s Hospital
71 Loughgall Road
ARMAGH
BT61 7NQ
Email: jillian.cosgrove@southerntrust.hscni.net


Craigavon & Banbridge: Tel: 38344973
Miceal McParland, Manager (Acting)
Brownlow Health Centre
1 Legahorry Centre
Craigavon
BT65 5BE
Email: miceal.mcparland@southerntrust.hscni.net


www.promotingwellbeing.info
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relevant and of  use. We would welcome your comments and in particular, we 
would be keen to hear from you if  you have come across or have used other 
means of  personal and public involvement, which have generated positive 
results.  


If  a Feedback Form is not included in this copy of  the Toolkit, it can be 
downloaded from the User Involvement – PPI section of  
www.promotingwellbeing.info
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using the contact details outlined at Section 11.
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USEFUL WEBSITES


‘Asking the Right Questions, Asking the Right People and Listening to 
the Answers’. www.berr.gov.uk/files/file44374.pdf


Champions of Participation: Engaging Citizens in Local Governance. 
www.drc-citizenship.org/docs/publications/reports/
Championsofparticipationreport.pdf


Code of Practice on Consultation. HM Government, 2008.
www.berr.gov.uk/files/file47158.pdf


Comprehensive Area Assessment (CAA) – Framework Document - Audit 
Commission. www.audit-commission.gov.uk/SiteCollectionDocuments/
MethodologyAndTools/Guidance/caaframework10feb09REP.pdf


CDHN - The Community Development and Health Network - works to 
promoting action to redress poverty and inequalities in health.
www.cdhn.org


CHAIN (Contact, Help, Advice and Information www.Networkschain.ulcc.
ac.uk/chain/index.html


CiNi – Children in Northern Ireland.  CiNI is the regional umbrella 
organisation for the Children’s sector in Northern Ireland.  
www.ci-ni.org.uk


Citizens, Users and Diverse Communities.
www.audit-commission.gov.uk/SiteCollectionDocuments/
MethodologyAndTools/Guidance/
FocusingOnCitizensUsersAndDiverseCommunitiesJan08REP.pdf


Consultation Charter. Consultation Institute, August 2006.
www.metafaq.com/resources/hdieurope/TCI_General/Charter


Disability Action
http://www.disabilityaction.org
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Does evidence-based policy work? Learning from the UK experience. 
Annette Boaz, Lesley Grayson, Ruth Levitt and William Solesbury, The Policy
Press, 2008, ISSN 1744 2648


HSC Engage - e-network for the stakeholder involvement programme in 
health and social care in Northern Ireland
www.engage.hscni.net


Empowering communities to influence local decision making: evidence-
based lessons for policy makers and practitioners, 2009.
www.communities.gov.uk/publications/localgovernment/localdecisionlessons


Enhancing Stakeholder Engagement, Involving Local People in 
Decisions about Public Services, Policy Background and Key Principles.
mailto:ebeamish@srcentre.co.uk


Expert Patients’ Programme. www.nhs.uk/conditions/expert-patients-
programme or www.expertpatients.co.uk


Focus on Citizens: Public Engagement for Better Policy and Services. 
Directorate for Public Governance & Territorial Development, OECD 
Publishing,
www.oecdbookshop.org/oecd/display.asp?K=5KZBV3MZVKNP&cid=%2C&l
ang=EN&sort=sort_date%2Fd&stem=true&sf1=Title&st1=focus+on+citizens
&sf3


How to Guides from Participation Works….
www.participationworks.org.uk/resources?filter1=HowtoGuide


INVOLVE - is a national advisory group which supports greater public 
involvement in NHS, public health and social care research.
http://www.invo.org.uk/


Listen and Change – A Guide to Young People’s Participation and 
Rights - Participation Works.
www.participationworks.org.uk/files/webfm/files/resources/k-items/
participationworks/listenandchange/listen%20and%20change.pdf


Lyons Inquiry into Local Government - Place-shaping : A shared 
ambition for the future of local government – Final report, 2007.
www.lyonsinquiry.org.uk
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NHS Networks - http://www.networks.nhs.uk/
The National Institute for Clinical Excellence website.
www.participationnetwork.org/


Reaching Out, Guidelines on Consultation for Public Bodies, 
Department of the Taoiseach, 2008/9.
www.betterregulation.ie/eng/Publications/Reaching_Out_-Guidelines_on_
Consultation_for_Public_Sector_Bodies.html


Standards / Guidance from Participation Network NI.
www.participationnetwork.org/


The involvement of children and young people in promoting change and 
enhancing the quality of social care. A research report from the, National
Children’s Bureau by Chantelle Danso, Helen Greaves, Steve Howell, Mary 
Ryan, Ruth Sinclair and Jo Tunnard, August 2003.
www.ne-cf.org/core_files/SCIE%20CYP%20participation.doc


User Involvement in Voluntary Organisations - Shared Learning Group
http://www.user-involvement.org.uk/resource-centre.php


‘We have Rights too’ – Developing a Disability and Human Rights 
Approach to Health and Social Care.
Email: humanrights@disabilityaction.org


The World Café is a conversational process based on a set of  integrated 
design principles.
www.theworldcafe.com
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PPI Registration Form


This form has been designed so that you can record details of  service users, carers and 
members of  the public who are interested in being involved in the planning, monitoring 
and evaluation of  your service/s. This will assist you to develop a database from which you 
can draw when you are making improvements whether to policies, procedures, facilities or 
services.


Method of referral Date ___________


Telephone  l
Letter   l
Email   l
In Person  l
3rd Party  l   please specify _______________________


Details of interested party:


Group (if  applicable)  __________________________________


Name  ___________________________________________  


Address ___________________________________________


  ___________________________________________


Tel  ___________________________________________ 


Mob  ___________________________________________


Email  ___________________________________________  


Fax  ___________________________________________


Relationship to Trust (please tick all that apply)


Service user l   Service used _______________________


Carer l Service used  _______________________


Vol/Com Rep l  Service used  _______________________ 


Stat Rep l Service used  _______________________


Other l Please specify  _______________________ 


Area of interest 


___________________________________________________ 


Appendix 3







Preferred method of involvement (please tick all that apply)


l Giving views, opinions about service


l Being consulted about services and how to improve them


l Being informed about meetings, projects and other events


l Being a member of  a Trust Planning Group


l Being a member of  a User Panel


l Helping to plan and/or develop services


l Reviewing information leaflets/posters before distribution


l Other 


 l Please specify ___________________________________


Preferred method of contact  (please tick all that apply)


l Telephone


l Email


l Letter


l Other


 l Please specify ___________________________________


Please advise if you require any support to assist with your involvement


l Translation 
 l Please specify ___________________________________


l Interpreter/Signer
 l Please specify ___________________________________


l Wheelchair access
l Loop system
l Transport
l Support person/carer
l Advocate
l Other 
 l Please specify ___________________________________


Any other comments  __________________________________________________
_______________ ________________________________ ________________________
________ ________________________________ _______________________________
_ ________________________________ ________________________________ _____
___________________________ ________________________________ ____________







RECORD OF PPI ACTIVITY


Following the completion of  the PPI baseline assessment, the Trust is 
required to submit an Annual PPI Report providing an overview of  PPI 
activities with feedback and learning from the process. In order to fulfil this 
requirement, the PPI Team has set up a register to record PPI activity so that 
the Trust can begin to monitor quality and measure improvement against its 
baseline. Please ensure that this template is completed for all PPI activity 
within your Team.


For Completion by the Project Lead


If  you require assistance in completing this form, please contact:
Carolyn Agnew on 028 3741 2519.  


Name of Project


Name of Project Leader(s)


Job Title


Telephone
Mobile


Email                                             @southerntrust.hscni.net


Directorate
(please tick)


 Children and Young People
 Acute Services
 Older People and Primary Care
 Mental Health and Disability
 Performance and planning


Division


Team


Base


l
l
l
l
l
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What is the context / background of your project?


What is the purpose/focus of this user/carer involvement process? 
Will recording this really answer anything for us? 
Should we reword thIs question?  (please tick all that apply)


1. To assess need                                                             


2. To identify specific service required                              


3. To improve or influence service development               


4. To evaluate effectiveness                                              


5. To inform future plans & priorities for services delivery      


6. To inform future strategic plans & priorities                   


7. Other 


Please specify:                                                   


Which method of PPI do you plan to use?
Focus Groups                        Citizen Juries             Questionnaires


Public Meetings                     1-1 Interviews            Telephone Interviews


Complaints Procedure           Health Panel              Representatives on Committee


Infomation Leaflets                 Poster                        Development of  Team or


Satisfaction Surveys                                                 Service Leaflet
Others (please list)


If  your chosen method involves a questionnaire or survey, please attach a sample


How will you recruit and select Service Users / Patients / Carers for the 
project?


How will you ensure that you are including ‘hard to reach’ groups?


l
l
l
l
l


l
l
l
l


l
l
l
l







Do you have to get patients/public consent to participte in your chosen 
PPI method?
Yes               No    


If yes, how will you obtain the required consent from patients / public?


When do you plan to start this initiative? Duration of initiative?


How long do you expect this initiative to take?


How will you measure the impact of the involvement?
For the Trust?


How will you evaluate the process of involvement with Service Users?







RESULTS / OUTCOMES


What was the impact of involvement activity?
For the Trust?


For Service Users?


Have you asked Service Users how they felt about being involved in 
the project. Please give some quotes from them below:


When do you anticipate the results will be available?


What do you plan to do with the results?


How will you ensure all participants are fully informed of the results 
and outcomes? (N.B. Consider confidentiality; anonymity).


PPI Website                                             Information Evening


Trust Website                                           E-brief            


Press Release                                          Report sent out to participants


Focus Group                                            Launch Event
Others (please give details below)


If the intention is to reshape services, please give a brief summary of 
how you intend to alter your service/practice as a result.


l
l
l
l
l


l
l
l
l







Any other comments?


Signed (Project Lead):


Date:


Don’t forget to attach: Questionnaire / Tool used (if  applicable)
 Photographs etc.


Please return this form to: Promoting Wellbeing Team
 St Luke’s Hospital
 Loughgall Road
 Armagh
 BT61 7NQ


Or email: carolyn.agnew@southerntrust.hscni.net
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Appendix 6


EQUALITY MONITORING FORM
STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL


Explanatory Note:


The Southern Health and Social Care Trust wishes to ensure its services are accessible to 
everyone regardless of their age, gender, marital status, sexual orientation, transsexuality, 
religion, political opinion, race, nationality and whether or not they have a disability or 
dependents.


Whilst the completion of this monitoring form is optional, the Trust would appreciate your 
co-operation in order that it may monitor and evaluate that involvement in decision-making 
processes is accessible to all service users, carers and stakeholders.


ACCESS TO ANY INFORMATION SUPPLIED WILL BE STRICTLY 
CONTROLLED BY THE TRUST


1. COMMUNITY BACKGROUND


I am a member of  the Protestant Community       


I am a member of  the Roman Catholic Community     


I am a member of  neither the Protestant nor Roman Catholic Community  


2. RELIGIOUS BELIEF


There may be occasions where religious belief  differs from perceived community 


background.  Would you please indicate below your religious belief  (eg. Muslim, Hindu, 


Sikh, Jewish, Buddhist, Christian, None, etc.)


Please specify: _______________________________________     


3. GENDER


Male    


Female    
 


4. MARITAL STATUS


Single       


Married/Civil Partnership    


Other              


    


l
l
l


l
l


l
l
l







EQUALITY MONITORING FORM
STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL


5. DISABILITY


Disability is defined as a physical or mental impairment which has a substantial and 


long-term adverse effect on the individual’s ability to carry out normal day-to-day 


activities. NB: When responding to this question, please do not take into consideration 


any medication, treatment or prostheses that help you manage your condition (with the 


exception of  glasses or contact lenses). 


Do you consider yourself  to have a disability?  Yes    l No    l 


If  “Yes”, please indicate the nature of  your disability: _________________________________


Physical Impairment, such as difficulty using arms or 


mobility requiring a wheelchair or crutches ___________________ l   


Sensory Impairment, such as blind/visual impairment or   


deaf/hearing impairment ___________________________________ l   


Mental Health Condition, such as depression or schizophrenia l   


Learning Disability, such as Down’s Syndrome, Dyslexia or 


Cognitive Impairment such as Autism ________________________ l    


Long standing illness, such as cancer, HIV, diabetes, 


chronic heart disease or epilepsy ____________________________ l    


Other ________________________________________________________


6. RACE/ETHNIC ORIGIN


White       Black African    


Bangladeshi      Pakistani    


Black Caribbean     Irish Traveller   


Chinese      Indian     


Filipino      Mixed Ethnic Group   


Black Other     


Any other Ethnic Group (please specify) ____________________________________________ 
    


7. NATIONALITY
 (eg. Latvian, Lithuanian, British, Portuguese, Irish, Polish, etc.)


Please specify: __________________________________________________________________ 


l
l
l
l
l
l


l
l
l
l
l







EQUALITY MONITORING FORM
STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL


8. POLITICAL OPINION


Broadly Unionist     


Broadly Nationalist     


Other      


I do not wish to answer   
 


9. CARING RESPONSIBILITIES


Do you have any dependants?  Yes    l     No    l


If  “Yes”, are you responsible for the:


Care of  a child/children     


Care of  a dependent older person     


Care of  a person(s) with a disability    


10. DATE OF BIRTH


_____ / _____ / _____


Please tick the age category to which you belong:


16 – 29   


30 – 44    


45 – 59   


Over 60  


11. SEXUAL ORIENTATION


My sexual orientation is towards someone:


Of  the opposite sex      


Of  the same sex      


Of  the same sex and of  the opposite sex   


I do not wish to answer     


THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION


PLEASE RETURN WITH YOUR COMPLETED REIMBURSEMENT CLAIM FORM


l
l
l
l


l
l
l
l


l
l
l


l
l
l
l







MONITORING INFORMATION LEAFLET
PERSONAL AND PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT (PPI)


Why we need to ask you this information


September 2009
 
PPI


There is increasing recognition of  the need and right of  service users, carers
and stakeholders to be effectively and meaningfully engaged in all aspects 
of  health and social care service development and delivery. Government 
policy actively encourages the involvement of  service users in the 
development, delivery and evaluation of  local services. The purpose of  this 
involvement is to improve service user and carer experience of  services and
to make services more responsive to local need. Involvement of  service 
users, carers and stakeholders is a central element of  health and social care 
activity. For effective involvement people need to feel supported and that 
their contribution valued by both the organisation and its staff. The Trust is 
committed to ensuring that everyone who needs to and wishes to be involved 
is facilitated to do so irrespective of  culture, language, skills, knowledge and
experience. As part of  its commitment to PPI the Trust has developed 
guidelines and procedures for the Reimbursement of  Service Users, Carers 
and stakeholders.


Why should I give this Monitoring Information?


The Trust will use the information collected on the monitoring form to 
demonstrate how reflective its public participation arrangements are of  the 
community it serves. Monitoring will help to identify any barriers preventing 
the public from participating effectively and meaningfully in all aspects of  
health and social care service development and delivery. It will enable the 
Trust to target specific individuals or groups where there appears to be a 
lack of  participation eg. men and/or women, persons with a disability, racial 
groups, Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual community etc. Further, monitoring will 
enable the Trust to evidence the numbers of  people it is supporting in terms 
of  providing out-of-pocket expenses which in itself  can act as a barrier to 
public participation. 
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Whilst the completion of  this monitoring form is optional the Trust would 
appreciate your co-operation. 


What benefit do I get from providing this information?


You will help the Trust to support effective personal and public involvement.  
This will improve service user and carer experience of  services and to make 
services more responsive to local need.


What happens to the information?


The information will be used for monitoring purposes and managed in 
accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998).  


Will individual information be published?


No.  Any published information will not identify individuals.


ACCESS TO ANY INFORMATION SUPPLIED WILL BE STRICTLY 
CONTROLLED BY THE TRUST


THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION





File Attachment
toolkit 2011.pdf



Good Practice Guidelines for Engagement  

During 2011/12, the PPI Panel developed a Good Practice Guidelines for Engagement 

poster. These Guidelines provided a checklist of best practice on key aspects of involvement to 

complement the PPI Staff Toolkit.  It was designed to develop and support better working 

relationships between staff and service users, carers and the wider public to ensure service 

users continue to have the opportunity to influence the planning and delivery of services within 

the southern area.  

With Covid-19 changing how we work  the PPI Panel felt that  the Good Practice Guidelines 

needed revised.  In November 2020, in partnership with Trust staff, the PPI Panel developed 

User Involvement Staff Guidance – Ten Tips to Effective Engagement 



Advocacy Information Booklet for Trust Staff  

The PPI Panel launched an Advocacy Information Booklet for Trust Staff. The guide has 

been designed to help improve staff understanding of what advocacy is, its role in the health 

and social care context and to provide a list of advocacy services currently available within the 

Southern Trust area. It is also of interest to existing advocacy service providers, service users 

and their carers as well as advocates themselves.  

The booklet was developed by a subgroup of the Trust’s PPI Panel and the Mental Health User 

and Carer Service Improvement Group (UCSIG) supported by the PPI Team to complement 

the regional Policy Guide for Commissioners: Developing Advocacy Services. 

Double Click Paper Clip to open 

Advocacy Booklet 

Sharon Doherty, PPI Panel  Member 

pictured with Advocacy Booklet  




 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 
Information Booklet for Trust Staff 
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Introduction  
 


his information booklet has been designed to improve staff understanding of: what 


advocacy is; its role in the health and social care context; and to provide a list of 


advocacy services currently available within the Southern Trust area.  It will also be of 


interest to existing advocacy service providers, service users and their carers as well as 


advocates themselves, all of whom have a clear interest in how advocacy services are being 


used in a health and social care setting.  
 


In 2010  the Department of Health, Social Services and Public Safety in Northern Ireland 


(DHSSPSNI) commissioned a scoping study which gathered information on advocacy 


services provided by the Health and Social Care Board (HSCB) and Health and Social Care 


(HSC) Trusts for people aged 16 and over across the following programmes of care:  
 


 Mental health 


 Learning disability 


 Physical and sensory disability 


 Children and young people  


 Older people (focusing on those with dementia) 
  


A policy guide (Policy Guide for Commissioners: Developing Advocacy Services (2012) was 


then developed from the outcomes of the scoping study.  Information from this scoping study 


and policy guide has been used in the development of this booklet.  
  


This booklet has been developed by a sub-group of the Trust’s Personal and Public 


Involvement Service User and Carer Panel (PPI Panel) and the Mental Health User and 


Carer Service Improvement Group (UCSIG) supported by the PPI Team to complement 


the regional Policy Guide for Commissioners: Developing Advocacy Services (2012) which 


can be found at: 


 
https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/dhssps/developing-
advocacy-services.pdf 


 
 


 


Please note the SHSCT does not hold a contract with all the organisations contained 


in this information booklet and therefore cannot be responsible for the services 


provided. Organisations the SHSCT holds a contract with are highlighted using an 


asterisk (*).  


  


T 



https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/dhssps/developing-advocacy-services.pdf

https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/dhssps/developing-advocacy-services.pdf
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What is Advocacy? 
 


dvocacy is not new and is part of everyday life. People advocate (or speak up) every 


day for themselves, for their children, for their relatives and for their friends. Advocacy 


can mean different things to different people in different contexts.  However, for the purpose 


of this information booklet, the following would seem to capture the essence of what 


advocacy in a health and social care context is about.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


According to the DHSSPS “Plan for Good Advocacy in NI”, Advocacy is when someone 


supports you to say what you want.  Some people find it hard to speak up or feel they are not 


being listened to therefore advocacy can make a big difference to their lives. 
 


Advocacy therefore is about taking action to help people: 


  


  


 


 


 


  


A 


“Advocacy seeks to support individuals to express and have 
their views heard. It aims to redress any imbalance of power 
between the individual and professional. It is concerned with 
empowerment, autonomy and self-determination, the 
safeguarding of citizenship rights and the inclusion of 
otherwise marginalised people.”  


 


(Bamford Review Report on Human 
Rights and Equality of Opportunity) 


 


“Advocacy is the process of standing alongside another, 
speaking on behalf of another and encouraging the person to 
speak up for themselves. Advocacy can help address the 
imbalance of power in society and stand up for justice.”  
 


(The Scottish Independent Advocacy Alliance: 
Principles and Standards for Independent Advocacy) 


  


Get the information they need 
 


Understand their rights 
 


Make their own choices 


 


Say what they want 
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Why is advocacy important? 
 


eople feel more able to speak to someone who does not have any control over their care 


or access to services. This makes it important that advocates are independent of those 


services. Advocates are not impartial. They are there to express their client’s wishes as if 


they were their own. An advocate’s first duty is to support their client. It is important those 


advocates stay, and are seen to be, independent of those services. 
 


Advocacy can help people become more aware of their own rights, to exercise those rights 


and be involved in and influence decisions that are being made about their future. Crucially 


advocacy can empower people to speak up for themselves.   
 


As well as supporting people to have their views heard advocacy can also play a valuable 


role in helping to safeguard those in society who, for whatever reason, are vulnerable or are 


at risk of harm or in need of protection.   Advocacy can also help to empower people in these 


circumstances and working alongside other services, it can also help to identify when harm 


is occurring and ensure that appropriate action is taken.  
 


The Southern Health and Social Care Trust recognise the importance of advocacy and has 


commissioned a number of organisations to provide this service for its service users and 


carers across its programmes of care. 


 


Types of Advocacy 
 


Citizen advocacy happens when ordinary citizens are encouraged to become involved 


with a person who might need support in their communities. The citizen advocate is not paid 


and not motivated by personal gain. The relationship between the citizen advocate and their 


advocacy partner is on a one-to-one, long term basis. It is based on trust between the 


partner and the advocate and is supported but not influenced by the organisation providing 


the advocacy service. The advocate supports their partner using their natural skills and 


talents rather than being formally trained in the role. 


 


Collective advocacy happens where a group of people who are all facing a common 


problem get together on a formal basis to support each other over specific issues. Individual 


members of the group may also support each other over specific issues. The group as a 


whole may campaign on an issue that affects them all. A collective voice can be stronger 


than that of an individual, as groups are more difficult to ignore. Being part of a collective 


advocacy group can help to reduce an individual’s sense of isolation when raising a difficult 


issue.  


P 
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Peer advocacy happens when individuals share significant life experiences. The peer 


advocate and their advocacy partner may share age, gender, ethnicity, diagnosis or issues. 


Peer advocates use their own experiences to understand and empathise with their advocacy 


partner. Peer advocacy works to increase self-awareness, confidence and assertiveness so 


that the individual can speak out for themselves, lessening the imbalance of power between 


the advocate and their advocacy partner. 


 


Professional advocacy is also known as one-to-one, individual or issue based 


advocacy. It is provided by both paid and unpaid advocates. An advocate supports an 


individual to represent their own interests or represents the views of an individual if the 


person is unable to do these themselves. They provide support on specific issues and 


provide information but not advice. This support can be short or long term. 


 


Instructed advocacy is where an individual tells the advocate what they would like them 


to say and do.  The advocate’s role is to work with the person to bring together what they 


have to say in a way that puts their point of view across clearly.  The advocate supports 


them in what they want to achieve. 


 


Non-instructed advocacy is taking affirmative action with or on behalf of a person who 


is unable to instruct an advocate due to issues of capacity e.g. comprehension or 


communication issues. An individual might be able to express what they want, e.g. to go 


home or a view of what they like or dislike, but may lack the capacity to instruct an advocate 


as to the action to take regarding a particular issue. The non-instructed advocate seeks to 


uphold the person’s rights; ensure fair and equal treatment and access to services; and 


make certain that decisions are taken with due consideration for all relevant factors which 


must include the person’s unique preferences and perspectives. 


 


Transitions advocacy involves supporting someone during specific, immediate and 


serious situations in their lives, empowering them with information, advice and a voice in the 


decisions that affect them. 
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Listed below are the contact details for some organisations (both regional and local) 


and groups that provide advocacy services for people living in the Southern Trust 


area.  To access any of these services please contact the named individual and they 


will advise you on how to make a referral. 


 
 
 


Organisation:  Autism Network NI 


Address:   Regional Office 
 10 Ashgrove Park 
 Maghaberry 
 MOIRA 


BT67 0QQ 
  


Contact:   Derek Doherty 


    Tel: 028 9261 1851 


 Email: derek.doherty9@btinternet.com 
  


About the service: Autism Network NI is a Charity that was set up by parents, carers 


and people with Autistic Spectrum disorder in 2003. The Network 


provides an Advocacy services in matters relating to: 
  


 education 


 police matters 


 social care/child protection 


 benefits 
 


All Autism Network NI volunteers have been trained in advocacy 


by Professor Conliffe and accredited by the Ulster University. 
 


Organisation:   Disability Action - Learning Disability Advocate * 


Address:  Disability Action 
 Portside Business Park 
 189 Airport Road West 


BELFAST 
 BT3 9ED 
 


Contact:           Sinead Campbell 


 Tel: 028 9029 7880  


 Email: sineadcampbell@disabilityaction.org   
    


About the service: In the Southern Health and Social Care Trust, Disability Action’s 


Centre on Human Rights provides an advocacy service 


specifically for people with learning disabilities. The service is: 
 


 confidential; 


 provided free of charge; and 


 independent, which means the advocate can 
work in partnership with clients, with no conflict 
of interest 


Advocacy Services – Learning Disability 


Advocacy services in the Southern Trust Area 



mailto:derek.doherty9@btinternet.com

mailto:sineadcampbell@disabilityaction.org
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Organisation:  Leonard Cheshire Disability NI 


Address: 5 Boucher Plaza 
4-6 Boucher Road 
BELFAST 
BT12 6HR 


 
Contact:   Bryan Leonard 


    Tel: 028 9024 6247 


    Email: Bryan.Leonard@LCDisability.org  


  


About the service: Leonard Cheshire Disability NI helps people with physical 


impairments, learning difficulties and long-term health conditions, 


as well as their carers, friends and families. It champions disabled 


people's rights in N.Ireland, including with the N. Ireland 


Assembly and Executive.  At a local level, action groups run 


campaigns to improve access and services for disabled people in 


their area. The organisation aims to remove the barriers that can 


stop people with disabilities from pursuing their goals and living 


their lives to the full. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Advocacy Services – Learning Disability 



mailto:Bryan.Leonard@LCDisability.org

http://www.lcdisability.org/?lid=3866
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Organisation:   The Mental Health Forum * 


Address:     Ballybot House, 22 Cornmarket, NEWRY BT35 8BG 


Trasna House, Connolly Place, LURGAN BT66 8DN         
 


Contact:     Karl Hughes (Manager) 


 Tel: 028 3025 2423 


 Email: lobby@mentalhealthforum.co.uk 


 
About the Service: The Mental Health Forum provides advice, information and 


signposting for service users, carers, professionals and the 


general public in relation to mental health services throughout the 


Southern Trust.  It engages directly with service providers in 


planning, delivering and monitoring mental health services both 


locally and regionally.  The forum are leaders in promoting 


awareness of mental health issues, challenging stigma and 


discrimination, actively promoting recovery and developing 


opportunities for those experiencing mental health issues. 


  


 


 


 


Organisation:  Inspire Mental Health (formerly NIAMH) * 


Address:   Regional Office 
Inspire Mental Health  
Lombard House  
10-20 Lombard Street  
BELFAST 
BT1 1RD 


     
Contact:   Karen MaCartney 


    Tel: 07811344723 


    Email: k.macartney@inspirewellbeing.org 


 
About the service: The advocate provides information, outlines options, helps an 


individual to express their concerns and relays these, where 


appropriate, to relevant professionals. An advocate can be a paid 


member of staff or someone who has experienced their own 


mental health problems and have been trained to take on the 


advocacy role. This is a free and independent service. 


 
 
 


Advocacy Services – Mental Health 



https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x1379608258469234203&id=YN1029x1379608258469234203&q=Prospects+(Ballybot+House)&name=Prospects+(Ballybot+House)&cp=54.1741371154785%7e-6.34265804290771&ppois=54.1741371154785_-6.34265804290771_Prospects+(Ballybot+House)&FORM=SNAPST

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x12292057150720056980&id=YN1029x12292057150720056980&q=Trasna+House&name=Trasna+House&cp=54.4598922729492%7e-6.33251476287842&ppois=54.4598922729492_-6.33251476287842_Trasna+House&FORM=SNAPST

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x12292057150720056980&id=YN1029x12292057150720056980&q=Trasna+House&name=Trasna+House&cp=54.4598922729492%7e-6.33251476287842&ppois=54.4598922729492_-6.33251476287842_Trasna+House&FORM=SNAPST

mailto:lobby@mentalhealthforum.co.uk

mailto:k.macartney@inspirewellbeing.org
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Organisation:  CAUSE * 


Address:    Regional Office 


Building 2 
Lesley Office Park 
393 Holywood Road 
BELFAST 
BT4 2LS 


 
  


Contact: Anne Cunningham, Carer Advocate Team Leader 
 (Newry & Mourne) (Craigavon & Banbridge) 


   


Tel: 028 9065 0650 / 07738210628 


  Email: annec@cause.org.uk 


 
Contact:  Arlene Wilson, Carer Advocate (Armagh & Dungannon)  


  Tel: 028 9065 0650 / 07730623867 


  Email: arlene@cause.org.uk 


  
About the Service:  CAUSE’s team of dedicated Carer Advocates offers one-to-one 


help to individuals when they are supporting a loved one’s 


recovery.  CAUSE is peer-led which means it is run by carers for 


carers, they know from direct personal experience the issues 


carers can face. 


 
 


Organisation:   Mindwise *  


 Address:   Regional Office 


    Pinewood House 
    46 Newforge Lane 
    BELFAST  
    BT9 5NW  


 
Contact:   Stanley Booth MBE 


    Tel: 07733893125 


    Email: Stanley.Booth@mindwisenv.org 


  
About the service: Mindwise empowers and encourages people who use its 


advocacy services to take a lead in securing the rights and 


services to which they are entitled. It offers support to ensure that 


views are heard, representation, help to resolve issues, 


protection for those who are particularly vulnerable or are unable 


to make informed decisions.  


 


Advocacy Services – Mental Health 



mailto:annec@cause.org.uk

mailto:arlene@cause.org.uk

mailto:Stanley.Booth@mindwisenv.org
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Organisation:   Eating Disorder Association NI 
 
Address:    28 Bedford Street 
    BELFAST 
    BT2 7FE 
 
Contact:   Ann McCann 


    Tel: 028 9023 5959 


    Email: edani@btconnect.com 


 
About the Service: The Eating Disorder Association NI is a Belfast based charity that 


supports and acts as a voice for those struggling with the 


destructive and devastating effects of living with an eating 


disorder. 


 


 


 


Organisation:  Action Mental Health (AMH) Adapt *   
  
Address: 13 Church Street 


PORTADOWN 
BT62 3LN 


  
Contact:    Vanessa Baird 


Tel: 028 38392314  


    Email: vbaird@amh.org.uk  


 
About the Service: AMH Adapt aims to promote and increase knowledge, and 


provide greater understanding and awareness of eating disorders 


in the community.  AMH Adapt has adopted a recovery approach 


to provide help and support to people with eating disorders, 


and their friends and families.  It also advocates and lobbies for 


specialist services.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Advocacy Services – Mental Health 



mailto:edani@btconnect.com

mailto:vbaird@amh.org.uk
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Organisation:  British Deaf Association 
  
Address:   Unit 5c Weavers Court 


    Linfield Road  
 BELFAST  
 BT12 5GH 
 


Contact:   Alice Johnston 


   Tel: 028 90437480 


   Email: cao.ni@bda.org.uk 


 
About the service: The British Deaf Association’s Advocacy service offers support in 


a number of ways; helping individuals find out information, 


explore options and encouraging them to decide what they want 


to do. 


 
 
 
 


Organisation:   Disability Action – Physical / Sensory Disability  


    Advocate *  
 
Address:  Disability Action 


 Portside Business Park 
 189 Airport Road West 


BELFAST 
 BT3 9ED 


  


Contact:   Leione Hudson 


 Tel: 07718979985 


 Email: leionehudson@disabilityaction.org 


  
About the service:  In the Southern Health and Social Care Trust Disability Action 


provide an advocacy service specifically for people with physical 
sensory disabilities. The service is: 


 


 confidential 


 provided free of charge 


 independent, which means the advocate can work 
in partnership with clients, with no conflict of 
interest. 


 
  


Advocacy Services – Physical and Sensory Disability 



mailto:cao.ni@bda.org.uk

mailto:leionehudson@disabilityaction.org
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Organisation:   Action MS 
 
Address:   Regional Office 


Knockbracken HealthCare Park 


 Saintfield Road 


 BELFAST 


 BT8 8BH 
 


Contact:   Tel: 028 9079 0707 


 Email: info@actionms.co.uk 


 
About the service:  The advocate offers support in making a decision about the best 


way forward and will be there at all times until the difficulty has 


been resolved satisfactorily. 


 
 
 
 
 


Organisation:   Diabetes UK NI  
 
Address:   Regional Office 


 Bridgewood House 


 Newforge Business Park 


 Newforge Lane 
BELFAST 


 BT9 5NW  


 


Contact:   Tel: 0345 1232399 


 Email: helpline@diabetes.org.uk 


 
About the service:  The Diabetes UK NI advocacy service is there for all people 


with diabetes, their family, friends and carers to help with 


issues connected to diabetes. It gives information and 


support needed to make sure individuals know their rights, 


understand their options and help get their voices heard. 


 
 
  
  


Advocacy Services – Physical and Sensory Disability 



mailto:info@actionms.co.uk

mailto:helpline@diabetes.org.uk
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Organisation:   VOYPIC - Voice of Young People in Care 
 
Address:    Flat 12, Mount Zion House 
    Edward Street 
    LURGAN 
    BT66 6DB 
 
 Contact:   Margaret Guy 


    Tel: 028 38313380 


    Email: margaret.guy@voypic.org  


 


About the service: VOYPIC is a charity working across N Ireland promoting the 


rights and improving the lives of children and young people cared 


for away from home.  The children and young people may be 


living at home in care; with foster or kinship carers; in children’s 


homes; in secure settings; or in supported accommodation. They 


may also be preparing to leave care or be care leavers.  


Advocates work with looked after children and care leavers 


receiving a 16+ service and provide information and advice, offer 


support and help with making a complaint. 


  


 
 
 


Organisation:  6th Sense /  


Disabled Children and Young People Project * 
  
Address:    Disabled Children & Young People's Participation Project  


 Grange Building 
Towerhill 


 ARMAGH 
BT61 9DR  


  
Contact:    Eugene Moan  


 Tel: 028 37414541 


 Email: eugene.moan@barnardos.org.uk  


  
About the service: The project aims to highlight the issues that affect disabled 


children and young people and ensure that the service providers 


listen.  6th Sense is a group of children and young people who all 


understand the difficulties of coping with a disability.  They are 


advocates for disabled young people particularly those who have 


participated in Disabled Children and Young People’s 


Participation Project.    


 
 


Advocacy Services – Children and Young People 



mailto:margaret.guy@voypic.org

mailto:eugene.moan@barnardos.org.uk
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Organisation:  Alzheimer’s Society * 
 


Address   Armagh and Dungannon Office 
First Steps Women’s Centre 


21a William Street 
DUNGANNON 
BT70 1DX 
 


Contact   Tel: 028 8775 3812     


Email: kelly.meeke@alzheimers.org.uk 


 


Address   Craigavon and Banbridge Office 


Edenderry House 
18-22 Gilford Road 
PORTADOWN 
BT63 5ED 
 


Contact   Tel: 028 3839 4440  


Email: carole.murray@alzheimers.org.uk 


 


Address   Newry Office / Mourne Office 


Ballybot House 
22 Corn Market 
NEWRY 
BT35 8BG 
 


Contact   Tel: 028 3025 6057  


Email: pauline.murphy@alzheimers.org.uk 


  
 


About the Service:  The Alzheimer’s Society is a membership organisation, which 


works to improve the quality of life of people affected by 


dementia.  Many of the members have personal experience of 


dementia, as carers, health professionals or people with 


dementia themselves, and their experiences help to inform the 


work of the society. 


 
  


Advocacy Services – Adults/Older People 



mailto:kelly.meeke@alzheimers.org.uk

mailto:carole.murray@alzheimers.org.uk

mailto:pauline.murphy@alzheimers.org.uk
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Organisation:   AGE NI  
 
Address:    Regional Office 


3 Lower Crescent,  
BELFAST 
BT7 1NR 


 


Contact:   Tel: 0808 8087575 
 


About the Service: Age NI’s Advice and Advocacy Service offers free, independent 


and confidential support to older people, their families and carers 


who are experiencing difficulties negotiating the health and social 


care system, accessing appropriate levels of community care, 


dealing with issues relating to residential and nursing care or are 


at risk of abuse. 


  


Advocacy Services – Adults/Older People 
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Organisation:   Carers Trust NI * 
   


Contact:    Pauline Rice (Manager) 


Tel: 07826930508 


Email: price@carers.org 
 


Ruth Allen (Outreach & Information Support Worker Armagh  


                                                                            and Dungannon) 


Tel: 07702819112 


Email: rallen@carers.org 
 


Michelle Moult (Outreach & Information Support Worker  


                                                           Craigavon and Banbridge) 


Tel: 07702819111 


Email: mmoult@carers.org 
 


Eleanor Doherty (Outreach & Information Support Worker                       


                                                                       Newry and Mourne) 


Tel: 07702819109 


Email: edoherty@carers.org.uk 
 


About the Service: Carers Trust NI is part of the Carers Trust, a major charity for, 


with and about carers. It works to improve support, services and 


recognition for anyone living with the challenges of caring, 


unpaid, for a family member or friend who is ill, frail, disabled or 


has mental health or addiction problems. Its vision is that unpaid 


carers count and can access the help they need to live their lives. 


Organisation:  CAUSE * 
  


Address:   Regional Office 
Building 2 
Lesley Office Park 
393 Holywood Road 
BELFAST 
BT4 2LS 
  


Contact: Anne Cunningham, Carer Advocate Team Leader, (Newry &  


   Mourne) (Craigavon & Banbridge) 


  Tel: 028 9065 0650 / 07738210628 


  Email: annec@cause.org.uk 


 
Contact:  Arlene Wilson, Carer Advocate (Armagh & Dungannon)  


  Tel: 028 9065 0650 / 07730623867 


  Email: arlene@cause.org.uk 


  
About the Service:  CAUSE’s team of dedicated Carer Advocates offers one-to-one 


help to individuals when they are supporting a loved one’s 
recovery. CAUSE is peer-led which means it is run by carers for 
carers, they know from direct personal experience the issues 
carers can face. 


 


Advocacy Services – Carers 



mailto:price@carers.org

mailto:rallen@carers.org

mailto:mmoult@carers.org

mailto:edoherty@carers.org.uk

mailto:annec@cause.org.uk

mailto:arlene@cause.org.uk
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Organisation:   STEP - South Tyrone Empowerment  Programme * 
  
Address:   The Junction 


12 Beechvalley Way 
DUNGANNON 


BT70 1BS 
 
Contact:   Tel: 028 87750211   


 Email: info@stepni.org 


  
About the service: STEP aims to enable the most vulnerable to marginalisation, 


disadvantage and exclusion, to develop the confidence and skills 


to be heard; to identify their own strengths and needs; to access 


the support and expertise to help them in finding solutions and 


advocating social change.  


 
Organisation:   Craigavon Intercultural Programme (CIP)  
  
Address:   CIP Centre 
  7 Foundry Street 
  PORTADOWN 
  BT63 5AB 
  
Contact:    Stephen Smith 


Tel: 028 3839 3372 


 Email:  info@cipni.com    


 
About the service: CIP is committed to the concept of social inclusion and seeks to 


be a catalyst in promoting innovation and opportunities for 


community development. CIP promotes integration between 


communities and works towards the creation of a society in which 


all are respected regardless of race/nationality. CIP delivers a 


service that includes: Advice, Advocacy, BME Family 


Intervention, BME Youth Provision and Exploitation Awareness. 


 


Organisation:   Traveller Support - Southern Area  
 


Address:   Armagh Traveller Support Group (ATSG) * 


    Promoting Wellbeing Team 
    Ward 1, St Luke's Hospital 


 ARMAGH  
BT61 7NQ 


  
Contact:   Fidelma McCoy  


 Tel: 028 37412755 / Mob: 07702184355 


 Email: fidelma.mccoy@southerntrust.hscni.net 


 


Advocacy Services – Black, Minority Ethnic & Travellers 



mailto:info@stepni.org

mailto:info@cipni.com

mailto:fidelma.mccoy@southerntrust.hscni.net
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Address:   Craigavon Traveller Support Committee * 
    Moylinn House, 21 Legahory Centre, Brownlow 


    CRAIGAVON  


BT65 5BE 


 


Contact:   Lisa Hogg 


    Tel: 028 38342089 


    Email:  info@craigavontravellers.org    


 
Address: Newry Traveller Family Support and Development Worker  
    Promoting Wellbeing Department  
    John Mitchel Place,  


NEWRY 
BT34 2BL 


  
Contact:    Stella McLoughlin  


    Tel: 028 30834272 / Mob 07761463371 


    Email: Stella.mcloughlin@southerntrust.hscni.net 


Address:   An Tearmann * 


    Community Support Centre 
    64 Main Street 


 COALISLAND 
BT71 4NB 


  
Contact:   Una Loughran  


 Tel: 028 87741961 


 Email: una.antearmann@stepni.org 


 
About the services: To improve the quality of life of Travellers in the Southern area by 


adopting a community development approach which will enable 


Travellers to articulate their needs and to support them to ensure 


their needs are met. 


  


Advocacy Services – Black, Minority Ethnic & Travellers 



mailto:info@craigavontravellers.org

mailto:Stella.mcloughlin@southerntrust.hscni.net

mailto:una.antearmann@stepni.org
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Organisation:   Patient and Client Council (PCC) 
  
Address:   Southern Area 
    Quaker Buildings 
    High Street 
    LURGAN 
    BT66 8BB 
  
Contact:   Freephone: 0800 917 0222 


   Email: info.pcc@hscni.net   
  
About the service: The Patient and Client Council is an independent voice on health 


and social care issues.  They have local offices throughout 


Northern Ireland.  They are here to: 
 


 Listen and act on people’s views 


 Encourage people to get involved  


 Help people make a complaint 


 Provide advice and information 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


If you provide an advocacy service or know of an advocacy service in the Southern Trust area 


that is not included in this booklet, please contact us at: Tel: 028 3756 4472 or  


Email: ppi.team@southerntrust.hscni.net  


 
 


This booklet has been developed by a sub-group of the Trust’s Personal and Public 


Involvement Service User and Carer Panel (PPI Panel) and the Mental Health User and 


Carer Service Improvement Group (UCSIG) supported by the PPI Team. 


 


Advocacy Services – General 


Contact Us 



mailto:info.pcc@hscni.net

mailto:ppi.team@southerntrust.hscni.net



File Attachment
advocacy booklet.pdf



Keeping in touch with staff…  

The PPI Newsletters for staff were developed in partnership with staff and members of the 

Trust’s PPI Panel into help promote, celebrate and highlight good practice examples of user 

involvement and partnership working within the Southern Trust. 

The first edition was produced in January 2012 and focussed on the background to PPI.            

A second edition focussing on Transforming Your Care and PPI Action plans was produced in 

April 2012 with a further edition on involving service users and carers in staff training produced 

in December 2012. 

Double Click on Paper Clip to see 1st issue 
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The Staff Newsletter Highlighting  
User Involvement and Experience in the  


       Southern Trust   


In this first edition we are showcasing and providing feedback on 
some examples of different ways service users/carers and the public 
have been involved in the planning, development and delivery of 
Health and Social Care Services in the Southern Trust.  


 


 


 


The  Personal & Public Involvement Panel  


  


The Southern Trust has established a Personal and Public Involvement (PPI) Panel 
as a mechanism for service users and carers to feed into the Trusts PPI structures 
and processes.  


 


The role of the Southern Trusts Personal and Public Involvement (PPI) Panel is to: 
Provide feedback on how the Southern Trust is progressing its service user, 
carer and stakeholder involvement agenda and comment on the Trust‟s PPI 
consultation scheme and action plan 
Work with the Trust to enhance 
personal and public 
involvement across all of its 
services 
Review the outcomes of the 
patient client experience 
Nominate members to sit on 
relevant fora and feedback to 
the PPI Panel 
Work with the Trust to identify 
local need, shape and design 
service development and 
delivery and participate in 
evaluation of services. 


    


                 Members of the PPI Panel  


           


This is the first edition of the PPI Newsletter 
which we hope to publish annually to 


celebrate  user involvement and partnership 


working within the Southern Trust.   


 


Have Your Say! 
Issue 1—January 2012 
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PPI stands for Personal and Public Involvement.  It is a term used to describe 
the people who use health and social care services, their carers, relatives, 
friends, neighbours, voluntary workers, members of community groups and   
employees of voluntary organisations.  PPI is about giving local people a say in 
how services are planned, delivered and evaluated. Trust staff can do this by 
developing good communication with their service users, carers and other 
stakeholders, providing them with the information they need to make informed 
choices about their care and to work in partnership to make decisions about 
service development and improvement.  


So what is PPI?  


Daunted by the thought of user involvement? 


PPI Training Available 
 


Build your confidence  to help you engage with your service users with our PPI   
Awareness Course.  The PPI Officer can come to your team and deliver a short 
training session on PPI and how you can ensure that it is an integral part of your 
working practice.  


PPI Fact Sheets   
 


The PPI Team have developed a range of fact sheets to support staff in enhancing 
personal and public involvement in their area of work. These will    include more 
detailed information on individual methods of involvement. Fact sheets currently 
available to download from the Promoting Wellbeing website and the Trust Intranet 
include: 


Focus Groups 
How to set up a Service User Group 
Methods of Involvement 
What is PPI? 
Questionnaire Design 
Working with Hard to Reach Groups 


If you require any further advice, guidance or assistance in relation to user      
involvement please contact the PPI Team.   


                                                 PPI Staff Toolkit 


We recently developed a PPI Toolkit to provide staff and 
managers with information and guidance to enhance    
personal and public involvement within their area of service 
and should be read in conjunction with the Personal and 
Public Involvement (PPI) Strategic Plan 2010 - 2013, SHSCT 
(2010).  This resource is also available on the Trusts Intranet 
and Website. Many thanks to all who contributed to the        
development of the Toolkit- your support is very much   
appreciated.  http://shsctintranet.hpss.n-


i.nhs.uk/HTML/OP/documents/PersonalandPublicInvolvementToolkitforStaff.pdf 



http://shsctintranet.hpss.n-i.nhs.uk/HTML/OP/documents/PersonalandPublicInvolvementToolkitforStaff.pdf

http://shsctintranet.hpss.n-i.nhs.uk/HTML/OP/documents/PersonalandPublicInvolvementToolkitforStaff.pdf
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Examples of PPI Activity   


The Lymphoedema service in the Trust continually engages with service users to 
explore their experiences of their Lymphoedema service and  ask for suggestions 
for improvements. Also very importantly the service continues to investigate 
methods of providing support to allow them to live with and  manage  their long 
term condition.  The service held two focus groups and key areas discussed and 
focused on were: accessing, advice and information,  treatment, gaining meaningful 
patient focused outcomes of  treatment, commenting on facilities that were 
available and how to access new and review services. At the end of the session 
opinion was sought around how they felt about the focus group process. It was 
reported as a positive event and a  comment repeated several times was that the 
“users would like to attend a local support group.” 
 


As a follow up to the focus groups and the user /carer comments it was decided to 
hold a Stakeholder event in February 2010. The purpose of this event was to share 
with users the developments to date and future plans, provide feedback from  the 
focus groups and to launch patient information leaflets. It was a very positive event 
with two way communication between service users, carers and the Lymphoedema 
practitioners. It  also identified the level of interest in the development of a local 
support group.  The Local Lymphoedema Support Group commenced in January 
2011 and is continuing to run. A Trust wide programme of Lymphoedema 
awareness training is established and supported by a range of resources available 
on the Trust Intranet. Through the work of the “Lead Users” the  support group has 
grown slowly for those with primary and secondary Lymphoedema, and 
Lipoedema.  The “Lead Users" are working to further develop the group and 
increase membership through a press release  placed in the local newspapers in 
the Trust area. In September 2011 a repeat survey of users on their experience of 
the services and their  involvement in the planning and delivery will identify further 
areas for improvement and partnership working. 


Engagement with  service users has been, a valuable and effective method of 
informing and reforming service delivery and improving patient choice, focus 
future developments and ensure value for money. It has directed the 
Lymphoedema service on “patient-centred approaches”  to meet the changing 
needs of users and their carer's.  


OLDER PEOPLE & PRIMARY CARE SERVICES  


Primary Care Division  


 


For further information please  


see our fact sheet on  


‘How to Set Up A Service User Group’  


which is available on the User Involvement - PPI Section 
of www.promotingwellbeing.info 



http://www.promotingwellbeing.info/
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CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE SERVICES 


Corporate Parenting Division 
 


The 16 Plus Service User Group is a group of 12 young people aged 16 - 21 
years who are preparing to leave care.  The Service User group works closely 
with the 16 Plus Service to try to provide ideas and guidance to enhance support 
the care leavers get within the areas of education, employment and training, etc.  
Currently the 16+ Service User Group are developing a DVD, leaflet and          
information pack for young people leaving care by young people with experience 
of the care system to be available for all young people who transfer to the 16 
Plus Service.   


This is a service user led project and the DVD, leaflet and information pack will 
be produced and filmed by the 16+ Service User Group.  The pack will form the 
basis of discussion by staff with young people on an individual and group basis 
about transition services like: 
 


Education       


Employment and Training  


Accommodation    


Life skills Health 


Relationships /Personal Support  


Rights and Legal Issues   


Parenting 
 


Young people through their involvement in the Service User Group have also 
identified a number of training needs and through participation in the group they 
will receive training from the Trust, the Youth Service and other providers.  The 
Service User Group has already 
been involved in a number of 
consultation exercises in    
relation to Looked After Children 
and their comments have been 
taken on board in that process.   
This work will continue and a 
number of H&SC staff have 
stated an interest in working with 
the group when drafting service 
proposals ensuring a clear 
Service User perspective in 
Agency developments.  
 


 


        The 16 Plus Service User Group 


For further  


information please see our fact 
sheet on ‘Working with Hard to 


Reach Groups’ which is available 
on the User Involvement Section /


Resources of 
www.promotingwellbeing.info 



http://www.promotingwellbeing.info/
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MENTAL HEALTH & DISBILITY SERVICES 


Learning Disability Division 


 


The Woodlawn Parent and Carer Forum was set up in early 2010.  
Woodlawn House is a purpose built  respite unit for adults with a learning 
disability.  Expression of interests for the parent/ carer forum were sought from 
all parents and carers in July 2009 following a recommendation from the RQIA 
that a forum/group would be established.   An information session was held in 
February 2010 to gauge interest from parents and carers in becoming involved 
and following this the first formal meeting was held in April 2010. The Parent 
and Carer Forum is at  early stages of development and it is a group of parents 
and carers who have dependants who avail of respite at Woodlawn House, 
who  come together to discuss relevant issues about  Woodlawn House.  The 
forums main aim is to ensure the needs of adults with a learning disability are 
met. The parents and carers offer support to each other, exchange information, 
and have influenced Trust services e.g. Review of Respite.  The group agreed 
to carry out a survey with parents and carers to try to attract more people to the 
group and also to find out what issues parents and carers feel are important for 
the forum to look at.   


 


Staff in Woodlawn House supported the formation of  the forum and currently 
support the forum by sending the minutes of meetings to all parents/carers 
regardless if they attended or not.  A copy of the minutes are also held in 
Woodlawn and share with staff.  Staff on occasion are asked to join the group 
to discuss queries parents/carers have in relation to areas such as clothing and 
admission/discharge times. 


 


The group has been meeting every quarter for a coffee and a chat in various 
venues across the Southern Trust. At the last meeting Miceal Crilly the 
Assistant Director for Learning Disability came to update the group on the 
respite review and current thinking within the Trust. He explained that he was 
keen to work with parents and carers to develop services within current 
restraints and that working groups will be set up to involve parents and carers.  
The group appreciated his visit and found the meeting to be very informal with 
plenty  lively discussion.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


For further information please  


see our fact sheet on  


‘Methods of Involvement’  


which is available on the User Involvement - PPI Section 
of www.promotingwellbeing.info 



http://www.promotingwellbeing.info/
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The Head of Cancer Services wanted to gather feedback from people with an 
experience of cancer (service users, their family/carers and southern trust 
staff).  Although evaluation in terms of questionnaires and surveys is core to 
cancer services, staff felt that if would be beneficial to the service to get more 
in-depth information from service users, their family and wider networks.   A 
working group was established to see how this could be taken forward.  Two 
service users were also asked to join the group to help plan the engagement 
activity.   


Following meetings of the working group it was agreed to facilitate three Focus 
Groups in the Southern Trust Area.  It was vital that a focus group was held in 
the three locality areas within the Trust area to ensure service users and their 
carers could attend.  The three focus groups took place in September 2011. 


In preparation for the focus groups the working group developed and circulated 
a flyer which gave details of three focus groups and a contact number if service 
users/carers wanted to gather further information.  The flyer was circulated 
widely among: 


Southern Trust Staff via staff e brief  


Community/Voluntary sector  


GP Surgeries via practice managers 


Local newspapers  


Local Cancer Support Groups 


CAWT Social Inclusion Project (Co-operation and Working Together)  


Suggestions from the participants will help further develop cancer services and 
there was also good evidence of meeting the 5 Patient Client Experience 
Standards from participant feedback. The focus groups were also an 
opportunity for Cancer Services to ask the participants if they would be willing 
to get involved in the future.  Participants were given a registration form to fill in 
if they wished to be contacted if further opportunities were available. This will 
assist Cancer Services to develop a database from which they can draw when 
they are making improvements whether to policies, procedures, facilities or 
services.  A total of 16 participants expressed a wish to be involved in future 
work within Cancer Services and since have been commented on a leaflet 
currently being developed by the Mandeville Unit, CAH explaining the 
Volunteer service available.   


Some quotes from participants: 


 


 “I felt that people were very interested in me and it gave me a chance to 
express my feelings” 


 


“Excellent way of learning how we can improve our delivery of service to 
patients and their carers” 


ACUTE SERVICES 


Cancer and Clinical Services 


For further information  


please see our fact sheet on 


‘Focus Groups’ which is  


available on the User 


 Involvement - PPI Section of 


www.promotingwellbeing.info 



http://www.promotingwellbeing.info/
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Volunteering   


What is Volunteering?  


“Volunteering is the commitment of time and energy for the benefit of society and 
the community, the environment, or individuals outside ones immediate family.  It is 
undertaken freely and by choice without concern for financial gain”.  


The Southern Trust welcomes Volunteers from all walks of life and offers a host of 
opportunities to suit all skills and aspirations. Current volunteering opportunities 
include: 


  


   


 
  


  


The ‘Here to Help’  Volunteering Service is based in the hospital foyer of 
Craigavon Area Hospital and has been set up to provide information, directions and 
assistance to service users and visitors coming to the hospital.  The trained 
volunteers are located at an information point and are easily identifiable in „Here to 
Help‟ t-shirts and fleeces.  The service continues to recruit and retain additional 
volunteers to extend the service throughout the day.  The service is currently 
available Monday to Friday 8.45am-4.15pm.  The volunteers also feed any issues 
received from service users to appropriate managers within the hospital and they 
receive warm appreciation from service users and visitors. They have also availed 
of PPI Awareness Training.  
 


If you come across service users who have expressed an interest in volunteering 


please contact the Volunteer Co-ordinators in the Trust: 


 Gerardette McVeigh    Imelda McPolin   


 Volunteer Co-ordinator    Volunteer Co-ordinator   


 Brownlow H&SS Centre   John Mitchel Place, Newry  


 Tel: 028 3831 1484    Tel: 028 3083 4270 


Do You Know About the Southern Trusts Reimbursement Guidelines? 
 


For effective involvement people need to feel supported and that their contribution 
is valued by both the organisation and its staff. The Southern Trust believes that 
where service users, carers and stakeholders are involved in supporting the 
ongoing development of services they should not be left “out of pocket” or 
financially worse off as a result.  The Trust will reimburse legitimate out-of pocket 
expenses to service users who become involved e.g. travel, subsistence, 
administration or costs incurred for replacement care and individual support needs.  
It is crucial that you include the planning of reimbursement at the start of any PPI 
activity.  Please refer to  section 10 of the PPI Toolkit for more information on 
reimbursing service users or click http://shsctintranet.hpss.n-i.nhs.uk/HTML/PandP/documents/


InterimSErviceUserReimbursementGUIDANCE.pdf 


Reimbursing Service Users 


Bus Escort 


Crèche Support 


Entertainment  


Gardening            


Befriending 


Sighted Guides 


Arts & Crafts 


Outings Escort       



http://shsctintranet.hpss.n-i.nhs.uk/HTML/PandP/documents/InterimSErviceUserReimbursementGUIDANCE.pdf

http://shsctintranet.hpss.n-i.nhs.uk/HTML/PandP/documents/InterimSErviceUserReimbursementGUIDANCE.pdf
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Please remember to register any work you are doing to 
involve service users- however small.   This could be a 
satisfaction survey / questionnaire, focus group, support 


group etc.  Share good practice - everyone benefits. 
http://shsctintranet.hpss.n-i.nhs.uk/HTML/OP/Information.html 


 The PPI Team 


The role of the PPI Team is to work across Directorates and Programme‟s of Care to 
ensure service user, carer and public involvement and volunteering practice are 
integral to the development and delivery of their services. The Team is here to 
provide advice, information  and training and will also support managers and staff to 
develop action plans to enhance user involvement. If you require any further advice, 
guidance or assistance in relation to user involvement please contact: 
 


Carolyn Agnew       Sinead Hughes 
Head of Service for User Involvement &   User Involvement Officer 


Professional Lead for Community Development  Tel: 028 37412523 


Tel: 028 3741 2519              Sinead.hughes@southerntrust.hscni.net 


Carolyn.agnew@southerntrust.hscni.net   


 


Kate Johnston, Personal Secretary,  


Tel: 028 3741  2468  kate.johnston@southerntrust.hscni.net  


      


Also check out the PPI Section of the Promoting Wellbeing Website 


www.promotingwellbeing.info, the intranet & Trust website ‘Involving You’ section.  


"Community partners supporting PPI"  
 


Peter Donnelly is a member of LARG (Lobbying Activism & Research Group) 
and a member of the Trusts PPI Service User /Carer Panel.  Peter’s involvement 
is underpinned by training and support provided by the BIG Lottery and 


delivered through the Community Integration Project at Willowbank. 
 


“When Ann McGlone told me about the Lottery funding I thought this was going to be 
more of the same craic that we had been doing in the LARG . Through LARG we 
work on disability issues and finding out what local services are available and who 
the movers and shakers are.  I didn’t expect that by the early winter I would not have 
only have joined the local PPI Panel but I had volunteered to sit on at least two of the 
working groups. PPI means Personal Public Involvement and supposed to ensure 
that people who use services have some say in them.  


The Community Integration funding means I have support and training to help me in 
this role. I was a bit out of my depth with some of the jargon but I feel I have learned 
a lot and have gained a good insight in to how Southern Trust delivers on PPI and 
the implementation plans they have drawn up.  


Working with sub groups means I have had to learn about taking notes / minutes & 
giving feed back to the main PPI panel. Earlier this year I was able to do a Level One 
qualification on the UNCRPD (UN Convention on the Rights of People with 
Disabilities) I couldn’t believe I would actually be able to do this but the Tutor took us 
through it Step by step and made a complicated subject much easier to understand.”  


PPI Activity Forms 


Its important to send 
them to the PPI Team! 



http://shsctintranet.hpss.n-i.nhs.uk/HTML/OP/Information.html



File Attachment
newsletter issue 1.pdf



In 2015 the PPI Panel were asked to be involved in helping with a piece of research.  The 

research was commissioned by the Public Health Agency and the Patient Client Council who  

stipulated the following key aims and objectives for the study:  

1. to identify best practice in PPI  

2. to identify any barriers to effective involvement; to identify possible ways  

3. to overcome these barriers within the context of an integrated health and social care 
system 

4. to identify valid and reliable ways of measuring and evaluating the impact of PPI activity 

5. to ensure that service users and carers are at the heart of this project in a significant and 
meaningful way  

A group made up of academic staff from Queens University and Ulster University, Health Trust 

staff who have a particular interest in PPI and a number of service users and carers came 

together to carry out this research.  

Andrew Martin, Peter Donnelly and Ray Hamilton volunteered to become involved.  They were 

members of the Research Advisory Group which advised the researchers on carrying out the 

work.  Ten recommendations were put forward detailing the organisation responsible for taking 

forward each recommendation and the role/action required for each one.   

Ray Hamilton pictured with Joe Duffy 
on the publication of the Report 

PPI Panel Involvement in Research  

NI PPI in Research Easy Read Report   

NI PPI in Research Summary Report    

Personal and Public Involvement (PPI) and its impact    

Click link to open, scroll down to 

‘downloads’ and click on first 

download to view Main Report. 

https://www.publichealth.hscni.net/sites/default/files/NI%20PPI%20Research%20easy%20read%20report%20%28January%202017%29%20final.pdf
https://www.publichealth.hscni.net/sites/default/files/PPI%20Summary%20Report%20%5Bweb%5D.pdf
https://www.publichealth.hscni.net/publications/personal-and-public-involvement-ppi-and-its-impact


The Southern Trust PPI team and PPI Panel took part in the Regional Involve Fest week 18-22 

November 2019, which celebrated the service user and carers contribution in shaping and 

improving Health and Social Care across the Trust. A week of activities culminating in a 

showcase event was held in Craigavon Civic Centre, in November 2019. This highlight event 

was attended by over 150 delegates and provided the opportunity to share information, network 

and gain a deeper understanding of involvement in practice. 

Delegates mingled at the informal event over refreshments and a light lunch. Service users, 

carers, community/voluntary sector representatives and Trust staff shared their experiences.  

Invaluable peer learning took place and inspirational stories provided the first step and 

motivation for a commitment to future involvement work. 

This event provided an opportunity to share an update regarding the implementation and impact 

of a range of local initiatives supported through the Transformational Small Grants Scheme. 

Funding was awarded in 2018/19 to progress a partnership working infrastructure. Many of 

these projects used this funding as a platform launch and have successfully continued to 

develop throughout 2019/20. 

PPI Panel Coffee Morning  





PPI Panel Coffee Morning  

During 2019/20, the PPI team in partnership with the PPI Panel updated and structured the PPI 

Training available to staff into a 3-stepped learning platform including SCOPE.  SCOPE Training 

is an innovative, co-produced training programme which supports Service Users and Carers to 

become involved in the development and delivery of Health and Social Care services.  

The suite of training was further developed to include training for 

service users that are involved in improvement work. SCOPE was 

developed through partnership working with the PPI Panel, service 

users and staff from Southern Trust, and representatives from  

across the region.  

Aim of the course:  

This is an introduction to PPI/User Involvement to provide Service 

Users and Carers with the information, skills and confidence to share 

their experience of using Health and Social Care (HSC) services.  

On completion Service User and Carers will have the opportunity to                                      

work in partnership with HSC staff to improve services.  

The training has been co-designed and will be co-delivered with  

Service Users and Carers that are currently impacting change  

within the HSC system. 

As part of Involve Fest the PPI Panel hosted a 

coffee morning to launch the 2019 PPI Panel 

newsletter and formally announce the panel 

recruitment process open to new applicants. 

Over twenty participants attended the coffee 

morning in St Luke's Hospital, Armagh.  

Scope Training  

Double Click Paper 

Clip to view Scope 

Training brochure 




TRA IN ING







Target audience:
 Service Users and Carers


 
For further information please contact:


PPI/User Involvement Team
T: 028 3756 4469


 
To book training:


E: ppi.team@southerntrust.hscni.net


Aim of the course:
 
This is an introduction to PPI/User 
Involvement to provide Service Users 
and Carers with the information, 
skills and confidence to share their 
experience of using Health and Social 
Care (HSC) services.  


On completion Service User and Carers 
will have the opportunity to work in 
partnership with HSC staff to improve 
services.
 
The training has been co-designed and 
will be co-delivered with Service Users 
and Carers that are currently impacting 
change within the HSC system.


Learning objectives:
 
By the end of the SCOPE training 
Services Users and Carers should have 
an understanding of:
 
· The HSC and the Trust functions


· What is PPI and how to become 
involved?


· Why PPI and lived experience are 
important in shaping services?


· Support and resources available 
when you decide to become 
involved.


SCOPE Training is an innovative, co-produced training programme 
which supports Service Users and Carers to become involved in the 


development and delivery of Health and Social Care services.
 


This training can be delivered to suit the pace of each group


TRA IN ING





File Attachment
scope training.pdf



PPI Panel Newsletters   

10 Year Recognition Event for the PPI Panel  

In 2018 the PPI Panel working in partnership with the Trust developed its first Annual Report in 

newsletter style to raise the profile of the Panel and awareness of the range of work undertaken by its 

members. In the editions readers can read about how the Panel members completed training in 

recruitment and selection and quality improvement, took part in interviews for the new PPI posts, 

participated in the assessment panel for the PPI small grants programme, were involved in the judging 

panels for the Trust’s Excellence Awards and their continued involvement in consultations on Trust’s 

plans and participation in a range of Trust and regional groups including the Regional PPI Forum.    

Double Click Paper Clips to view 

newsletters below 

The Trust’s Chief Executive thanked the Panel for their contributions to the strategic direction of 

PPI within the Trust. Roberta Brownlee, Trust Chair was extremely grateful to the Panel in her 

speech and thanked them for the lovely flowers presented to her. 

To hear the presentations and listen to what being involved in the PPI Panel means to members 

Click here   

What an achievement to reach 10 years!                    

To recognise the contribution the PPI Panel have 

made to PPI and Coproduction both at a local Trust 

level and regional HSC level the Southern Trust held  

a Recognition Event on 27th November via the 

online platform Zoom.  Over 40 participants attended 

the event and it was great to see so many past and 

present Panel members.   

It was also great to see staff who have worked with 

the PPI Panel endorsing their work and 

achievements.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-03jTCu6Vg&feature=youtu.be
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Who is on the PPI Panel? 


On 31/3/18 the Panel was structured in the following manner: 
 


Chairperson:  


Peter Donnelly    
 


Vice Chair:  


Willie McKeown 
 


Members:  


Sharon Doherty,  


Ray Hamilton,  


Annie Burrell,  


Carol McCullough,  


Ian Stafford,  


Andrew Martin,  


Peter Murray  


Hayley Smith.  


The Patient Client Council is represented by Keli Clarke.  
 


Collectively we have experience of the following services: Physical and Sensory Disability,    


Learning Disability, Older People’s Primary Care, Mental Health, Hospital and Carer Support. 


s Chairperson of Personal and Public Involvement (PPI) Panel in 


the Southern Health and Social Care Trust (SHSCT) it gives me 


great pleasure to present the first ever PPI Panel Newsletter.   
 


Now in its eighth year, I felt it was important for the Panel to begin docu-


menting its activities and progress in order to highlight the positive im-


pact the involvement of service users and carers can bring to a large or-


ganisation such as the Trust. I believe this Newsletter will provide some 


insight into our work and also hopefully encourage others to either join 


the PPI Panel or become involved in some of the other opportunities the Trust has as it continues 


to improve services.   
 


Finally I would like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to Sharon Doherty, who I replaced as 


Chair in March 2017.  Sharon led the Panel for 4 years and during this period provided direction 


and support to all stakeholders and ensured that the voice of service users and carers was heard 


and acknowledged at local and regional levels.  Her steadfast commitment to the involvement of 


service users and carers in the planning, delivery, evaluation and commissioning of health and 


social care services continues to be the standard for the rest of the panel. 
 


I do hope that you enjoy this first edition and if you have any feedback please do not hesitate to 


email me @ PPI.Team@southerntrust.hscni.net 


Peter Donnelly 


What is the PPI Panel? 


The Panel was established in September 2010 to help the Trust shape its service user and carer 


involvement structures and processes.  Membership is made up of service users and carers who 


are representative of the services it provides and the geographical area it serves.   
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What does the PPI Panel do? 


The Panel is tasked with:  
 


 Providing feedback on how the Trust is progressing with its service user, carer and              


stakeholder involvement agenda and commenting on the Trust’s PPI action plan 
  


 Working with the Trust to enhance personal and public involvement across all of its services 
 


 Working with the Trust to identify local need, shape and design service development and        


delivery and participate in evaluation of services 
 


 Nominating members to sit on relevant fora and feedback to the PPI Panel  
 


These fora include:  


 


The Regional HSC PPI Forum  


Panel Representatives: Peter Donnelly & Sharon Doherty 


The Regional Forum was established in 2010 to provide leadership and support in driving   


forward the promotion and advancement of PPI across Health and Social Care organisations 


in N Ireland.   This is delivered through the sharing of best practice, joint working on areas of 


common interest through subgroups and the active participation of service users and carers. 


 


The Patient Client Experience Committee  


Panel Representatives: Peter Donnelly, Sharon Doherty, Annie Burrell & Ray Hamilton 


This Committee provides assurance to the Trust Board that services, systems and             


processes provide effective measures of patient/client experience and involvement.                


It identifies gaps and ensures that improvement initiatives are in place to address these and 


that they are monitored and evaluated effectively. 


 


The Regional PPI Forum Performance Management Sub-group  


Panel Representatives: Peter Donnelly & Sharon Doherty 


The Sub-group aims to guide and inform the development and operation of monitoring and     


performance management arrangements for PPI in HSC.  It facilitates service users and    


carers to participate directly in monitoring and performance management arrangements,   


contributing to assessments of PPI progress and participating in verification arrangements.  


 


The Race Equality Forum  


Panel Representative: Annie Burrell 


The Race Equality Forum provides opportunities for consultation that enables Black,           


Minority and Ethnic (BME) Communities in the Southern area to enter into dialogue and      


influence the policies of the Trust on issues that have been identified as being of                


fundamental importance.  
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The Regional PPI Forum Training Sub-group  


Panel Representatives: Peter Donnelly & Sharon Doherty 


The primary purpose of this sub-group is to work collectively to advance the development of 


PPI training and awareness raising across HSC services. It also supports the PHA to    


identify what is essential to and raising awareness of PPI training and advises how this 


training should be rolled out across Health and Social Care.  


 


 


The Patient Client Experience Steering Group  


Panel Representatives: Annie Burrell & Andrew Martin 


This group, chaired by the Executive Director for Nursing, drives a work programme in the 


Trust in line with the Regional PCE Steering Group Action Plan. The group approves and 


monitors an annual work plan to address the regional priorities, progress directorate      


specific initiatives and prioritises elements for reporting to the Trust’s PCE Committee at its 


quarterly meetings.  


 


             The Mental Health Forum  


      Panel Representative: Willie McKeown 


The Forum was established in 1993 to communicate mental health service user’s opinions 


and experiences to providers and to disseminate        


information from providers to the wider community. 


Since then the Forum has become the official voice of 


the mental health service user community within the 


Southern Health & Social Care Trust.  It provides      


advice, information and signposting for service users, 


carers, professionals and the general public in relation 


to mental health services throughout the Trust area.  It 


also engages directly with service providers in planning, 


delivering and monitoring mental health services both 


locally and regionally. 


 


 


The E Health Care Record - EHCR PPI Reference Group  


Panel Representative: Carol McCullough & Peter Donnelly 


The Reference Group supports HSC services with the implementation of the N Ireland  


Electronic Care Record (NIECR), a computer system that pulls together key details about 


an individual’s care from existing HSC systems and makes them available to authorised 


staff.  This tool aims to make care safer, better and faster. 
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      The Palliative Care Experience Group  


       Panel Representative: Annie Burrell 


The Palliative Care Experience Group aims to  


improve the palliative and end of life care services 


provided by the Southern Health and Social Care 


Trust.  It is currently focused on implementing a 


number of recommendations from ‘Living Matters, 


Dying Matters’ the palliative and end of life     


strategy for N Ireland.  These recommendations 


relate to raising public awareness of palliative and 


end of life care; improving the content, format, 


availability and accessibility of palliative and end 


of life care information; and improving             


communication skills training for professionals. 
 


 


Mental Health Service Users and Carers Service Improvement Group (UCSIG)  


Panel Representative: Willie McKeown 


UCSIG is a working group within the Mental Health Division of the SHSCT which comprises 


a mix of service users, carers, independent advocates and health and social care           


professionals, all of whom have personnel experience of living, working or caring for those 


with mental ill-health. The group is jointly chaired by a service user and a staff member and 


also includes representatives from leading third sector providers in the Southern area.    


UCSIG is committed to promoting the lived experience voice in the commissioning,       


planning, delivery and management of mental health services in the SHSCT and across the 


region. 
 


 


 


The Social Work Strategy—The Local Engagement Partnership (LEP)  


Panel Representative: Ray Hamilton (Co-chair) 


The LEP was established in 2017 to support a more  


de-centralised approach to Stage 2 delivery of the    


Social Work Strategy ‘Improving and Safeguarding   


Social Wellbeing.’ It enables social workers and   


people with lived experience to work together to     


improve social work by focusing on 4 key priorities: 


co-production, improvement, leadership and        


outcomes.   


 


The Southern Unscheduled Care Local Network Group  


Panel Representatives: Peter Donnelly, Willie McKeown & Sharon Doherty 


This Group develops resilience and capacity plans to ensure preparedness to manage 


pressures associated with the winter period, focusing on GP in-hours and Out of Hours  


services, patient flow and the management of delayed discharges.  Plans also identify risks 


to delivering safe and effective unscheduled care services and detail mitigating actions   


taken to address any such risks. 
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The Southern Trust Adverse Incidents Group Project 


Representative: Carol McCullough 


The group was established as a Quality 2020 initiative with the key aim of transferring les-


sons learned across the entire organisation in order to facilitate the enhanced development 


of robust procedures and systems to improve safety.  The group’s work has involved simu-


lation training, safety checks, staff discussion about concerns and supporting learning from 


incident experience. 


 


The Cleanliness Audit Steering Group  


Representative: Peter Donnelly 


The Steering Group ensures that a high level of environmental cleanliness is achieved and 


maintained throughout the Trust. The Committee meets on a quarterly basis and it is 


chaired by the Assistant Director of Acute Services, Functional Support Services.  
 


 


The Multi-disciplinary Team Primary Care Service Reference Group  


Representative: Carol McCullough 


The newly established reference group seeks to support the modernisation of primary care 


services ensuring that they are more responsive and accessible to local needs and advises 


on the development of more effective partnerships and team working across organisational 


and professional boundaries. 


 


PPI Panel Meetings  


The Panel itself meets on a quarterly basis and when the agenda permits we like to invite a 


member of staff or another stakeholder to share their knowledge on topics for the benefit of     


service users and carers alike.  The minutes of the PPI Panel meetings and further information 


on Involvement can be found at: www.southerntrust.hscni.net/about/1600.htm 


 


In March 2017, Kate Corley - Head of Support Services addressed the meeting and provided 


an overview of the car-parking challenges the Trust was encountering and the steps it had taken 


to overcome them.  These included the establishment of a strategic project group; a review of 


parking spaces on the 5 main sites; an analysis of parking trends; and a review of where internal 


meetings are hosted.  Kate informed the panel these actions had resulted in the identification of 


additional car-parking spaces and that the Trust were currently considering a parking               


enforcement approach. 


 


In June 2017, Nicole Evans - Corporate Governance Officer attended the meeting to discuss 


a quality improvement initiative which sought to enhance the reporting of adverse incidents.    


The project team’s proposal was to make the Incident Reporting Form (Datix) more user friendly 


thereby ensuring that learning from both actual incidents and ‘near misses’ could be better   


shared across the organisation.  Nicole emphasised that patient safety was the driving force    


behind the initiative.  Following the presentation members put forward a number of suggestions 


including the development of guidance notes and specialised training for staff. 


 



http://www.southerntrust.hscni.net/about/1600.htm
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Further development of PPI Panel  Development of PPI Resources 


The Recruitment Flyer and Information 


Pack was reviewed, updated and widely  


circulated in March 2017.   


It was recirculated in October 2017 


Identified training needs and  


developed programme to address this 


Developed a communications plan to  


promote the work of the Panel and raise 


general awareness of PPI in general 


Development of Annual Report 


Contributed to PPI Performance           


Management Monitoring 


Review and up-date of                           


Consultation scheme 


Review and up-date of PPI Toolkit 


PPI training booklet  for  staff 


Review and up-date of Advocacy            


Information Booklet for Trust Staff 


PPI Corporate Action Plan 17/18 


Terms of Reference updated and new 


Chair and Vice-chair elected 


In October 2017, Noreen McComiskey  


Head of Specialist Services presented a new 


research paper entitled  
 


“The Perceived Impact of Caring for  Animals on 


Adults with a Learning Disability.”  
 


The research demonstrated that caring for a range 


of animals in a non-domestic setting had a positive 


and beneficial impact upon Adults with a Learning 


Disability including increases in patience,           


self-confidence, independence and improved    


social skills.  
 


 


In December 2017, Emma Girvan - Community Team Lead Dietitian provided an overview of 


‘Promoting Good Nutrition - A Strategy for good nutritional care for adults in all care settings in  


NI 2011-2016’.  Emma also provided background information on the Trust’s Promoting Good       


Nutrition Adult Community Services Group which seeks to address malnutrition across the  


southern area by planning where services / resources 


should be directed and by identifying individuals at risk in 


their own home / in the community.  Emma concluded 


her presentation by emphasising that she was keen to 


hear what actions should be taken from a service user / 


carer perspective.  Panel members offered a number of 


suggestions which included making better use of a     


client’s Electronic Health Care Record and the Trust’s 


Carers register. 


In progress Completed 


Review and update of PPI Strategy 


Progress against PPI Action Plan 2017- 2018  
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Additional Outputs  


 2 Panel members (Willie McKeown & Carol McCullough)   


attended the Annual QI Event in The Junction on 17th of 


November which provided an opportunity for staff to share 


service improvements across all our Directorates and      


service areas.  


 


 7 Panel members (Peter Donnelly, Willie McKeown, Sharon Doherty, Ray Hamilton,  


Ian Stafford, Andrew Martin and Peter Murray) involved in the PPI Monitoring Self        


Assessment Visit on 20th of June.  This monitoring assessment used the PPI Standards and 


associated Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) as a framework to gather information, to help 


assess Trust progress against compliance with PPI.  


 


 2 Panel members (Carol McCullough & Andrew Martin) completed PPI Panel Induction / 


Refresher Training on 1st of December which provided an overview of the Southern Health 


and Social Care Trust structures, history and ethos; decision making and accountability   


processes in the Southern Trust; the key values & principles underlying Personal & Public 


Involvement and how this is embedded in the Southern Trust, and the role of the PPI Panel. 


 


 3 Panel members (Peter Murray, Willie McKeown  


         & Andrew Martin) are involved in the judging panels   


         for the Trust’s Excellence Awards 2018 which        


         celebrates and recognises the commitment,              


         innovation and achievements of Trust staff. 


 


 1 Panel member (Peter Donnelly) attended the annual Northern Ireland Confederation for 


Health and Social Care (NICON) Conference and Exhibition in The La Mon Hotel on 18th & 


19th of May which provides an opportunity for leaders from the statutory; voluntary/


community and independent sectors to come together with clinicians and service users to 


consider the key issues in health and social care. 


 


 3 Panel members (Ray Hamilton, Peter Donnelly & Peter Murray) are involved in a     


regional stakeholder group in relation to the Integrated Transport Strategy, which seeks to 


improve the quality of public transport services and attract more passengers while            


increasing productivity, reducing costs and cutting subsidies. 


 


 1 Panel member (Peter Donnelly) was involved in 


developing the engagement and communication 


plan for the DHH Pathfinder Group which seeks to 


develop a viable plan to address immediate      


pressures and stabilise the provision of emergency 


services at Daisy Hill Hospital. 
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Additional Outputs continued  


 2 Panel members (Willie McKeown & Sharon Doherty) were invited, as part of a        


stakeholder panel, to be involved in the ‘Director of Planning and Performance’ recruitment 


process. 
 


 2 Panel members (Sharon Doherty & Ray Hamilton) are involved in the review of the 


Trust’s website to ensure the flow of information into local communities is accurate,           


accessible and up to date. 


 


 1 Panel member (Carol McCullough) commenced a quality 


improvement project for an ‘OCN NI Level 3 Award in the 


‘Quality Improvement for  Service Users / Carers.’ This pro-


gramme seeks to develop the knowledge and skills of Service 


Users / Carers’ who have an interest in quality improvement 


activities.  In total 7 Service  Users / Carers are completing the 


programme. 
 


 2 Panel members (Ray Hamilton & Carol      


       McCullough) attended the launch of the Engage            


       website in Stormont on 13th of November 2017.     


       The Engage website is a central resource for    


       involvement in health and social care in N Ireland.                      


       www.engage.hscni.net 


 


 


 



http://www.engage.hscni.net

http://engage.hscni.net/
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Name: Carol McCullough 


 


 


I first heard about the Southern Trust’s PPI Panel at a Patient & Client Council        


Conference, however I only applied for membership in 2017 after reading a tweet from the 


Trust’s Twitter account stating the Panel were actively recruiting new members. 


   


I attended my first PPI Panel meeting on Friday 9
th 


of June 2017. 


  
I joined the PPI Panel because I am genuinely interested in Involvement in policy and 


practice and I also wanted to support PPI within my own Trust. I had also heard of the 


Trust’s successes with PPI and I believed that joining the Panel presented a good learning 


opportunity.  


  


During 2017 / 2018 I represented the Southern Trust’s PPI Panel on the Adverse Inci-


dents Group project; the Multi-Disciplinary Team Primary Care Service User Reference 


Group; the E Health Care Record - EHCR PPI Reference Group; and the School of Nurs-


ing and Midwifery Service User and Carer Reference Group.  
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I consider my personal appreciation and understanding of both illness and              


accessing and using services to be the most relevant experience to my work on the PPI 


Panel.   


However, I was also a director of the NI Rare Disease Partnership Board for two years and 


it’s Consultation Lead for four.  I have completed the ‘Leading in Partnership’ programme.  I 


have also recently completed an OCN NI Level 3 Award In Quality Improvement, where the 


focus of my project has been exploring better and safer ways to raise awareness of issues 


in care other than making a complaint. 


 


I believe PPI means the inclusion of patients, carers and the general public at many levels 


depending on what is needed for successful outcomes. There has to be a distinction       


between personal involvement and public involvement but both can be useful at all levels 


from completing surveys and consultations to actual involvement in decision making and 


actions throughout a project.  Wherever possible patients and carers also need to become 


more involved in a partnership approach within their health care team and self-


management encouraged. This needs to be balanced against personal aptitude and 


choice.  PPI at all levels can offer opportunities to improve services and culture, educate 


health care professionals and service users and provide the tools for greater patient and 


carer empowerment based on informed choice.  However, I believe, the most significant 


involvement is at the coalface of health and social care. This is where you have most op-


portunities to discover what works well, what does not work so well, and where people can 


develop a deeper understanding of ‘what matters to you’.  


 


The most successful and worthwhile piece of work I have been involved in thus far is 


the Trust’s Adverse Incident Group Project which I believe has huge potential to improve 


services through effective Personal and Public Involvement, where staff and service users 


can successfully work together .  The work of this group as a Quality 2020 project has been 


such a success that there are plans for a new group to build on the work of the project to 


date.  I look forward to continue working as a members of the new group.  I must also 


acknowledge and recognise the Panel’s achievements to date and I believe that the rela-


tionships it members have developed with staff have resulted in managers and other staff 


‘buying into’ PPI, there is strong PPI leadership across the organisation and its members 


have a strong voice and can draw on a wealth of diverse experience.  
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Membership of the PPI Panel 


 


The Southern Trust is currently seeking people who have  


experience of its services and an interest in developing opportunities for  


others to become involved in improving those services.   


 


Anyone can apply to be a member of the Trust’s PPI Panel if they: 


 


 Live in the Southern Trust area; or 


 Use the services delivered by the Southern Trust; or 


 Care for someone who use the services delivered by the Southern Trust; or 


 Are a potential user of Trust Services. 


 


Panel members can claim reasonable out of pocket expenses incurred for PPI activities.   


If you are interested in becoming a member of the PPI Panel please visit the PPI section of the 


Trust’s website: www.southerntrust.hscni.net/about/1600.htm 


or contact: 


 


Carolyn Agnew  


Head of User Involvement and Community Development 
 


Promoting Well Being Team,  
 


St Luke’s Hospital,  
 


71 Loughgall Road,  
 


Armagh  
 


BT61 7NQ 
 


Tel No:  028 3756 4469 
 


Email: Carolyn.agnew@southerntrust.hscni.net 



http://www.southerntrust.hscni.net/about/1600.htm

mailto:Carolyn.agnew@southerntrust.hscni.net
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A 
s Chairperson of Personal and Public Involvement (PPI)  


Panel in the Southern Health and Social Care Trust (SHSCT)  


it gives me great pleasure to present the second annual PPI 


Panel Newsletter 2019.  


 


I do hope that you enjoy this edition and if you have any feedback  


please do not hesitate to email me @PPI.Team@southerntrust.hscni.net  
 


Peter Donnelly 


What is the PPI Panel?  
 


The Panel was established in September 2010 to help the Trust shape its service user and 


carer involvement, structures and processes. Membership is made up of service users and 


carers who are representative of the services it provides and the geographical area it serves.  


 


What does the PPI Panel do?  
 


The Panel is tasked with:  
 


 Providing feedback on how the Trust is progressing with its service user, carer and 


stakeholder involvement agenda and commenting on the Trust’s PPI action plan  
 
 


 Working with the Trust to enhance personal and public involvement across all of its 


services  
 
 


 Working with the Trust to identify local need, shape and design service development and 


delivery and participate in evaluation of services  
 
 


 Nominating members to sit on relevant fora and feedback to the PPI Panel  


 


Why User Involvement / PPI is important? 
   


As we plan and develop services we can only make improvements by involving people who 


have experience of using our services. 
  


The PPI team provides expertise and support to staff to ensure that service users and carer 


involvement is integral to the development and evaluation of services across the Trust.  
  


We will support and guide you when you are: 
 


 Planning your User Involvement/PPI activity 
 


 Developing your User Involvement/PPI Action Plans  


 Recording the Impact of User Involvement/PPI activities 
 


Our aim is to tailor this support to suit you/your teams identified needs.  


 


PPI Panel Meetings 
 


 


The Panel itself meets on a quarterly basis and when the agenda permits we like to invite a 


member of staff or another stakeholder to share their knowledge on topics for the benefit of 


service users and carers alike. The minutes of the PPI Panel meetings and further information 


on Involvement can be requested @ppi.team @southerntrust.hscni.net 



mailto:PPI.Team@southerntrust.hscni.net
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PPI Panel  


Chairperson: Peter Donnelly Vice Chair: Ian Stafford  
 


Members: Sharon Doherty, Ray Hamilton, Annie Burrell, Carol McCullough, Ian Stafford,  


Andrew Martin, Peter Murray and Marian Thompson 
 


Collectively we have experience of the following services: 
 


Physical and Sensory Disability        Learning Disability      Older People’s Primary Care  


Mental Health Services         Carer Support 


Representatives from the PPI Panel sit on the following fora 


Effective PPI requires time and dedication and we appreciate the commitment shown by our 


staff, service users, carers and members of the local community in helping us to improve our 


decision making and service delivery for the benefit of patients and the wider population.   


Inspiring Ray………...Graduates 
 


 


 


I left Fleming Fulton School in 1990 with few qualifications and  


went onto Banbridge College of Further Education for three years.   
 


My passions, interests and hobbies involve attending church,  


surfing the web, photography, playing boccia in Kilkeel community 


group which I organise and I am an excellent drafts player.  


Ten years ago I got involved with PPI and now attend regular 


meetings and sit on several panels to do with the health service. 
 


I started my degree in Health and Social Care 19 years ago. It took  


a lot of hard work and determination along the way. Sometimes I  


felt like pulling my hair out. My assistants June and Philip helped  


me and I am so grateful for them.  
 


I decided to study Health and Social Care because I always had people working with me from 


Health and Social Care backgrounds and I was interested in it. 
 


I think I will inspire others with disabilities to pursue an education because it shows that no 


matter what life throws your way you can do anything you put your mind to. I trusted in God, that 


he would give me the courage and determination to finish my degree and I am so happy that I 


graduated on 4
th
 October 2019 at the age of 48.  


Ray DF Hamilton BSc (Honours) Open 


 Patient Client Experience Committee  Adult Safeguarding 


 Patient Client Experience Steering Group  Regional PPI Forum Update 


 Social Work Strategy 
 Inquiry into Hyponatraemia - Related 


Deaths (IHRD) 


 Cleanliness Steering Group 
 Northern Ireland Ambulance Service 


(NIAS) -  a Stakeholder Forum 


 Unscheduled Care  Student Nursing 


 Multi-disciplinary Team Primary Care  Service Reference Group  
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Publication of Updated PPI Toolkit  


The Southern Trust’s PPI Team in partnership with the 


Trust’s PPI Panel, Trust staff and members of the 


Regional PPI Forum reviewed and up-dated the PPI 


Toolkit (2010) in line with new legislation and guidance. 


It was launched in March 2019.  
 


This practical guide is designed to support Trust staff 


understand and  fulfil their  responsibilities in regard to 


PPI, Patient Client Experience and Co-production to 


ensure the meaningful involvement of service users, 


carers, local communities and partners in improving the 


design, delivery, safety, quality and efficiency of Trust  


services.  


Pictured at the PPI Toolkit launch from l - r standing are: Blaine McCartney, Lisa Polland-O’Hare, 


Carolyn Agnew, Ruth Mullen  Carol McCullough, Marian Thompson, Annie Burrell and Majella 


Gorman. l-r sitting: Ian Stafford, Ray Hamilton, Sharon Doherty, Peter Donnelly and Peter Murray.  


Missing from the picture - Andrew Martin 


 


Thank You Willie 


Willie McKeown was a long serving and extremely valued member 


of the PPI Panel. He kept us informed of relevant information and 


feedback from the sub groups that he attended.  


 


Willie brought to the fore how PPI helped to show that Service 


Users voices was valued in a practical way 
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PPI Annual Report 


 
This year the PPI Panel working in partnership with the 


Trust has also developed its second Annual Report in 


newsletter style  to raise the profile of the panel and 


awareness of the range of work undertaken by its members. 


Panel members completed training in recruitment and 


selection and quality improvement, took part in interviews 


for the new PPI posts, participated in the assessment  panel 


for the PPI small grants programme, were involved in the 


judging panels for the Trust’s Excellence Awards and  


continued to be involved in consultations on Trust’s plans 


and participate in a range of Trust and  regional groups 


including the Regional PPI Forum.  


 


 


 


 
 


I can clearly recall when in 2016 I had decided to make 


application to become a member of the Southern Trust’s 


PPI Panel mentioning my intention to the current 


Chairperson Peter Donnelly and in reply he said “Contact 


Carolyn Agnew she’ll keep you right”. 
 


Three years later and Peter’s statement has proven to be 


profound because on all occasions when I have had to 


contact Carolyn in her role as Head of User Involvement 


and Community Development for the PPI Panel she always 


demonstrated, in an professional manner empathy, 


kindness, administrative promptness and never once was 


she dismissive of personal opinions I expressed in relation      


      to the work of PPI. 
 


These unique personal attributes were not only extended to me but also to all other members of 


the Southern Trust’s PPI Panel and Carolyn’s dedication toward  all aspects of the work often 


resulted in her going the ‘extra mile’ and always without murmuring or complaint. 


Her dedication to the work of PPI coupled with her pleasant demeanour and the aforementioned 


attributes – not forgetting her big cheerful laugh - will have a lasting positive impact upon our 


endeavours to ensure that the Southern Trust’s Panel continues to take the lead in being a 


constructive voice for all Service Users living within the Trust’s catchment area. 
 


I am totally confident that I am echoing the sentiments of all PPI Panel members past and 


present in wishing Carolyn a long, healthy and enjoyable retirement. 
 


Ian Stafford, Vice-Chair - SHSCT PPI Panel 


Sincere Thanks Carolyn 


Carolyn pictured with PPI  
Chairperson Peter Donnelly 
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Service User/ Carer Consultants  


  


 


 


Expansion of the PPI Team 


During 2018/19 the Trust secured recurrent resources to expand the PPI Team. Each directorate     


contributed funding to appoint a second User Involvement Development  Officer and the 


Department of Health (DoH) allocated funding under the Confidence and Supply Transformation 


fund which the Trust has used to appoint a Senior User Involvement Development Officer and to 


establish a bank of Service User / Carer Consultants.   


L-r: Blaine McCartney, Majella Gorman and Lisa Polland O’Hare 


Service User / Carer Consultants have been recruited for specific purposes in supporting user 


involvement. They will support the implementation of regional PPI standards and the delivery of 


Trust PPI and co production priorities; supporting action plans to maximise the lived and living 


experiences and voices within the Trust.  
 


Service User consultants will support service users and carers to avail of relevant training to 


build confidence and advocacy for engagement in PPI activities.  
 


Service user consultants will support existing service user groups to in the identification of roles 


and responsibilities in shaping, delivering and coordination of services across all programmes of 


care.  


Elaine Fogarty Bernie McSorley Janet Johnstone 
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Interested in Joining the PPI Panel? 
 


Using Your Experience to 


 Improve Our Services! 


 
 


Are YOU interested in becoming involved in improving the planning, 
development and delivery of Health and Social Care Services  


in the Southern Trust area?  
 


If so, please contact the PPI Team @ppi.team @southerntrust.hscni.net 


Or by telephone on 028 3756 4472 





File Attachment
PPI annual newsletter.pdf



Retirement of Carolyn Agnew  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2019, the PPI Panel paid tribute and wished Carolyn Agnew well on her retirement as Head of 

Service for User Involvement and Community Development.  Vice-chair Ian Stafford wrote,  

“I can clearly recall when in 2016 I had decided to make 

application to become a member of the Southern Trust’s 

PPI Panel mentioning my intention to the current 

Chairperson Peter Donnelly and in reply he said “Contact 

Carolyn Agnew she’ll keep you right”.  Three years later and 

Peter’s statement has proven to be profound because on all 

occasions when I have had to contact Carolyn in her role as 

Head of User Involvement and Community Development for 

the PPI Panel she always demonstrated, in an professional 

manner empathy, kindness, administrative promptness and 

never once was she dismissive of personal opinions I 

expressed in relation to the work of PPI.  I am totally 

confident that I am echoing the sentiments of all PPI Panel 

members past and present in wishing Carolyn a long, 

healthy and enjoyable retirement.” 

Plans for the future  

We all know how Covid-19 has changed they way we operate but we are thankful the PPI Panel 

recommenced Panel meetings September 2020.  We actually recruited three new members during 

the crisis.  We have worked on the following projects since we recommenced as a Panel:  
 

 No more Silo’s local work streams 

 Stormont health committee inquiry into care home 

 Care partners (with PCC) 

 Regional Health & Social Care PPI Involvement Forum 

 Hyponatraemia Report Recommendations (IHRD) Implementation Plan  

 Clinical Social Care Governance 

 RQIA Remit Sub Group (Duty of Quality) 

 School of Nursing and Midwifery (QUB) Service Users and Carers Forum 

 We have also signed up to Leadership Training with the Leadership centre have completed 

two sessions since September 2020.  the main aim of this training is to help us as a group to 

reflect and plan for the future and to build PPI Panel systems and processes.  

Interested in Joining the PPI Panel? 

Using Your Experience to 

 Improve Our Services! 

Are YOU interested in becoming involved in improving the planning, development and delivery 

of Health and Social Care Services  

in the Southern Trust area?  

If so, please contact the PPI Team @ppi.team @southerntrust.hscni.net 

Or by telephone on 028 3756 4472 


